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Abstract

Résumé
Ce mémoire décrit le développement d' une base de cas comprenant des exemples
(bons et mauvais) d'interfaces ainsi que de leurs critiques. Cette base de cas doit servir d'outil
d'apprentissage pour la création d'interfaces et la compréhension des règles et critères qui s'y
rapportent. Ce travail s'inscrit dans le cadre du projet Vesale de l' institut d'informatique et
fait suite au stage de 5 mois passé au College of Computing du Georgia Institute of
Technology (Atlanta, Etats-Unis).
La tâche principale attachée à cette base est la création d'une application permettant
d'insérer une interface et ses critiques. Le défi est alors de créer une application simple à
utiliser, performante du point de vue des possibilités offertes et des libertés laissées à
l'utilisateur, tout en gardant à l'esprit le concept de « bootstrapping » cher au projet Vesale.
Des réflexions concernant la consultation de cette base seront aussi abordées.

Abstract
This thesis describes the development of a case base containing examples (bad and
good) of interfaces and their critiques. This case base must serve as a learning tool for the
creation of interfaces and the comprehension of some rules and criteria that exist in this
domain. This work is part of the Vesale Project of the Institut d'informatique and follows a
five month internship period at the College of Computing of Georgia Institute of Technology
(Atlanta, USA).
The main task linked to this base is the creation of an application that lets the users
insert interfaces and their critiques. The challenge is then to create an application easy to use,
powerful if we speak about the possibilities and the freedom let to the users but by keeping in
mind the « bootstrapping » concept used in the Vesale Project. Sorne information concerning
the consultation of the base will also be examined.
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Introduction

Introduction
The title of this thesis is "A case base as a learning tool for the design of Human
Computer Interfaces" but a possible other title would be "Summary of the last year of our
Master degree".
·
During the first semester of this academic year, we were welcomed by Professor Mark
Guzdial in Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta (GA, USA) to make an internship.
During this internship we were confronted with a new environment and new technologies.
American mind is not the same that European one. We discovered a new wày of working and
living which were very profitable from a persona! point of view. There we also learned a new
way of teaching which is very interesting for the realization of our thesis . This approach was
also a great inspiration for us.
We met and appreciated this teaching approach in several situations:
Firstly, we were present during some courses. We observed that the studies in the USA
are not organized in the same way. So, there isn't a "second mastery degree year" like in
Belgium. There is an obligatory list of courses and the very attractive point is that each
student can organize himself his program of course. To help the student is this task, the
professors give a same lesson several times in a week. This approach gives to the student a
larger intellectual freedom.
Secondly, when we discussed with Professor Mark Guzdial and Colleen Kehoe. We
confronted our point of view and they gave us advice and some bibliographie references to
help us in our research. So, we could take advantage of their experience.
Last but not least, when we met other Georgia Tech Professors. Each week, some
education professionals discuss about their research project, recent publication or about
experiences, concerning teaching and apprenticeship.
Beyond this theoretical contribution, we acquired also some practice by realizing a
web site aimed to teach some HCI concepts. This web site, realized with tools developed at
Georgia Tech, has been commented and criticized by students testing it and also by Professor
Mark Guzdial.
During the second semester, we had to take a part in the Vesale project in Namur and
to develop a case base for HCI. We had a lot of meetings with Vesale team to see how this
case base can be implemented and how to use the experience acquired during our internship.
This thesis and the developed application is the summary of all these things.
In the first chapter, we will explain the context of our thesis, i.e. the subject, what we
realized at Georgia Tech, and then we will also briefly present the Vesale project.
The second chapter will present the pedagogical approach we have followed. This
chapter contains of course two main parts since it ex plains the pedagogical approach followed
in the USA and also how we have integrated it in our Thesis. A small theoretical point is also
presented.
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The third chapter will detail one of the two main fonctions of our application: the case
insertion in the case base. We will explain what we have developed and also why we chose to
do that in that way.
The fourth chapter will be similar to the precedent since it will explain the second
main fonction: the consultation of the case base. The only difference is that this point will be
Jess concrete because the consultation has not yet been implemented.
The fifth chapter will be more concrete since it will present the implementation of the
consultation. We will not provide code application but we will explain the different choices
made.
The last chapter will criticize our developed interface and will demonstrate in this way
the importance of "bootstrapping".
After a conclusion and bibliography, some appendixes with different documents will
be proposed.
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Chapter 1: Thesis context

1.1. Subject of our thesis
The title of this thesis is "A case base as a learning tool for the design of Human
Computer Interfaces". Our work is thus to create a case base that will help users to learn and
to understand design principles in HCI. Cases are interfaces that users desire to present or to
criticize. Two main tasks must be realized: the case insertion and the case consultation. These
two tasks are essential for the concept of apprenticeship of the base. The first one will help the
user to learn how to present an interface and how to criticize it. The second one will let him
see and criticize interfaces made by others.

1.2. Work experience at Georgia Tech
Our internship was made at the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta. At this
place, we worked with Prof. Mark Guzdial and Colleen Kehoe on the creation of a case base
that had the same goals that the one we would have to create for the Vesale project. The
indications and recommendations of Prof. Mark Guzdial were very helpful for our discovery
of the task and frequents reunions with other Education professionals gave us an idea of the
different approaches we could follow to create a real learning tool. For example, the Co Web
environment (described later in this paper) was a perfect demonstration of what a learning
tool had to offer to users. The possibility to discuss with students and to confront them with
our work was also a good motivation for us.
We had also the great opportunity to participate to the "International Conference of the
Learning Sciences 1998" [BRUCKMAN and AL 1998].
A detailed presentation of our developed Co Web site is provided in appendix 2

1.3. Vesale Project
1.3.1. Introduction
"Teaching and research related to Human Computer Interface (HCI) have as aim the
theories, the models, the methods and the tools necessary to ail the steps of life's cycle of a
HCI. Consequently, would it be useful to employ the specific knowledge to this field in the
development of software tools of support to a computer-aided teaching? If moreover, this
teaching is in the field itself, the opportunity is given to use its content in self-illustration,
knowledge and techniques specific to the field of HCI and thus benefiting the learning. This
principle of "bootstrapping" is fundamental to the VESALE project (Visual user interface
design Education Supported by a computer-Aided Learning Environment), a multimedia
environment of support to the teaching of HCI.
This teaching's support concerns four situations of operation:
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•

The apprenticeship as part of the live teaching : teacher and students are face to
face

•

The complementary apprenticeship to the live teaching which essentially stands
the evaluation of knowledge and review of syllabus contents

•

The indirect teaching or distant learning, i.e. the self-apprenticeship enriched by
the interactions with the teacher

•

The co-operation to the teaching's enrichments. In particularly, the enrichments for
reasoned cases and for illustrations of multimedia technologies.

1.3.1.1 Global presentatio n of the Vesale project modules
a) Logical Architecture
Each module/base of the Vesale architecture are related. The figure bellow (Fig XXX)
describes those relationships.
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Figure XXX. The relations between the d!lferent modules oj lhe Vesale archilecture
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b) The modules
•

The course notes module
The course notes module contains the notes of the Human Computer Interface
(HCI) course presented in the form of hypermedia software.

•

The reasoned cases module
The reasoned case module contains critical examples of interface including some
examples of design. This base can be enriched by cases suggested by the students
or other interested persons.

•

The multimedia technologies illustration module
The multimedia technologies illustration module 1s related to the interaction
objects and technologies.

•

The ergonomie rules module
The ergonomie rules module is intended to illustrate the use of the ergonomie
criteria and rules in order to build useful and usable interfaces. lt will consist of a
subset of ergonomie rules of design of HCI.

•

The knowledge evaluation module
The knowledge evaluation module contains exercises, questions and plans of
evaluation of knowledge acquisition by the learner. It must allow a summative and
formative evaluation.

•

The video sequences module
The video sequences module contains video sequences of introduction of certain
parts of the HCI course or sequences to illustrate the handling of certain interactive
objects.

•

The dialogue space
The dialogue space support the dialogue between the professor and the student on
general questions.

•

The comments space
The comment space is associated with each particular base. This space makes it
possible for the students to express comments and eventually for the professor to
react to these comments." [BODART and AL 1999]

The complete specification document can be found in appendix 1.

1.3.2. Our work in the Vesale Project
We must construct the case base that will appear in the reasoned case module. This
base will contain good examples of quality interface conception and bad examples of interface
conception that does not respect the design criteria of the HCI course.
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Chapter 2: Pedagogical approach

2.1. Introduction
The purpose of our thesis is to create an application that will help students to realize
good interfaces. The main difficulty is to really understand the task: what are the students
waiting for? What pedagogical approach must we follow to reach these objectives? The
internship made in the USA at Georgia Institute of Technology was very helpful for us. We
had the opportunity to discuss with students and professors about the philosophy used in the
USA. The discussions with Professor Mark Guzdial were particularly useful and interesting.
His recommendations helped us to improve our design of the site. The discovery of the
Co Web environrnent has also been essential for the comprehension of our task. With the
CoWeb, we were able to test different organizations and evolutions of our site without the
problems linked to the implementation.
The application that we have realized for the Vesale Project is thus a combination of
the pedagogical approach we learned from the USA and the learning practice of design that
we acquired during our studies in Namur. The resulted application is a prototype that we
propose to the students. lt has not been realized with the help or recommendations of
pedagogues. We have just used our feelings and observations of what a student could hope
from this kind of work. The future use of this prototype will show us the modifications that
the work needs. It is now the role of pedagogues to analyze the results and to see if the
proposed application corresponds to these criteria.
This chapter introduces the pedagogical approach that we have used to realize the
application. The first section will discuss about the pedagogical approach followed during the
internship. lt will explain the web site we have realized at Georgia Tech, the principles of the
Co Web environrnent and a set of principles helping to evaluate a site called « ABLE
principles ». The second section will discuss about the pedagogical approach followed during
the design of our application used in Vesale project. lt will explain the main guidelines used in
our application and will show which principles of ABLE reached by our work . The last
section will describe the 6 learning paradigms of Leclercq - Denis and analyze if these
paradigms can help us to validate our application.

2.2. Pedagogical approach followed during the
internship at Georgia Tech
2.2.1. Work perlormed during the internship
Firstly, we will explain the work we realized at Georgia Tech. The purpose of the work
was to construct a web site that taught some rules of Human Computer Interfaces
domain and that contained a case base. A user had to be able to consult a case, to
criticize a case, and to add his interface. You will find a more detailed presentation of
our web site in annex.
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Our web site 1 is divided into three parts:
•

The first part contains different tutorials :
1. A tutorial concerning the design criteria studied in our HCI course
(compatibility, consistency, management of errors, . .. ). Each
criterion had a definition, some examples of good or bad utilization
and an explanation for the different sub-criteria that exist.
2. A tutorial concerning the AIO. Each generic AIO was described and
a representation of each specific AIO was shown.
3. A tutorial concerning the ergonomie criteria: field description, user
description (type, task experiment, ... ) and environment description.
Each part was defined and explained.
4. A tutorial concerning design criteria: these criteria were used in the
different classrooms in the USA to classify the cases. They
concerned the way to identify the case how it was created, which
programs were used, ... Each part was defined and explained.

•

The second part contains the case base: a list of the cases was insert in this
page. A simple click on the name of a case gave access to it. A search
engine helped also the user to find a case in the base. Design criteria and
ergonomies criteria were used to classify cases in the base.

•

The third part contains another case base: this base was realized to
correspond on the need of students in Georgia Institute of Technology. The
cases of this base are made by students and analyzed by Colleen Kehoe 2 •
They are classified in the case base by using the design criteria commonly
used in the USA. As in the other case base, a list of the cases was presented
and a simple click on the name of one of the cases gave access to it. A
search engine was also created to help the user.

As everyone can see, the consultation of the case is not a problem. What a user has to
do is just to click on different hypertext links. To add a critique or an interface in the base, it is
also really easy to do. In order to explain these operations, we now have to introduce the
environment that we used: the Co Web.

2.2.2. Presentation of the Co Web
We will now present the creation tool of web pages that we used at Georgia Tech to
create our site: it is called the Co Web. This tool has been generated by Professor Mark
1

2

Our site is at the followin g URL : http ://pbl.cc.gatech.edu/ interfaces/l .htm l
Co lleen Kehoe was the teaching assistant fo r CS4753 - Hum an factors in Software Design at Georgia Tech
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Guzdial and allows a real interaction between people who participate to the creation and the
evolution of the web site. We present in the following section advantages and disadvantages
of the Co Web. These information corne from the article of Professor Mark Guzdial titled
"Collaborative Web site to Support Open Authoring Community on the Web" [GUZDIAL
98].

2.2.2.1 Supporting Authoring on the Web
"The Web has potential educational benefits. Creating Web site can be a motivator for
students because of the worldwide audience that a web page can reach. Actually, web pages
can offer interactions: combining the wide audience and interaction, it can enable
collaboration that can support complex and motivating student work and the development of
improved, shared conceptualization. But the problems linked with that are considerable. In
fact, it' s impossible to describe to someone how to create a web page without using words as
« servers », « HTML editor » or « FTP ». While the potential of communication thanks to the
web is real, the HTML language (and other languages used in web pages as JAVA, ... )
prevents the least technical users from accessing the web's potential. The idea behind a tool
like the Co Web is to facilitate the creation of web pages, to provide to the user the possibility
to create real web pages without the problems of technical languages."

2.2.2.2 The CoWeb
a) What's the CoWeb?
"The Co Web is an open authoring environment. In an open authoring environment,
everything that is created with the authoring tool can be inspected (to learn how it works) and
any user can create new things (including copying and modifying old things). That's exactly
the purpose of the Co Web. The basic idea is that any page in a Co Web web site is directly
editable by any reader of that page and that any editor can create pages in the web site."
"A "CoWeb site" looks like a fairly traditional web site. A CoWeb page can have
essentially any kind of media or formatting as any other Web page can. A key feature of a
Co Web page, however, is the link in the upper left corner« Edit this Page». When the reader
of the page chooses this link, he gets a new page. The text that appears is the text of the page
but the reader can change it, to add or to remove something from the original text. Then, he
just has to click on the « Save» button and the page is automatically updated to reflect the
changed text. Other readers will see the new page."

b) Advantages of the Co Web
Now that we know how the Co Web works, we can examine its advantages:
•

Editing a page is really easy with the Co Web. The user never bas to deal with
creating files or making these files accessible by a Web server. Beside that, editing
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rules of the Co Web are obvious. In fact, Co Web pages can be written using the
same editing conventions used in E-mail: text can be entered as paragraphs (with
or without return key at the end of line), and a blank line separates paragraphs. To
add a new page, user just has to put the name of the page between asterisks (the
same way is used to add a hypertext link. In this case, the name of the page
between asterisks must exist or a new Co Web page is created).
Images can also be incorporated into a CoWeb page. The image must be
located on a web server. User enters then the image URL between asterisks (for
example: image.jpg).
If the user knows any HTML or JAVA, it can be intermixed with CoWebstyle text without any problem.

•

The Co Web provides supports that work across the Co Web pages.
A « Recent Changes » page is available for every Co Web . It lists each page
by title in the Co Web by the day on which it was changed in reversai chronological
order. « Recent Changes » serves as an automatic table of contents for the Co Web.
The entire CoWeb is searchable from any page in the CoWeb site. This
enables users to find what others have done, even if long ago and far down the
« Recent Changes » list.
A more esoteric feature « Display Ali Pages » which displays a page and the
entire Co Web pages that it references, ail as a single Web page. This feature can be
very useful in collaborative writing activities.

•

The Co Web meets the requirements of an open authoring environment :
Users can take advantage of the key aspects of the Web: links to anyone's
work (collaboration), pages combining multiple media that are readable by anyone
(powerful communications), and implicit interactivity since anyone can edit any
page.
Initial use of the Co Web to create pages requires no more knowledge than
what can be expected by any user of a web browser. As users gain knowledge in
HTML, they can incorporate those features integrated with their previous work.
There are no discontinuities in the learning curve, though there are limitations
discussed at the end of this paper.

All these qualities of the Co Web are used in our site. Later in this chapter, we will
explain where they are used and why they are important for the apprenticeship of our site.

c) Disadvantages of the Co Web
Of course, the Co Web has some disadvantages. These are essentially linked to the
security.
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The Co Web offers little in the way oftraditional security. Rather it relies merely on the
power of social conventions. People do not normally destroy one another' s contributions.
People generally identify themselves with their contributions. Further, users make sure that
ideas are not lost, if someone inadvertently (or otherwise) deletes important text,
« housekeepers » make sure that the text is repaired. In this way, even protection becomes a
collaborative task.
In reality, the CoWeb does have some security mechanisms. For example, the tool
does make backups of every page when new text is saved, so that it is possible to recover
seemingly lost text. The backup facilities have rarely been used, however. In general, people
behave well and want to make real contributions.

2.2.2.3 Utility of the CoWeb for our work
As we said before, the two purposes of our two bases were:
1. To consult the different cases
2. To let the users add their own cases and critiques.
The first purpose was really easy to reach. As it was a web site (embedded in Co Web
pages), the user just has to use the hypertext links to navigate into the site and find the
different cases.
But what about the second purpose? In a traditional web page, it is not really simple to
add a critique concerning an existent case that already exists or to add a page containing a new
case. To do that, user has to know certain things like HTML language, use of a server, how to
transfer files from a place to another, ... But in a Co Web page, ail these problems disappear!
You don't need to learn the HTML language or to transfer files. Ali you have to do is read the
page of recommendations called « formatting rules » (you can find this page by following the
link « formatting rules » in the welcome page of our site) and you are ready to create new
Co Web pages that can contain structured text, picture, and so on .. .
That' s the main reason of our choice in favor of the Co Web: the work of a person who
wants to insert a case is really simplified. Moreover, by using the Co Web environment, we
also recuperated some useful tools:
•

The « recent changes » page that offers a view of the changes in the base
day after day. It' s a really usefol fonction in a case base. For example, a
professer who wanted to see the new cases that his students have put in the
base doesn't have to search in the entire base. He just has to go to this
« recent changes page » to see the new added cases.

•

The « display all pages » page offers a view of the different pages that
reference the one you are reading. lt also a very usefol fonction in a case
base because when a user want to see all the pages that have a connection
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with the one he is reading, he don ' t have to follow al! the links, he can have
a summary by using this fonction.

2.2.3. Pedagogical recommendations
To realize the web site, we discussed with Professor Mark Guzdial to find the best way
to construct the site. From these discussions we were able to consider some recommendations
that our pages had to follow. In this section, we will describe these recommendations.

2.2.3.1 A student site
Our first idea was to create a site, which could be used by novices and professionals.
So we divided it into two parts: one with many explanations and examples for the novice and
the other containing no rules or descriptions of the AIO (or just a summary) for the
professional.
But Professor Mark Guzdial was above al! interested by a web site he could used in his
classroom. So the professional part was abandoned.

2.2.3.2 A « non traditional » site
Another recommendation was that the site had to contain a lot of links between the
different pages. The idea was that the student didn 't have to follow a traditional lesson with
one chapter concerning the theory, a second one concerning examples and a third one
concerning exercises. Al! the parts of a common tesson had to be mixed together, each part
giving access to elements of the other parts. The better way to obtain this sequence was to
introduce a lot of hypertext links in the pages. The principle of the Co Web lets also the pages
renewed themselves: if a student added a case in the base, he could also change the theory
pages by adding a link from a theoretical point to his example (if this one illustrated a
theoretical point).

2.2.3.3 The students have the choice
It was also decided to let student choose the kind of information he prefers. The idea
was to give the students different ways to obtain needed information. For example, to study
theory, student had to be able to select level of details that he wants. We had also to propose
different ways to present or to search a case in the base.
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2.2.4. Apprenticeship-Based Learning Environments
(ABLE)
During the design of our web site and during our meeting with Professor Mark
Guzdial, we have obtained a lot of information about apprenticeship. The different properties
that software designed for apprenticeship learning requires will be explained according to the
work of Professor Mark Guzdial and Colleen Kehoe about the ABLE structure. ABLE is the
abbreviation of Apprenticeship-Based Learning Environments.
The two following points are extracted from "Apprenticeship-Based Learning
Environments: A principled approach to providing software-realized scaffolding as
Hypermedia" [GUZDIAL and AL 98]

2.2.4.1 Helping students become skilled practitioners
"Becoming a skilled practitioner involves gaining deep conceptual knowledge as well
as process knowledge in order to solve problems. Conceptual knowledge is the information
that one most often thinks about as propositions about a field: definition, patterns, ... Process
knowledge is the information about how one goes about activities: heuristics for how to
decide the next step, how to use the tools and techniques of a domain, approaches that work
well given kinds of problems. Skilled practitioners have an ability to undertake a complex
process in the domain of their expertise and to change their process to suit a given problem in
the do main. But it' s not the same for the students. So, in general, there is a need for students
to learn about process as well as concepts. "
"The most common way across the ages in which students have learned process on the
way to becoming skilled practitioners is through apprenticeship. Apprenticeship has students
learn process through active participation in the task. Student participation may be very
limited at first while students gain an understanding of the process through observation and
making small contributions but the involvement develops into full participation and
eventually task ownership."
"Apprenticeship learning has several characteristics, which makes it effective:

•

Scajfolding
Students are supported to both (a) be successful in their process and
(b) learn the process. Scaffolding is faded over time as the student gains in
competency and can take on more of the process without support.
Scaffolding has three component to it:
Communicating Process: the process is shown or demonstrated to the
student, often in a structured and simplified form
Coaching: Support is provided in response to student activity - often in
response to student failure
Eliciting Articulation: Encouraging the student to talk about and reflect
on the process in an explicit way
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•

Authenticity
Because ail the process learning is in terms of active participation in
the task, the authenticity of the learning and the relationship between daily
activity and learning goals is more obvious than it is in a traditional
classroom. Authenticity can help to improve transfer of the learned
knowledge and student motivation.

•

Sequenced tasks
While not all traditional apprenticeships offer well sequenced tasks,
effective apprenticeship environments provides students with the right task
to undertake when the right kind of process (and concept) learning is
needed. Too complex tasks can reduce student motivation, while too simple
task would not encourage learning.

•

Collaboration across a range of abilities
Such an environment provided ample opportunity for just in time
scaffolding as professionals (or senior students) were available to more
novice students to answer questions and provide demonstrations
(coaching). In addition to supporting novice students, the opportunity to
work as teacher helps more senior students articulate and refine their
learning, as in a reciprocal teaching setting.

However, creating an apprenticeship learning experience is hard in traditional
classrooms, Thus, it is not surprising that education researchers have looked to technology as
a potential solution of the problem of gaining the advantages of an apprenticeship mode! in
traditional classroom settings."

2.2.4.2 A principled approach to providing software-realized
scaffolding as Hypermedia
"ABLE structures have been designed around a set of eight principles that are based on
findings about how students learn and how to support student learning. These principles
define the kind of information to be included in a case, how it should be structured, and what
the student's interface to the case should include. We will now describe these principles.

a) Principle 1: Pro vide adaptable scaffolding through /evels of detai/
Scaffolding, in a sense, is about « how much of the answer you give away ». There is
no single answer in a design context, but the issue of the design learning context is how much
support to provide to a student and how much to ask to the student to do himself. Scaffolding
is inherently about the tradeoff in task responsibility between the master and the apprentice. A
skilled teacher provides enough to support student's success without impinging on the
student's learning, that is, enough to remain in the « Zone of Proximal Development », which
is that range of activity where a student is challenged (but not overwhelmed) and can succeed
with help .
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There have been several examples of software-realized scaffolding in educational
technology, but few have actually supported adaptive or adaptable scaffolding. Emi le did
provide an adaptable form of software-realized scaffolding for constructing physics
simulations. Students could turn on or off various scaffolds such as guides for the students
process, enforced prompts for articulation (such as predictions about the outcomes of physics
simulation experiments), and supports for entering in program code. One of the observations
from the Emile experience was that students who attempted their task with the least amount of
scaffolding seemed to learn the most. This may be just a correlation, not a causal relationship.
Our conjecture is that students should be provided with as little support as possible, but with
the option of adapting their scaffolding for more support.
Of course, it is difficult for the software to sense how much a student does or does not
know. Computer scientists refer to software that senses the users needs and automatically
changes to meet those needs as being adaptive. But the option that one could prefer is having
the software being adaptable (having the student change how the system supports his
activity).

b) Principle 2: Strategy information is available but not immediate
The second principle of ABLE is that strategy information should not be immediately
accessible. If requested (e.g. through a click), strategy information should be available to help
students understand why a step was undertaken. But by initially hiding the strategy
information, students are given the opportunity to think of their own strategy for the given
step.

c) Principle 3: Outcome information is available but not immediate
Sorne projects have shown the important benefits of prediction in science learning. By
making a prediction, students articulate their conceptualizations, which may not be accurate
with respect to the simulation and the view of scientists.
The outcome step, that is, what the student should see if the step were to be executed,
is similar to the result of a simulation. An expert practitioner should be able to predict the
outcome of a step. Students need to be provided the opportunity to make that prediction. The
third principle of ABLE is that the outcome of a step should not be immediately available. By
pushing it one click away, the user is provided the opportunity to predict the outcome and
compare the prediction to the recorded one.

d) Principle 4: Where possible, suggest potential problems and solutions
The fourth principle of ABLE is to recognize the difficulty of identifying problems and
solutions in ail domains, but wherever possible, common problems and solutions should be
identified.
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e) Principle 5: Use multiple representation
There is an enormous literature on how to create a good representation of information,
how we understand representation of information, and how to get computers to generate good
representations of information. In fact, the benefits of multiple representations for information
are obvious.
The fifth principle of ABLE is to use multiple, linked representations to help describe
the project. Through use of multiple representations, the student can be shown different
aspects of the case. By linking the representations, the student can be led to see connections in
the different aspects of the same case.

f) Principle 6: Design use in practice
The sixth principle of ABLE is to make feasible the use of the case material while the
student is undertaking the project. By integrating the ABLE with the task context, we create a
better opportunity for transferable learning.

g) Principle 7: Support sense of learning
The seventh principle of ABLE is to support the sense of community in which cases
are placed. The goal is to integrate the students into a community of practitioners, and provide
both more senior and more junior students the benefits of an apprenticeship community."

After the test of an instance of ABLE called STABLE (for Smalltalk ABLE), Professor
Mark Guzdial and Colleen Kehoe have decided to add another principle.

h) Principle 8
Principe 8 is the following: "Provide support to enable students to navigate the
hypermedia in a comfortable manner".

2.2.4.3 ABLE in our web site
Now, let's see if our web site respect the different recommendations of ABLE.

a) Principle 1: Pro vide adaptable Scaffolding through levels of details
As we said before, the web site was created to let the student choose the level of
details he wanted for his information. The entire site was made with this idea. We can give an
example of this characteristic:
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When the studenl want to learn how to use the criterion of consistency, he
doesn 't receive at first lime the complete criterion with full of explanations and a lot of
examples. At the beginning of his apprenticeship, each criterion is described by a
simple sentence. After that, he can choose to see some examples of bad or good use of
this to try to understand the complete criterion by himself. If it 's not clear or if he
wants to learn more about the criterion of consistency, he has the possibility to click
on a hypertext link to receive the complete explanalion of the criterion. At this lime, he
has again the choice to look at the different examples or cases that concern this
criterion in the base. If the student thinks he really understands the criterion, he can
now click on another link to have access to the different sub-criteria concerning by the
consistency criterion.
We think that this principle is very important for our web site. The way of learning of
students is often totally different from one student to another. One prefers reading as little
theory as possible and discovering rules by using examples. Another prefers maybe reading all
the theory before going to examples and cases of the base. With this principle implemented in
the site, it is the student who chooses his program. He can then also choose his own rhythm
and improve himself, as he wants.
What we said here for the theory is also true for the other parts of the site. For
example, when a student accesses to a case, he first receives a summary of the case with its
good and bad properties. If he wants more information, he can click on a button to have access
to the entire case with more explanations: picture, comments, ... If it is not enough, he
sometimes has the possibility to click on a part of the picture ( or on a hypertext link) to
consult the different sub-cases.

b) Principle 2: Strategy informa tion is avai/ab/e but not immediate
How can we see if a student has a good feeling with the theory he is studying? In a
traditional lesson, teacher will ask questions to verify if the student understand what he says.
So the task of the student is:
1. Watching the teacher performing some task
2. Predicting what the teacher will do or say next. If the student predicts the
good thing, the theory is understood. When the predictions don't match with
what the teacher does or says, the student has to understand what was wrong
with his reasoning.
But where is the strategy information in our site? We can't ask to a student to find the
theory by himself. No, the real strategy information is of course the critiques of the different
cases. What the student wants to learn by using our web site is how to use the rules
concerning HCI and how to criticize an interface.
How can a student do that? In fact, it' s relatively easy. When a student access to a
case, he receives first a summary of the case with its critiques. For example he can read: « in
this case, there is an example of bad use of the criterion of compatibility ». The following step
is the presentation of the case and its interface, and next the real critique. So before reading
the critique, the student has the possibility to practice himself and to make his own critique.
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After, he compares his critique with the one made by the teacher (or another student) to see if
it matches.
The same way of work is possible in the other case base (« Story of a case »). First, the
student accesses to the work and the grade that the work obtained. At this time, he can try to
understand why the work received such results. After he just has to compare what he said with
the decisions of the teacher.

c) Principle 3: Outcome information is available but not immediate
This principle is in our situation not really different than the second one. The system is
always the same: the information (outcome information or strategy information) is available
with a simple click on a hypertext link or a button but is not immediate. The student has the
possibility to use it or not.

d) Principle 4: where possible, suggest potential problems and solutions
The web site we have created doesn't suggest potential problems and solutions. We
don't have a system that analyzes the case that someone submitted and find the errors . But it
was not the purpose of the site. In fact , the goal is exactly the opposite: what we want is a site
that let students think by themselves without the help of a system. In fact, they are other
students who make the suggestions of potential problems and solutions: one of them proposes
an interface he has found (or created) and put it in the case base. And the others try to exercise
themselves by critiquing this case.

e) Principle 5: use multiple representations
Using different representation was one of the directives we received to create the web
site. It is indeed easier for the student to understand something if he has different
representations of the same thing. We have tried to let the choice to the student as often as
possible. The utility of a representation depends of course of what student searches of wants to
do. We can give some examples to explain the different situations:
•

The list of the cases.
There are two ways to find a case in the base. First, you can use the entire
list that is available in one of the pages of the site. This is a very good solution if
you know the name of the case and if the list is not too long. In the case of the
« story of a case » base, you have the list of the different cases with, for each case,
a summary of the good and bad points and the grade obtained. Ifyou' re looking for
cases with a grade of 17/20, you just have to read the list and select the cases with
this kind of grade. Secondly, you canuse the search engine. To do that, you have to
fil! in a form (a JAVA applet in fact) with the description of the case you ' re
looking for : name, particularity and grade ... The search engine scans the list of
cases and selects for you the relevant ones.
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•

The specific A/0.
When you want to have a description of a specific AIO, for example a
scrolling bar, you have some different descriptions available. For example, you
have a textual description with the name of the object, items that compose the
object, and so on. Y ou also have a graphical representation of the object. By
following the links, you can find other graphical representations of the object if
there are interfaces containing it in the base.

Having different representations of something is really important for student. He can
so test his knowledge in an easier way.

f) Princip/e 6: Design for use in practice
From a well designed learning perspective, our intelligent behavior is deeply related to
the spaces in which we practice and the tools that we use in our practice. By placing the
learning of design in the context of doing design, the opportunity for students is increased to
note where the theory of learning applies and to see a need for the learning in their practice.
So, if the exercises that students realize are close to what happens in real life, they will learn
and understand more easily the theory.
That is exactly the situation that we try to establish in our case base. The different
cases that we have studied and put in the base are real cases existing on the web or in
programs as Microsoft Word. Sorne of the most interesting cases to study can be found on the
web. The students can analyze and criticize the work of professionals. They can thus link the
two things together: improve themselves in the domain of HCI and propose cases that are not
created just to explain the theory but that really exist. Our base is a good means to bring cl oser
to the real workplace.

g) Principle 7: Support the sense of community
An important aspect of apprenticeship is the integration of the student into the
community of practitioners. While students sometimes create a community around a class and
a set of assignments, not all students may be involved, or may feel part of the community, or
may be sharing with the community.
Our web site gives the possibility to create strong consistency between the work of the
student: for example one part of a classroom can create the cases and the second part can
criticize them. Moreover, it can bring closer students from different levels: senior students can
for example create the case for one of their works and let junior students test them and try to
understand the HCI rules by applying them to senior students cases. All the students have to
do is to put their cases on a page of our site and to wait for the critiques of other students.
The connection between our site and the facilities of use of the Co Web let us imagine
real interactions between junior students, senior students and teachers. A professional can also
be really implicated in the systems because he don't have to go every day to the university to
give advises to the students, he can do that really easily the evening after his work.
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h) Principle 8: Provide support to enable students to navigate the
hypermedia in a comfortable manner
The challenge in applying this principle is that it is not an initial design principle but
an iterative design principle. Sometimes, after using a new system, students imagine things
that would have been very useful and that are not represented in the system. The creator has to
make the changes after the creation.
In our web site, this problem is relatively easily solved. lt is indeed not a problem to
change the structure of a page or to add functionality to the base. The Co Web gives the
opportunity to test things. Everybody can change a page and see with others if the result is
better. If it' s ok for everyone, the page is keeping. In the other case, you just have to reload the
last page. An important thing is also that the students are involved in the improvement of the
web site. They don't need to wait for the teacher or creators to make the changes, they can do
it by themselves .

2.2.5. Conclusion
In summary, the web site that we have created seems to correspond with the majority
of the principles described by Professor Mark Guzdial and Colleen Kehoe. Sorne parts can be
improved to match the needs of the Students but they can modify the structure of the pages
and their contents to obtain the site that they really want.
This is with this acquired knowledge concerning apprenticeship that we began the
conception of our Vesale application. That's what we will explain in the next point.

2.3. Pedagogical approach used in our thesis
In this point, we will present the application developed for the Vesale project. This
application has been realized thanks to the knowledge and the experience acquired in the
United States.
First, we will explain the principle of the case base. Next, we will present the main
pedagogical points of our application. Finally, we will see if the application fit to the ABLE
principles [GUZDIAL and AL 98].

2.3.1. The case base
The goal of the application is to familiarize users with the design of interfaces. For that
purpose, we have chosen to construct a case base that will content interfaces with or without
critiques. We can see two goals to this application according with either the case insertion in
the base or either the case consultation.
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First, by inserting cases, user will get practice of interface design or interface critique.
He will acquire therefore a certain experience in the HCI field. More, he will receive
comments from other people about his work, people of ail horizons what is impossible in a
normal context.
Secondly, the case base constitutes a sort of library in which people desiring to
construct an interface will be able to immerse oneself. They will discover there, good and bad
examples of interfaces and will be able to receive some profit for the construction of their own
interface. lt is an attitude that we al! have: when we have a work to realize, we attempt to see
what has already been made in the field to have some inspiration and not to commit the same
errors.
Note that we choose a different approach of the one used in the United States with the
Co Web. In this environrnent, we had left a lot of freedom to users by structuring only very few
critiques format and insertion procedure. The problem was that the provided information were
not easily reusable to index the case. So, we tried to find a certain balance between a
constraining formalism and a freedom difficulty reusable.

2.3.2. The six main points of the application
Now that the context and the goal of the application are fixed , let's see the six main
points of our application concerning pedagogy, namely qualification of the users, types of
cases, possible critique types, graphical tool, help and finally indexation of our case base.

2.3.2 .1 Qualification of the user
When a user desires to insert a case, he has to identify among the following types of
users : student, incurnbent professor of the course or external (novice or expert). The goal of
this qualification is to put a certain label of quality on cases and critiques. Indeed, during the
case consultation, one can grant more confidence to a case inserted by the incumbent
professor of the course than to a case inserted by a student. Concerning the third category, we
have decided to put it a bit aside because critiques of external people (that's to say people
from outside the theoretical world of universities or from outside our European mind) are to
take at another level. Indeed, as we have seen during our internship, idea of interfaces can be
very different from a place to another. Externals bring therefore very interesting critiques and
a more innovative style. So, it is interesting not to mix with others.

2.3.2.2 The three types of cases
As we will see more in details in the following chapter, three types of cases can be
introduced in the case base. We decided to <livide the cases into three categories because we
saw during our internship that the base can be used in different situations and this
categorization seems to take into account the observed situations.
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The first one is the "presented case". This type of case consists just in the presentation
of an interface and its different windows. lt can be useful to a student who has created an
interface and who desires to have some comments from other people or to the professor who
wants to propose exercises to his students.
The second type of case is the "presented and criticized case". Here, in addition to the
interface presentation, at least one critique must be realized. This case can be seen in two
situations. If a student inserts a case and criticizes it directly to know what others think about
or if the critique is realized after the case consultation. When students want to practice to
criticize interfaces, it is to this type of case that they will direct.
The last type of case is strong similar to the precedent, it concems "reference case". In
reality, we could name it: "presented and criticized case made by the incumbent professor of
the course". lt concems indeed a realized and criticized case made by the professor and
therefore judged as reliable, or a case where a realized critique suggested by another person
and validated as an interesting case by the professer. For a simple consultation to find
examples, it is this kind of case that will be consulted by .the users.

2.3.2.3 The three types of critiques
The critique of an interface is something very complex because it can be made to a lot
of levels. In an opposite way of what has been realized in the United States, we have chosen to
structure the critique to guide the user. We are entirely aware of the constraining aspect of this
choice but it facilitates the work of user and improves grandly possibilities of the search
engine since we can work on more precise elements. We have therefore chosen to allow three
critique types, by leaving from the most global to the most particular.
The first critique is a global critique allowing the user to give his impression on the
interface as totality of windows and sequence. To optimize this critique, the presence of a
video sequence presenting the interface and the different sequences is very useful. However
we have to be aware that it will be present only in very rare cases because it needs an
important work on the part of the persan that has inserted the case. So, we propose to the user
a scrolling of the different window of the interface. A global critique being difficult to make,
we have chosen to allow free comments.
The second critique is the inter-windows critique. This critique allows the comparison
between two particular windows of the interface and the notice of some inconsistency or other
details. This type of critique allows student to become aware, just as for the precedent critique,
that an interface is composed by a totality of windows that must have links together.
Finally, the last possible critique type is the intra-window critique. Here, user criticizes
the interface of a particular window, without any reference to the others.
Notice also that a vocal critique will have to be allowed. We have not implemented it
by Jack of time.
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2.3.2.4 Graphical tool
To facilitate the task of users, we equipped our system with a graphical tool. This
graphical tool is the counterpart of the imagemap technology used in our web site but it seems
to us easier to use for the students. His goal is to facilitate the critique and the perusal of the
critique. It is divided into two parts: drawing tools and zoom. Note that the graphical tool is
available for inter and intra-windows critiques

a) Drawing tools
When somebody has to comment an image and different points, it is far easier to
approach of it and to show to other the place whose one speaks. In our case, it is an impossible
thing. It would have therefore been necessary to describe precisely the object or the zone
whose one spoke. To avoid this problem, the user disposes of squares to mark different zones
of the image. When he draws square on the image, it is automatically numbered and this
number is postponed in the zone of comment. So, each notice is easily locatable. To facilitate
more the perusal, positive critiques are made with the help of green squares ( comments are
then put automatically in the positive comment zone) and red squares if they are negative.
In the case of an inter-windows critique, squares go by two because it concerns both
windows. If the user wants to insert a remark on only one window, he can draw crosses.

b) Zoom function
To be able to criticize an interface and to have its representation on the same screen,
we had to reduce strongly the interface picture. Therefore, it is not very easy to draw precisely
forms over. To tackle with this problem, we created a zoom fonction that opens the image in a
new window at its real size. The user has always the graphical tool to annotate the picture.
Once the picture is annotated, the user returns to the critique window and can comment his
critique. Remark that the size and the placement of the different elements of the image are
automatically adapted each time.

2.3.2.5 Help
There is of course an indispensable element in the application and that is the help
provided to users. This help takes two forms.
Firstly, the help obtained in small info-bubbles. It is, by far, the most developed help in
our application. When the user puts its mouse on different buttons or fields of the interface, a
small explanatory bubble appears. For example, when the mouse is on a button «following»,
the info-bubble indicates what is the next window. The huge advantage of this type of help is
to be rapid, small and very easy to use.
Secondly, the help file. This type of help has not been developed by lack of time. It is
thanks to it that links will be provided to notions of the course of HCI present in the case base.
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2.3.2.6 The indexation of the case base
One of the most impor~ant question to ask when someone creates a case base is the
indexation: "how to index efficiently each case of the base in order that users could find what
they seek with the less difficulties? ". Indeed, a good part of the process of apprenticeship that
we want to develop depends on the facility to find appropriate cases in the base and therefore
on the indexation chosen for these cases.
So it is useful to really think about the choice of the different keywords that we are
going to use to cover our base. Notice that two requests can be made. The first one is relative
to a case: one will seek a (or several) particular case(s) in the base. The second is relative to a
critique: one searches more a special case in the base but rather a relative critique to a certain
element (that could be an ergonomie rule or a particular AIO). The different keywords
allowing the indexation of cases and critiques will have therefore to allow to find cases
according to these two types of research.

In the following section, we are going first of al! to expose the different keywords that
we have selected. Then, we will try to show that these choices were judicious and will allow
us to construct a good process of apprenticeship.

a) Choice of keywords
As we have explained previously, two types of keywords are used to index the case
base. Notice that these two types have not to be exclusive: a user has to be able to undertake a
combined research between these keywords. The search engine has therefore to be sufficiently
developed to allow all possible combinations. As example, we can give some request that a
user could have undertaken as well as results that the search engine would have to retum:
•

A user wishes to obtain a list of all cases of the base that have been inserted
by Gaëtan Prévot. He makes therefore a request on the name of the
producer and the former is well only dependent of cases and not of
critiques. The results provided by the engine would have to be for example:
1. Microsoft Word (Gaëtan Prévot)
2. ATM Banking (Gaëtan Prévot)
3. Exercise A (Gaëtan Prévot)

•

A user wishes to obtain a list of all cases of the base that have received a
critique concerning the design criterion: Consistency. He thus makes a
request on the criterion of consistency. The former is dependent on the
critiques. The results provided by the search engine would have to be for
example:
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1. Microsoft Word (Gaëtan Prévot)
Inter-window critique (Rudy Michiels)
Global critique (Patrick Kreps)

2. Microsoft Excel (Olivier Davreux)
Inter-window critique (Elise Remy)
Notice that the engine informs only the relevant critiques. It is possible that the
Microsoft Word case has received other critiques but that they did not concem by the
consistency criterion. Engine keeps only relevant results and therefore ignores the former.
•

A user can also want to make a combined research. He wishes, for example,
a list of cases that belongs to pharmaceutical field and that have received a
critique conceming a scrolling menu. He makes therefore a research on the
application domain and on a specific AIO that is the scrolling menu. The
results provided by the search engine would have therefore to be :
1. Pharmacy A (Rudy Michiels)
Intra-window critique (Gaëtan Prévot)
2. Pharmacy B (Olivier Davreux)
Intra-window critique (Gaëtan Prévot)

Now that we know the type of results that the engine would have to provide, it is time
to make the list of keywords that we have chosen to index our base.

i) Keywords relative to a case
Keywords that are going to serve to index cases of the base are:
•
•
•
•

Name of the person who inserts the case
Name of the interface
Domain of the interface
Type of the case (presented, presented and criticized or case ofreference)

ii) Keywords relative to a critique
Keywords that are going to serve to index criticized cases of the base are classified in
two families: one that concems design criteria and another that concerns the different generic
AIO (these AIO are after particularized in specific AIO) .
In the family of criteria of design, one will have keywords:
•
•
•
•
•

Compatibility
Consistency
Workload
Adaptability
Contrai of the dialog
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•
•
•

Representativity
Guidance
Management of errors

In the family of generic AIO, one will have following keywords:
•

static AIO (label, separator, group box, prompt, icons)

•

Scrolling AIO (scroll arrows, slider, scroll bar, thermometer, frame)

•

Action AIO (menu, menu item, action bar, pull-down menu, pop-up menu,
cascade menu, submenu, embedded menu)

•

Control AIO (control AIO of action, control AIO of information)

•

Dialog AIO (window, help window, logo window, textual publishing
window, graphie publishing window, dialog box, expandable dialog box,
repetitive dialog box, file open dialog box, panel, control panel)

•

Feedback AIO (information message, warning message, help message,
action message, progress indicator, pointer)

b) Justification of chosen keywords
i) Theoretical notions
To justify the choice of our keywords, we begin first of all by reminding some
theoretical points explained in the book of Janet Kolodner: " Case-based Reasoning"
[KOLODNER 93]. These reflections aimed to release some properties that a system of
indexation must possess in order to judge it satisfactory and efficient.
We will now try to fix properties that we would like to see verified by our system of
indexation [KOLODNER 93 pp. 193-198]:

•

It has to be able to anticipate the vocabulary that a user can use to make its
request. Thus, the system of indexation has to be predictive.

•

It has to be able to anticipate circumstances by which the user will want to
obtain a result of the search engine. Thus, suitable predictions have to be
useful predictions, they have to satisfy goals that the user has fixed.

•

It has to be enough abstracted in order to make a case useful m the
maximum of possible situation.

•

It has to be concrete enough in order to be easily identifiable for future
situations.
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•

Finally, it has to be useful and not superfluous. lt is useless to institute an
indexation that will never be used .

One can therefore release from these notions several qualities that our system of
indexation must verify [KOLODNER 93 pp. 198-202]:

•

Abstractness of indexes
The indexation of case has to be chosen such that the case could be used
in the maximum of possible situations. That often means that chosen keywords
have to be more abstracted than detailed for a particular case. For exarnple, if
we speak about a cooking book, it is often useful to have a keyword " Meat "
regrouping a series of more specific terms such as " Meat of beef " or " Meat of
pork ". The generic term will allow to consult a list of all the dishes containing
meat.
•

Concreteness of indexes
The danger of an abstracted indexation is that it can be so much
abstracted that some cases found by the engine will have nothing to do with
what the user asked . The inference asked to the user is then too important to be
really appropriated. A typical example of this situation is a search engine on the
web. Results found by this type of engine are often far from being efficient
because it uses too vague notions to really allow to target the research.
This is why the system of indexation bas also to be relatively concrete to
be able to be recognized with a light inference.

•

Usefulness of indexes
Finally, it is sure that the system of indexation bas to be chosen by
keeping well in head the criterion of usefulness. It is useless to create a system
of indexation that is not relevant and that is not useful to the user. It is therefore
necessary to understand goals of the user in order to be able to choose the best
keywords.
ii) Application to our system of indexation

It is time now to see if the system of indexation that we have chosen is relevant with
all theoretical notions presented in the last section. In order to do that, we will resume each
notion and will explain why and how it is verified by our system.

1. Abstractness of indexes
Our system of indexation has been studied to be able to account of
abstractive keywords. To prove this fact, let's take a look at the different
possibilities of the indexation concerning abstraction:
•

First of ail, the domain of the interface is an important keyword that will
have an abstract character. Indeed , the type of data expected in this field is
not something like " Medical Area linked to the study of neurology with the
help of computers ". This field will be rather fi lied with information like "
Medical Area ". The importance of the abstraction is here really
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demonstrated: the case characterized by " medical area " will be more often
found and used in the case base than the one characterized by " medical
area linked to the studied of neurology with the help of computers ".
•

Keywords corresponding to
criteria of design (Consistency,
compatibility, ... ) have also been taken in order to be sufficiently abstracted .
Thus, one would have been able to specialize far more these keywords by
using the sub-criteria relative to each of chosen keywords . However, we
think that the formers would not have been so usefulness for our base.
Indeed, presumed user of the base will be novice students in the area of
human computer interface, it is therefore more useful to present to him the
great principles governing this field rather than to particularize so much the
research that it furnish no convincing result.

2. Concreteness of indexes
Our system of indexation has also been studied in order to be the most
concrete possible. It is important (to improve the character of apprenticeship
linked to the case base) to present some concrete points in order to be able to
understand each notion. This will be also true for AIO . So , it has been useful to
choose relatively concrete keywords:
•

Keywords linked to AIO required unhesitatingly to be presented with a
concrete form . To limit choice of user with generic AIO would not have
been very useful. Nobody speaks in term of generic AIO: from the person
who makes the critique to the one who uses the search engine, everybody
uses the specific AIO:
- Nobody will emit the following critique: " The static AIO has not been
well aligned as compared to the other abjects of the interface ". The
emitted critique will be rather: " the label X has not been aligned as
compared to «Cancel» and «Next» buttons figuring on this window ".

- It is more useful to make a research like "I want to obtain ail
critiques concerning the utilization of scroll bars".
Notice that even if someone wishes to remain to a more general level of
abstraction and not to enter in the detail of specific AIO, he will always have
the possibility to do it by selecting al! keywords corresponding to the generic
AIO. Similarly, if a critique relates not to a specific AIO such as the scroll bar
but to the totality of scrolling AIO, the person just has to select al! keywords
corresponding to the generic scrolling AIO to characterize the case.
3. Usefulness of indexes
Sorne keywords have been added in order to make the search engine the
most efficient and the most useful possible. They cover a majority of researches
that a user can think to undertake. Moreover, combined with the other
keywords, they allow the search engine to be very efficient and very selective if
needed. These added keywords are the following:
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•

Name of the person who inserts the case: it can be very useful in some
situations to research cases of the base according to the name of a person.

•

Name of the interface : evident because this name is the identifier of the
case

•

Domain of the interface: this allows to see ail cases that have already been
studied in a particular field . This can be useful notably if somebody has to
create an interface in a certain area and that this person wants to avoid
often-committed errors in this domain.

•

Type of the case: it is useful to allow researches like «I want to see ail the
case of reference of the base».

•

Date of the critique: this criterion is interesting to verify changes in the case
base since the last time that one has consulted it. One can for example
research the totality of critiques that have been emitted since a certain date
or between two dates, and so on.

The totality of these justifications proves that keywords of our case base have been
chosen according to the different properties exposed by Janet Kolodner.
Another justification concerns the number of keywords chosen. lt is evident that we
would have again been able to add others keywords to refer our base. However, too numerous
keywords are inefficient because the work of the person who inserts a case becomes
impossible: he cannot verify ail the keywords and so let the application choose these words .
This would destroy of course ail apprenti ce notions linked to these keywords. As this notion is
essential for the user since it allows him to verify what he said in his critique or to find
relevant case (concerning the consultant), it has therefore been necessary to limit the choice of
keywords to increase the character of apprenticeship linked to the case base.

2.3.3. ABLE or not ABLE ?
2.3.3.1 Principle 1: Provide adaptable scaffolding through
levels of detail
This principle is not met in the current developed application but it will be very useful
and not too difficult to provide this adaptable scaffolding during the inse11ion or during the
consultation.
Concerning the insertion, we can say that the scaffolding is principaly possible for
cases proposed by the teacher. The insertion of the case must then be decomposed into three
steps. First, the teacher inserts his interface as everybody, following the procedure currently
developed. Secondly, he has to predefine some shapes or zones on the window, shapes that
will show some places where critiques can be made. Third, he has to put some tips or
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comments about the predefined zones that he has selected to give information to the student
about the critique that can be made. So, when a student will criticize the proposed interface,
he can either criticize the interface without help, either ask some help to do it. In this case, we
can say that adaptable scaffolding through levels of details has been provided
Concerning the consultation, we can follow the same guideline. When the user consult
the interface, he just see the illustration and by asking more details, he can see to appear the
shapes, brief comments and total comments.

2.3.3.2 Principle 2: Strategy information is available but not
immediate
Once again, this principle is not present in the developed application. Indeed, the user
doesn't have any information concerning the strategy used. The reason of this choice is not to
flood the user with useless information. We have estimated that the strategy was transparent
enough and letting the possibility to the user to have information about this subject would risk
misleading it uselessly.

2.3.3.3 Principle 3: Outcome information is available but not
immediate
This principle can be encountered during the case consultation. Indeed, it is necessary
that the consultation unfold as follows . The user sees first of ail the illustration of the
interface. He can at this time decide what is correct or not. He clicks then on a button that has
for effect the dis play of the different rectangles and cross on the illustration. That confirms or
infirms his first ideas on the interface. The last is the display of the text of the critique
realized. In this way, the user has to his disposition ail the information of the critique in a
gradually manner that allows him to compare its expectations to the reality .

2.3.3.4 Principle 4: Where possible , suggest potential problems
and solutions
This principle is applicable but not automatically. Indeed, during the insertion of a
critique, no mechanism allows to give a feedback to the people who insert the case. However,
two external possibilities are left. Firstly, during the consultation of the inserted case, the other
persons can send comments or again realized a new critique of the same case. Inserant
receives then a sort of feedback of his critique. Secondly, it is possible to insert a new case
that is the correction of an existent one. Thus, a student having inserted an interface that he
has created will be able to see alternatives proposed by others persons.
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2 .3.3. 5 Principle 5: Uses multiple representations
The multiple representation is present at two levels, as we will see. Firstly, the same
interface can be criticized several times by the same or by different persons. lt will sometimes
concern critiques about the same points but expressed in a different way.
Secondly, a same interface can have several representations. What we mean there, is
that it is possible to insert interfaces that are the correction of an existent interface. So, the
interface, in general sense, wi ll have several representations.

2.3.3.6 Principle 6: Design for uses in practice
This sixth principle is entirely achievable but does not depend on the application in
itself. Indeed, it can be associated with a project about the design of an interface and in this
case, it can be very useful. This will be the case here because the case base finds its place in
Vesale project. The student will use therefore the application in the framework of the
apprenticeship of the various concepts of HCI.

2.3 .3. 7 Principle 7: Support the sense of community
It concerns of course a very important point. Indeed, the case base can be interesting
only if many cases are found there and these cases are inserted by users. These users or other
persons realize the critique of interfaces. lt is therefore essential that a group uses the system
and communicates together. That's why the Vesale project has been created. It will regroup
students and professionals of HCI around a case base. So, students will be integrated in a
group.

2 .3.3. 8 Principle 8: Provide supports to enable students to
navigate the hypermedia in a comfortable manner
This principle can 't be encountered at this time. It must be study later after use and
evaluation of the current application

2.3.4. Conclusion
We have seen in the preceding point that our application meets only some ABLE
principle. With some improvements (for example, the consultation in three steps), majority of
them will be met.
In the last section of this chapter, we will introduce a pedagogical methodology
concerning apprenticeship.
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2.4. Attempt of theoretical justification
As said before, our first approach is not explicitly based on a pedagogical
methodology. Nevertheless, pedagogy must be an important point. We think so that it can be
useful to see if our application meet some pedagogical principles. In order to do that, we will
explain first these principles and we will try to see how our web site and our Vesale
application meet the paradigms .

2.4. 1. The six paradigms of Leclercq - Denis
The goal of the project that we developed is to allow users to learn notions of HCI. But
the apprenticeship is something complicate and many models and paradigms exist about it.
For example, Piaget has developed a mode! named: "the piagetian mode!". In this mode!, the
subject acts to transform the reality, to question it; the former resists and obliges him to adapt
himself by the elaboration of new cognitive structure. To re-establish his balance between
elements of the situation and cognitive means, he has to start a process of optimal solution
research or «equilibration». Thus, learning is a construction of the knowledge that goes
through levels of balance succeeding to moments of imbalance. This mode! is based therefore
on the sequence: equilibration - desequilibration - reequilibration.
Another mode! that we wi ll see more in details
apprenticeship/teaching" from Leclercq and Denis [LECLERCQ 98].

1s

the

"Paradigms

First of ail, let's begin by giving a definition of the two terms. For this purpose, let's
refer to the glossary proposed in pedagogical course in Namur [DONNA Y 97]. We can read
this :
Apprenticeship: Active, constructive and cumulative process that happens when
learner handles actively the new information, modifying thus his
cognitive structure. The information can corne from the own longterm memory or from outside the person learning.
Teaching: System of tasks that can develop, enrich, elaborate gradually. The different
tasks are those linked to the three teaching phases: the preparation (preactive
phase), the professor-student interaction (interactive phase) and the
evaluation (postactive phase).
This system aims the establishment of pedagogical relationship, which
derives from the presence of the 3 following relationships : the didactic
relationship (professor-discipline ), the mediation relationship (professorstudent) and the apprenticeship or study relationship (student-discipline ).
This system of tasks takes place inside a definite time and several
environment levels (from the values of the society to the temperature of the
classroom).
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We can see, through these definitions, that the two terms are strongly linked. Therefore
it is not surprising to link them within paradigms. Leclercq and Denis propose us 6 that we
can di vide into two categories. Indeed, the three firsts are rather on the initiative of the teacher
while the three others depend more on the learner. We wi ll see them more in details now.

2.4 .1. 1 Paradigm 1: lmpregnation/Modelisation - Referenciation
The humans learn a lot by looking around them and by living in a particular
environment. That's what Leclercq and Denis named «impregnation». For example, number
of mies of the road regulations are known by children, not because they studied it but well
because they have observed the behavior of their parents when they drive. This impregnation
can be realized thanks to all our perception organs. The formative can favor this impregnation
but most of time, it is either automatic either non-existent. For example, parents serve as
mode! for their children without they will it explicitly.

2.4.1.2 Paradigm 2: Reception/Transmission
This paradigm is about the most common apprenticeship in various institutions. It
regroups conferences, syllabi ... that' s to say everything that concems transmission and
reception of information.

2.4 .1.3 Paradigm 3: Practice/Guidance
"It's on the ground that we learn the most". This sentence summarizes alone a good
part of this paradigm. We learn a lot by practice. However, certain guidance is necessary. It
allows us to earn time, energy and especially keep our moti vation. The formative has therefore
to try to propose the most possible practice to the student and especially to help him in his
apprenticeship

2.4 .1.4 Paradigm 4: Exploration/Supply
The apprenticeship requires of course a certain will of leaming. This will has to
translate into an exploration of the different documents or tools he disposes. This exploration
can have two aspects: it can be free or oriented . In the first case, learner is entirely free to do
what he wants and to consult information, as he wants . In the second, certain formalization
(more or less strong according to circumstances) can be applied, restricting a bit, for
consistency reasons , his learn ing freedom of apprenticeshi p. The ro le of learner is therefore
essential in this paradigm but it is necessary to specify that the formative has to put
information at the disposai of the student.
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2.4.1.5 Paradigm 5: Experimentation/Reactivity
There are cases where learner has to be able to experiment, that's to say to manipulate
the environment and, if needed, to modify it, by exhausting and combining possibilities that
he judges significant. The formative, in this context, has to offer reactions, that's to say to
make accessible to learner not only an handable environrnent (whose parameters are
modifiable) but also a reactive environrnent. The typical method to settle the apprenticeship
by experimentation consists in confronting learner to case problems.

2.4.1.6 Paradigm 6: Creation/Confortation - Confrontation
Finally, we learn also by creating new things, by realizing things by ourselves. The role
of the formative will be, in this case, to provide an environrnent favoring and allowing this
creation. More, he will have to reinforce and confront learner. To confort him, he has to
encourage him, to sustain him and to motivate him. To confront, it is to submit his own work
to the notice of others.
The various paradigms that we have seen are combinable together but not in the same
proportion. In reality, it is rare to find an apprenticeship situation that combines the six
paradigms in the same proportion.
Let's now see if our web site and our application meet these paradigms.

2.4.2. The 6 paradigms in our web site
2.4.2.1 Paradigm 1: lmpregnation / Modelling - Referenciation
As Leclercq said in his book, we learn a lot of things by looking at what the other
people do and by doing the same.
It' s why it is very important to have a lot of cases in our base. When someone wants to
create an interface for an application, he can begin by looking in our base if there are
examples of interfaces that correspond to what he wants to realize. He can then see the
common errors that people do or be inspired by what he sees. The importance of reference
cases is clearly shown with this paradigm. lt is of course better for a novice to have examples
of really good cases in order to be impregnated before beginning his work.

2.4.2.2 Paradigm 2: Reception / Transmission
This kind of apprenticeship can of course be made with our web site. The first part of
this site (concern ing tutorials) is a kind of sy ll abus that we offer to the students. They can read
information, have different examples to illustrate it, ... lt works exactly like a reference book
about HCI , and we try to transmit information by using these tutorial s.
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Another example of this paradigm in our site is the reference cases. The incumbent
professor who shows an interface with its critiques makes these cases. The students can
receive some information about the use of the different rules and criteria concerning HCI.

2.4.2.3 Paradigm 3: Practice/Guidance
Our entire web site is devoted to the idea of practice. What is really important for the
students, is not to consult the different cases of our base. They will learn better if they practice
by themselves: if they put some new cases in the base, if they add a critique on a case, and so
on. The guidance is important but in our site, we have decided to let the user do the maximum
without help. In one page, we explain how a user can add a case or make a critique, we
explain some rules and criteria that an interface should respect in order to facilitate the work
of the student. But the facility of the Co Web allows the user to find his own way to criticize a
case or to add something. Little knowledge are necessary and little rules have been demanded
to let the site be as open as possible.
The guidance is also assured by the fact that the different students could work together.
As we have explained before, senior students can work in collaboration with junior students.
Older students can thus help the others to understand criteria and guide them to a better
comprehension of the domain.

2.4.2.4 Paradigm 4: Exploration/Supply
This paradigm concerns a certain wish of learning something. If a student is motivated
and makes researches about what he studies, everything will be easier for him. The notion of
exploration is important and always present in our site. As we explained before, the site is not
realized like a sequential book. The different sections are linked together in order to let the
user choose what he really wants or needs at this time. He can thus explore what he believes
to be the more useful things for his study. AU important information concerning HCI have
been putto the disposai of student. Now all he has to do is to explore the site and the different
cases to find what he is looking for (things like hypertext links and search engines have been
created in order to facilitate his researches)

2.4.2.5 Paradigm 5: Experimentation / Reactivity
The Co Web environment lets the student to experiment the different possibilities of
creation and critiques of interfaces thanks to the "sandbox" section of this environment.

2.4.2.6 Paradigm 6: Creation / Confortation - Confrontation
The main purpose of this web site is of course to let the student adding new cases in
the base and to let him learning how to make a relevant critique. The environment and the
design of each page have been thought to allow a student to realize these tasks. A student is
also motivated to realize a good job by the facts that other students or professors can criticize
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his work. In this case, the students are confronted to the reality and the opinion of others can
help them to improve themselves.

2.4.3. The 6 paradigms in our Vesale application
2.4.3.1 Paradigm 1: lmpregnation/Modelisation
This paradigm is well present but can appear harmful in some cases. The user will be
most of time a user familiarized with the data processing and its universe. It has therefore
already seen numerous programs and their interface. If these last were good interfaces, it' s
perfect. In the opposite case, this paradigm becomes a problem to correct because the user has
bad example in mind.
It goes similarly for our application: the interface that we have developed has to
respect and to illustrate the different principles that we attempt to teach. We see therefore ail
the importance of the bootstrapping (see chapter 7 for more information aboutit).

2.4.3.2 Paradigm 2: Reception/Transmission
This paradigm is found in the Vesale project but is less present in our application.
Indeed, we have no lessons properly speaking, we just have links that will have to be created
to the on-line course. However, one can consider the different critiques realized by students
and especially by professors (reference case) as a sort of transmission. More, main notions
will be briefly explained in the application help.

2.4.3.3 Paradigm 3: Practice/Guidance
The teacher can insert cases to criticize. In this way, students can practice different
critiques over cases. The teacher can then consult the different critiques and give a feedback to
the student by telling him what was good and what was wrong.
More, learner can construct interfaces and submit it to the critique of the professor or
other consultant. So, he can practice the design of interfaces and receive guidance from the
professor.
Concerning guidance again, we can say that it is more present than in our web site
thanks to formalism required by the use of form to perform the critique.
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2.4.3.4 Paradigm 4 : Exploration/Supply
Users can experiment the interface design by creating their own interface. The
reactivity is provided, in our case, by the reaction of other users who can send comments or
post a new critique.

2.4.3.5 Paradigm 5: Experimentation/Reactivity
This paradigm is not very present in what we have developed. Certain experimentation
is possible but the reactivity associated will not be automatic because there are no good or bad
critique. It is therefore very difficult to react according to the experimentation of learner.

2.4 .3. 6 Paradigm 6: Creation/Confortation - Confrontation
The creation aspect is entirely possible for the learner because he can insert new cases
or new critiques. It will remain however to give him the aspiration and the motivation to do it.
So, for the teacher, the most important role will be without doubt the confrontation. Indeed,
the goal of the application is to comment critiques or to realize some news. The confortation
will be present only to motivate the user to insert his own cases.

2.4.4. Conclusion
Both applications seem to be in concordance with the different paradigms despite the
fact that these paradigms have been studied afterwards . Finally, it seems that our experience
and our fee ling have been a good basis to elaborate our study.

2.5. Conclusion of the chapter
The design of the web site and the ideas of Professor Mark Guzdial were very
important for us and for the design of the Delphi application that we have realized for the
Vesale Project. The difference between the way of apprenticeship in the Georgia Institute of
Technology in Atlanta and the "Facultés Universitaires Notre-Dame de la Paix" in Namur are
obvious. In the USA, the tendency in apprenticeship is to be widely opened and let the
students choose their own structure. Americans seem to be more active in discovering new
ways to teach. ln Europe, the tendency is to structure a little more the applications in order to
facilitate the work of the students . Both methods have their advantages and their
disadvantages . So, it was very helpful for us to have another idea of what apprenticeship could
be before starting the job on the Vesale Project.
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3.1. Introduction
In chapter three, we explained the pedagogical approach we have followed to realize
our work: the goals we had to reach, the recommendations we had to follow, and so on. We
made these observations for the web pages in general or for the entire application. Now, it' s
time to analyze in details the first task of our application: the case insertion. We have to
understand what the user really wants to do during an insertion, we must study the different
procedures we will need, and other things that will help us to construct our application.
We will begin this chapter by fixing the objectives of a user when he inserts a case in
the base: we will describe the different cases he wants to enter, the kind of critiques he wants
to make. This section will also briefly explain how a user can discuss with another one to
obtain more information about a case.
After this section, we will know exactly the goals and needs of the users. It will be a
good time then to realize the task analysis. This analysis will let us find the different fonctions
and objects (presentation units, windows ... ) we have to implement to realize the task.
These two sections will show us what the user wants and what we need to satisfy him.
After their analysis, we will be able to create our application. The third section will explain
the graphical tool we have created. We will also give a scenario of insertion that will present
step by step what the user has to do to enter his interfaces.
The last section of this chapter will show a detailed description of a window with the
different CIO 1 we have used.
Y ou will find in appendix 4 the conversation conception of the case insertion. This
appendix will detail the chaining between windows of our interface.

3.2. User objectives for an insertion
3.2.1. Introduction
In order to realize the task of insertion, the first thing we have to do is to understand
the objectives of the users . Once we will be sure of the goals, it will be easier to implement
solutions.

1

Concrete Interactive Object
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A user who wants to insert an interface in the base needs three tools:

•

A tool to present the interface.
A lot of things can be employed to present an interface : windows, textual
explanation, video sequence, . . . The application that we have to realize
must offer the possibility to present ail these parts of an interface.

•

A tool to criticize the interface.
A user also desires to enter critiques concerning the interface he inserts. So,
we have to think about the different kind of critiques a user may want to
make. Each critique can have different purposes and then can require
different tools.

•

A tool to discuss with other users.
A user must also have the possibility to contact other people; sometimes to
have inore information about a case, sometimes to say to someone that his
case has been corrected.

We will discuss these three points in the next sections of this chapter.

3.2.2. Presentation of an interface
In this section, we will first categorize the information that a user may want to enter
when he inserts a case. After that, it will be interesting to describe the different possible cases
of the base.

3.2.2.1 Needed information
When someone presents an interface, he has to give more information than just the
name of the case. People who will consult the case need to know the environrnent of the case,
the windows that correspond to the interface, and so on. These information can be classified
into two categories:

•

Data concerning the user.
The user gives his name, his E-mail address, .. . He also has to specify his
qualification in the domain of Human Computer Interface.

•

Data concerning the interface.
As we said before, the user can give a lot of information concerning his
interface. He can make a video sequence concerning its use, he can
describe how the case has been created, with what kind of tools, he can
present the different windows of his interface, and so on.

The application that we will create must give the opportunity to the user to enter all
these information. We will see later in this chapter how it is realized in our base. We also
need to see the different kind of cases that can be put in our base. The next section describes
the three possible cases.
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3.2.2.2 Description of the different possible cases of the base
The different interfaces presented in the base can be gathered in three types of cases:
•
•
•

Presented cases
Presented and criticized cases
Reference cases

Presented cases are cases that have not been submitted to a critique. Presented and
criticized cases have at least one or more critiques made by a user of the base. Finally,
reference cases are cases that have been created or corrected by the incumbent professor of
the course.
Now, we will describe more in details each of these cases.

a) Presented case
This type of case is the simplest of the case base. During the insertion, the user will
provide all necessary information about the case. He will also provide to other users
screenshots of windows that he would want to see criticized.
The different information to be provided will be the following one' s:
•

Concerning himself: first name, last name, Email, qualification and comments.

•

Concerning the interface: name, domain of application, type of user, type of case (here
it is «Presented Case»), existence of a video sequence, correction of an existent case,
comments about environment of the task, about the pedagogical approach and finally,
free comments.

Once these information are provided, the case is inserted in the base and becomes
available for the consultation. Each user is then able to submit his critique for this case.

b) Presented and criticized case
When a presented case is completed with a critique, it belongs to the second category
of case. The addition of a critique for an interface can be undertaken during two moments:
during the insertion of the case (the critique is made by the persan who inserts the case) or
during the consultation of the case (the critique is made by the consultant). Of course several
users can criticize a same case. Notice also that, no guarantee is given concerning the
precision and justification of these critiques. Indeed, novices can realize the critiques
(nevertheless the user is warned about the level of knowledge of the persan that proposed the
critique).
Several types of critiques are possible:
•

Intra-windows critique: critique about a specific window of the global interface.
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•

Inter-windows critique: critique about the comparison between two windows of the
global interface.

•

Global critique: critique about the global interface.

For more information about these different critiques, one can refer to the section 3.2.3
"Critique of an interface" .

c) Reference case
The last type of available case in the base is the reference case. This one constitutes a
subset of the type "criticized and presented case" . A reference case is a case that has been
created by the incumbent professor. So it has been verified and validated by him. This case
respects rules and criteria that the professor has chosen to serve as reference to his course.
These cases can notably serve as an illustration for the course.

3.2.3. Critique of an interface
As we have already said before, three types of critique are possible for an interface :
•

Intra-windows critique

•

Inter-windows critique

•

Global critique

These critiques are not exclusive but are truly complementary. Nevertheless, it is not
necessary to provide inevitably each type of critique.
We will now present these three types of critique in details. Notice that the application
has been designed to accept all types of critiques. lt is organized to allow each user to criticize
the interface according to his own desires and knowledge. This is why the critiques do not
follow a formal form but are made essentially with unstructured comments.

3.2.3.1 lntra-windows critique
When the user chooses to make an intra-windows critique, the list of all available
windows is given. This list is divided into two sub-lists (already criticized and non-criticized
windows) to facilitate the work of the user. He must then choose the window he wants to
criticize.
Once this choice is made, the user can see the illustration of the chosen window, a
graphical tool and a text zone allowing him to put his critiques. The graphical tool serves to
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annotate the illustration so that the comprehension of the future consultant will be facilitated.
Its use is explained in the corresponding section 3.4.2 ("Graphical tool").
Two zones of text allow to criticize the window. The critique must concem the
illustrate window. The different critiques will be automatically annotated with numbers
corresponding to the different squares made (thanks to the graphical tool) on the illustration.
Moreover, these critiques will be organized into negative and positive critiques thanks to
different colors (green for positive one's and red for negative one ' s) and two different text
zones.

3.2.3.2 lnter-windows critique
When the user chooses to make an inter-windows critique, the list of windows that can
be criticized is proposed to him. He must then choose the two windows he wants to compare.
Once this choice is made, the user can see illustrations of the two selected windows, a
graphical tool and a zone of text allowing him to give his critiques.
The critiques must be critiques that compare the two windows. The main points in this
type of critique are the consistency between the two windows (for example, absence of a
button in one of the windows compared with the other, uncoordinated style of
handwriting, ... ). Once more, positive and negative critiques will be separated.

3.2.3.3 Global critique
When the user chooses to make a global interface critique, he obtains: a tool allowing
him to follow the different windows that compose the interface (it allows the user to see each
window at any given time of his critique), a video sequence of the utilization of the interface
(if the case has one) and finally , a text zone for the positive critiques and another for the
negative ones.
The waited critique in the text zone is a critique that relates to the set of windows of
the interface and not to one particular window. One expects therefore here critiques like "the
choice of the size of characters is not optimal and does not allow a good perusal" , ...

It is also a good place to make critiques conceming the environment of the interface or
conceming the approach that has been employed to create the interface. All those things are
not dependent of a particular window but rather from the choice made before the creation of
the interface. Of course, it is only possible if the creator of the interface has given this type of
information.

3.2.4. Comments
A user of the case base may want to have contact with others to discuss about the
interfaces. For example he can discuss with the creator of the case to have more information
about the conception or the interface environment. He can also discuss with other persons in
order to have their opinion about his work.
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The conception of these comment spaces does not depend on our application but rather
on the Vesale Project. At this time, the comment spaces and dialog spaces have not yet been
implemented but the used tools are the following ones:
♦

BSCW : BSCW (Basic Support for Cooperative Work) enables collaboration over
the Web. BSCW is a ' share workspace' system which supports document upload,
event , notification, group management, and so on.
You can access this workspace at www.bscw.gmd.de.

♦

Email

You can have more information about the comment space of Vesale in this paper: « Visual
user interface design Education Supported by a computer-Aided Leaming Environment:
specification document »[BODART and AL 99]

3.3. Task analysis
Now that we know the needs of the users, we can analyze the task in order to find the
better way to realize our application. To do that, we will use the Trident method [BODART
and AL 95] to find the procedures and the objects (presentation units, logical windows, ... )
that we will have to implement. We will begin by the description of the task and the different
procedures that compose it. After we will analyze the different sub-tasks thanks to the TKS
method [VANDERDONCKT 97b] . We will end this chapter by the conception of the
chaining graph of functions and the definition of the presentation.

3.3.1. Description of the case
3.3.1.1 Textual statement of the interactive task
The interactive task "Case insertion in the case base" can be decomposed in two main
sub-tasks: the interface presentation and the interface critique. Points that follow describe
completely these different sub-tasks.

a) Interface presentation
When a person wants to enter a case in the base, he has first of all to give information
about the case to facilitate the comprehension of the other users. For the presentation of an
interface, we can consider that there exists three different procedures: the two firsts are filled
in by the person who inserts the case while the third is automatically accomplished to
facilitate his work. The three procedures are the following one's:
•

The user has to provide data conceming himself. We will call this procedure "Data
conceming the user (données sur l'insérant)".
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•

The user has to provide general information concerning the interface he wants to
present. We will call this procedure "Interface presentation (présentation de
l'interface)".

•

To facilitate the work of the user, the application will provide a summary of the
different information conceming the case. We will call this procedure "Summary
of the presentation ( résumé de la présentation)".

We will now explain each procedure.

i) First procedure: "Data concerning the user (données sur l'insérant)"
When a user wants to propose an interface for the case base, he has to provide
information concerning himself. These information will allow the other users to better know
this user and to judge his level of expertise concerning the HCI domain.
Requested information concerning the user are: First name, Last name, E-mail address,
Qualification and other free comments.

ii) Second procedure: "Interface presentation (présentation de l'interface)"
Once the user has provided some data concerning himself, he has to present his
interface. He has to be precise enough to allow the other users to understand the case and he
has to give ail necessary elements for the critiques (screenshots, for example).
At this level , requested information are: Name of the interface, Domain, Type of the
user, Type of the case, Presence of a video sequence, Correction of another case, Comments,
Windows composing the interface.

iii) Third procedure: «Summary of the presentation (résumé de la présentation)»
This procedure is an assistance provided to the user. Once he has entered data
concerning his interface, the application provides a summary of the information he has
inserted up till now.

b) Interface critique
A user may want to criticize the interface that he observes. It is necessary to give him
tools to criticize the case on different ways: in general, window by window or by interrelating
two windows together. In the case of an interface, we can consider that there are five different
procedures: three of them depend on the user while the two others help him in his task. The
five procedures are the following one' s:
•

lt is necessary to give the possibility to the user to choose the type of critique that
he wants to make. This first procedure has to provide possible choices. We will
call it: "Orientation of the critique (orientation de la critique)".

•

The user may want to make a global critique. The second procedure helps him to
insert his critique. We will call it: "Global critique (critique globale)".
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•

The user may want to make an inter-window critique. The third procedure helps
him to insert his critique. We will call it " Inter-window critique (critique interfenêtre)" .

•

The user may want to make an intra-window critique. The fourth procedure helps
him to insert his critique. We will call it " Intra-window critique (critique intrafenêtre )".

•

To facilitate the work of the user, the application will provide a summary of all the
information concerning the critique. We will call this fifth procedure " Summary
of the critique (résumé de la critique)".

We will now ex plain each of these procedures.

i) First procedure: "Orientation of the critique (orientation de la critique)"
When a user wants to make a critique, it is necessary to help him to create this critique.
The procedure of orientation of the critique lets therefore the user choose between a global
critique, an inter-window critique or an intra-window critique. Outside of this choice, no other
information is requested.

ii) Second procedure: "Global Critique (critique globale)"
Once the user bas decided to make a global interface critique, the application bas to
help him to realize bis critique. The user has to be able to emit positive and negative critiques
concerning the interface. Moreover, it is necessary that he can choose keywords that will
classify bis critique among the other available ones. The second procedure collects these
different information concerning the global critique.

iii) Third procedure: "Inter-window critique (critique inter-fenêtre)"
Once the user has decided to make an inter-window interface critique, the application
has to help him to realize his critique. lt is necessary first of all to allow the user to choose the
two windows that he wants to compare. Then, he must have text zones and tools allowing him
to make his critique. Finally, it is necessary that he can choose keywords that will classify his
critique among the other available ones. The third procedure collects these different
information concerning the inter-window critique.

iv) Fourth procedure: "Intra-window critique (critique intra-fenêtre)"
Once the user bas decided to make an intra-window interface critique, the application
has to help him to realize his critique. lt is necessary first of all to allow the user to choose the
window that he wants to criticize. Then, he must have text zones and tools allowing him to
make his critique. Finally, it is necessary that he can choose keywords that will classify his
critique among the other available ones. The fourth procedure collects these different
information concerning the intra-window critique.
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v) Fifth procedure: " Summary of the critique (résumé de la critique)"
This procedure is an assistance provided to the user. Once he has entered data
concerning his critique, the application provides a summary of information that he has
inserted up till now.

c) Relative parameters of the task
After examination of this textual statement, we are now able to determine relative
parameters of the task.

•

Knowledge that a user must have: average.
The user must have some knowledge in the domain of interfaces to use the
application and to criticize.

•

Productivity: important
The task consists of the insertion of case in a case base. It is therefore a task that
will produce a lot of new examples of cases and critiques.

•

Objective Environment of the task: Partially non-existent.
The system itself is enough to realize the entire task except that the user needs a
tool to capture the pictures of his interface and a disk to stock these screenshots.

•

Reproducibility of the environment: practicable.
The reproducibility of the environment is said practicable because it can be
transposed in the framework of the system.

•

Structure of the task: moderated.
The task has been studied in order to leave the greatest possible freedom degree to
the user: numerous optional fields, free comments, and so on. Despite that, a
certain structure of the task has nevertheless been necessary.

•

Importance of the task: important.
This task allows to enter new cases in the base and to criticize them what is
essential for the apprenticeship concerning the HCI.

•

Complexity of the task: moderated.

3.3.1.2 Description of the population
The population of the users must contain the two following stereotypes: student and
incumbent professor.

a) Student user
•

Experience of the task: moderated.
The student is a beginner in the domain of interface critique.
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•

Experience of the system: average.
The student studies computer science and has therefore a certain experience of this
type of system.

•

Motivation: important.
The student is motivated to present and criticize cases to improve his knowledge.

•

Experience of a complex interaction means: rich.
The student studies computer science and is therefore always confronted with this
type of interaction means.

b) lncumbent professor user
•

Experience of the task: rich.

•

Experience of the system: rich.

•

Motivation: important.

•

Experience of a complex interaction means: rich.

3.3.1.3 Description of the environment
•

Type of processing: multi processing
A workstation can be used to realize different tasks or sub-tasks.

•

Capacity of processing (repetition of the task): moderated.

3.3.2. Analysis of the sub-tasks
3.3.2.1 Choice of the ana lysis method
The structure of the interactive task being moderated, the analysis method of the task
is the TKS method (Task Knowledge Structure) that consists of an extension of the
hierarchical task planning[V ANDERDONCKT 97b].
This method includes:
•

the decomposition in goals and sub - goals. Each goal will be labeled by :
- p if it concems a (sub -)goal of preparation ;
- t if it concems a (sub -)goal of transformation ;
- s if it concems a (sub -)goal of selection ;
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3.3.2.2 Case insertion in the base
a) Decomposition in goals and in sub - goals
O. case insertion (insertion d' un cas)
0.1 Interface presentation (présentation de l' interface) (p)
0.2 Interface critique (critique de l'interface) (p)

b) Diagram of goals and sub-goals

Insertion d'un
cas

,.

--

Présentation
de l'interface

Critique de
l'interface

Figure 3-1: Dia grain of the case insertion

3.3.2.3 Interface presenta tion
a) Decomposition in goals and in sub - goals
1. Interface presentation (présentation de l' interface)
1.1 Data concerning the user (données sur l'insérant) (p)
1.2 Information concerning the interface (renseignements sur l'interface) (p)
1.2.1 Data concerning the interface (données) (p)
1.2.2 Correction of another interface (correction d'une autre interface)
(p)
1.2.3 Existence of a video sequence (séquence vidéo) (p)
1.2.4 Windows composing the interface (fenêtre composant l'interface)
(p)
1.3 Summary of the presentation (résumé de la présentation)(p)
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b) Diagram of goals and sub-goals

Présentation
de l'interface

~
Données sur
~

rant

. Renseignements:
sur l'interface ,
1

1

1.

- - -~

!
-

i

Correction
d'une autre ,
interface

J

_l __
Séquence
vidéo

Fenêtres
composant
l'interface

Figure 3-2: Diagram of the interface presentation

3.3.2.4 Interface critique
a) Decomposition in goals and in sub-goals
2. Interface critique (critique de l'interface)
2.1 Orientation of the critique (orientation de la critique) (s)
2.2 Choice of global critique (choix critique globale) (p)
2.2.1 Global critique (critique globale) (p)
2.2.2 Keywords (mots clés) (p)
2.3 Choice of inter-window critique (choix critique inter)(p)
2.3.1 List ofwindows to criticize (liste fenêtres) (p)
2.3.2 Inter-window critique (critique inter) (p)
2.3.3 Keywords (mots clés)"(p)
2.4 Choice of intra-window critique (choix critique intra) (p)
2.4.1 List ofwindows to criticize (liste fenêtres) (p)
2.4.2 Intra-window critique (critique intra) (p)
2.4.3 Keywords (mots clés) (p)
2.5 Summary of the case (résumé du cas) (p)
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b) Diagram of goals and sub-goals

j critique de
l'interface

!!

1

t

i
1Orientation de
la critique j'

1

l

---

--

Choix critique
globale

Choix critique
inter

Critique
globale

Liste fenêtres

Mots clés

-- J__
r~oix critique

L
1

Critique inter :

1 --

i

r

L

Mots clés

-

l

intra

Liste Lêtres]

_C

1

Critique intra

!

1
1

,
i

__J

L

t

Mots clés

--- -r--

Résumé du
cas

Figure 3-3: Diagram of the critique of an interface

Of course, when you have finished one critique, you don't have to follow all the
process again. The application lets you make the number of critiques that you want. The
summary of the case appears only when you have fini shed al! your critiques.
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3.3.3. Chaining graph of functions
3.3.3.1 Conventions
Before exposing the chaining graph of functions, we propose a table recapitulating
graphie conventions employed for its writing.
This drawing is used when there
is a choice to make. The graph
follows one of the two arrows
This drawing is used when an
information message is created
between two fonctions
This drawing is used to show the
different fonctions or procedures
of the graph
This drawing is used to delimit a
sub-graph in the graph

-►

►

D

Because of the important size that the chaining graph of functions can reach, it is
strong difficult to draw it on a sheet of paper with the A4 format. To avoid this problem, we
have decided to <livide it in sub - graphs. These sub - graphs are represented with rectangle
with rounded form. The other conventions used in this table the same that the ones used in the
HCI course. When it was necessary, we have added some comments to explain our various
diagrams.

3.3.3.2 Chaining graph of functions
The chaining graph of fonctions can be decomposed in two sub-graphs, which
correspond to the two sub-tasks analyzed previously. For reminder, it concerned the interface
presentation and the interface critique.
The basis diagram of our graph is:
Demande
insertion cas

/-►-

- "\

Gestion insertion
cas

Figure 3-4: Main chaining graph of function
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It the same diagram than the following one's:
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Figure 3-5: Detailed chaining grapf of fonction

Beside the management functions of the interface presentation and of the interface
critique (that are described after), another function interferes in management of the case
insertion. It concems:
•

The plug in cost of the insertion (prise en charge de l'insertion)
When a person wants to insert a new case in the base, it is necessary first of all to
download the application and to launch it.

a) Management of the interface presentation
The interface presentation has to be able to provide the following information:
•

Data concerning the user

•

Information about the interface itself.
This function being complex enough, it will also be decomposed in several subfunctions.

In addition to that, it is useful to provide to the user a summary of information that he
has inserted during this presentation. We have therefore added a function that creates this
summary:
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•

Summary of the presentation

The sub-chaining graph of fonctions corresponding to the management of the interface
presentation is thus the following one's:
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Figure 3-6: Functional chaining graph of the management of the interface presentation
i) Information concerning the interface
The function «information conceming the interface» serves to collect information on
the interface. It is indeed necessary to store some information in order to be able to classify
the interface in the base. One can decompose this fonction in four sub-fonctions:
•

One sub - function that collects data on the interface. This one 1s called
«managementabout data concerning the interface».

•

One sub - function that asks if the inserted interface is the correction of another
interface that is in the base. This one is called «correction management».

•

One sub - fonction that manages the possible presence of a video sequence. This
one is called «video sequence management».

•

One sub - function that manages the different windows of the interface. This one is
called «window management» .
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The sub-chaining graph of fonctions corresponding to the management of information of the
interface is therefore the following one's:
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Figure 3-7: Functional chaining graph of the management of information of the
interface

b) Management of the interface critique
The management of the interface critique can be divided in five sub-functions:
•

One sub-function that orients the user to the type of critique of his choice. This one
is called «orientation management».

•

One sub-function that manages the global critique. It is called «management of the
global critique».

•

One sub-function that manages the inter-window critique.
«management of the inter-window critique».

It

lS

called

•

One sub-function that manages the intra-window critique.
«management of the intra-window critique».

It

lS

called

•

One sub-function that provides to the user a summary of information that he has
entered during the insertion of this case. It is called «management of the summary
of the case».
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The sub-chaining graph of fonctions corresponding to management of the interface critique is
therefore the following one's:
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Figure 3-8: Functional chaining graph of the management of the interface critique

i) Management of the global critique
When the user chooses to make a global critique, it is necessary to help him in the
realization of this critique. This management of the global critique is divided in two sub fonctions:
•

One sub-fonction that manages the critique. It is called «global critique» .

•

One sub-fonction that helps the user to choose representative keywords for his
critique. It is called «selection of the keywords».

The sub-chaining graph of fonctions corresponding to management of the global critique 1s
therefore the following one's:
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Figure 3-9: Functional chaining graph of the management of the global critique
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ii) Management of the inter-window critique
When the user chooses to make an inter-window critique, it is necessary to help him in
the realization of this critique. This management of the inter-window critique is divided m
three sub-functions:
•

One sub - function that allows the user to select the two windows in order to make
the critique. It is called «window selection».

•

One sub - function that manages the critique. It is called «inter-window critique».

•

One sub - fonction that helps the user to choose representative keywords for his
critique. It is called «selection of keywords».

The sub-chaining graph of fonctions corresponding to management of the inter-window
critique is therefore the following one's:
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Figure 3-10: Functional chaining graph of the management of the inter-windows
critique

iii) Management of the intra-window critique
When the user chooses to make an intra-window critique, it is necessary to help him in
the realization of this critique. This management of the intra-window critique is divided in
three sub-functions:
•

One sub - fonction that allows to select the window in order to make the critique. It
is called «window selection».

•

One sub - fonction that manages the critique. It is called «intra-window critique».

•

One sub - fonction that helps the user to choose representative keywords for his
critique. It is called «selection of keywords».
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The sub-chaining graph of fonctions corresponding to management of the intra-window
critique is therefore the following one's:
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Figure 3-11: Functional chaining graph of the management of the intra-windows
critique

3.3.4. Definition of the presentation
3.3.4.1 Identification of presentation units (unités de
présentation (UP))
From the chaining graph of fonctions , presented in the another section, we can observe
two presentation units. Each of these units corresponds to one sub - task. This is inspired by
the methodological rule: "one UP by sub - task".
1. UP 1 : Interface presentation
2. UP2: Interface critique
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Figure 3-12: Functional chaining graph of both UP
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3.3.4.2 Windows identifie ation
a) Justification of the windows identification
From the chaining graph of fonctions, we can partition the graph of each UP in subgraphs that materializes windows. lt exists different identification criteria of windows, each
determining decomposition more or less fine 9f the UP. Finer is the decomposition, more
generally adequate for a novice user it is, because that structures increasingly the interface.
For the two UP, we have chosen an identification in / out. This identification consists in the
gathering of all external information in entry in a window, and the gathering of all external
information in exit in another window. The decomposition is compatible with the level of
expertise of the user that, for reminder, is average. With this identification, we have attached
the functional decomposition, which regroups in a simple window external information of
each fonction. This roundup is also compatible with the level of expertise of the users.

b) Logical windows of UP1
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c) Logical windows of UP2
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3.4. Insertion process
3.4. 1. Introduction
Now that we know exactly what the user whishes and how to realize it, we can
describe our application. We will begin by the graphical tool we have created to help the user
to mark zones on interfaces. After that we will give the insertion scenario. To end the section,
we will describe in details a window of our application. The other windows will be examined
in a chapter of the annexes.

3.4.2. Graphica/ too/
Button 1

Button 2

Button 3

Button 4

Button 5

Button 6

The graphical tool serves to annotate the illustration of a window (during the intra- or
inter-windows critique) with the aim to facilitate the comprehension of the future consultant.
The use of this tool is relatively easy thanks to different buttons.
•

Button 1: This button allows to draw a red rectangle on the illustration. This rectangle
serves to delimit a positive critique zone.

•

Button 2: This button allows to draw a green rectangle on the illustration. This
rectangle serves to delimit a negative critique zone.

•

Button 3: This button allows to mark a zone of the illustration with a cross. This
allows to signal that an element is missing in the interface.

•

Button 4:This button allows to suppress a selected rectangle or cross.

•

Button 5: This button allows a zoom on the illustration that displays then in full mode
screen.

•

Button 6: This button allows a zoom on the second illustration during of an interwindows critique. Note that this button is not present for the graphical tool linked to
the intra-windows critique.
We will see now how to use this tool in the case of an intra- or inter-windows critique.
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3.4.2.1 Use of the tool to realize an intra-windows critique
Remind that after selection of the window to criticize, the user can see the illustration
of the window, the graphical tool and a zone of text.
The critique of the window is made following this way: with the graphical tool, the
user draws a rectangle on the illustration. This rectangle includes a number. Automatically,
with the creation of the rectangle, the same number appears in the corresponding critique zone
(left - or positive critique zone - if the drawn rectangle is green, right - or negative critique
zone - if the drawn rectangle is red). The user has then just to add his critique aside the
corresponding number. His comment will be red if it is in the negative zone and green
otherwise.

3.4.2.2 Use of the tool to realize a inter-windows critique
Remind that after selection of the two windows to criticize, the user can see the
illustration of the two windows, the graphical tool and a zone of text.
The inter-window critique is made following this way: with the graphical tool, the user
draws two rectangles. The first on the left illustration, the second on the right illustration.
These two rectangles serve to select a zone on each window to be able to compare them. 1t is
important to draw a rectangle on each illustration because it is well an.inter-windows critique.
Notice also that the two rectangles must to be of the same col or.
Here again, when the two rectangles are drawn, they include each the same number.
This number appears also in the corresponding text zone: left for green rectangles and a
positive critique, right for red rectangles and a negative critique.
He can also draw crosses on only one window to mark, for example, a m1ssmg
element. These crosses are "numbered" thanks to letters.

3.4.3. Scenario for the case insertion
In this section, we will explain the step that the user bas to follow to insert a case in
the case base. We suppose that the user is already on the web site of the Vesale project.

3.4.3.1 To access to the case base
Once the user is on the web site, he's able to access to the case base. In order to do
that, he has to follow links that allow him to join the web pages relative to the case base.
There, the user has to choose between the different possibilities of the base. lt will be able
therefore:
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•
•
•

To consult the case base
To insert a new case in the case base
To leave the case base

Concerning this section, he has to follow the link " To insert a new case in the case
base".

3.4.3.2 Delphi Application
To insert a case in the base, the user has to download a Delphi application. This
application allows him to store the different data concerning his case as well as the various
information that he wants to propose to the other users: video sequence, windows composing
the interface, and so on. lt also allows him to make critiques concerning the case that he wants
to insert (if nevertheless he desires it).
The user has the possibility to download this application by clicking on the hypertext
link in the web page concerning the insertion of cases.
Once the case is inserted (thanks to the application), the user returns on the web page
concerning the insertion of cases. He can then continue to insert new cases in the base, or
return on the welcome page of the case base.

3.4.4. Interface presentation structure
We will now present in details a particular window. Less detailed description of other
windows of this application is provided in appendix 6.
We decided to present the "Critique intra-fenêtre" window. This cnt1que will be
divided into three points: AIO transformation into CIO, screenshot and finally a description of
the different components of the window.

3.4.4.1 AIO transformation into CIO
a) Set of "static A/O" used
AIO
Label
Prompt
Group Box
!cons

CIO
TLabel
".,,
TGroupBox
Timage
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b) Set of "scrolling A/O" used
AIO

CIO
TScrol!Bar (predefined in Extended Edit Box)

Scrolling Bar

c) Set of "action contrai A/O" used
AIO

CIO

Draw Button
Tool Bar

TBitBtn
TspeddButton + TGroupBox

d) Set of "information contrai" A/O
CIO

AIO
Edit Box
Extended Edit Box

TEdit
TMemo

e) Set of "dia/og A/O" used
AIO

lwindow

CIO
1

Tform

f) Set of "feedback A/O" used
AIO
Contextual cursro

CIO
Cursor property of TForm
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3.4.4.2 Screenshot of the window "Critique intra-fenêtre"
~ Critique intra-fenêtre

q

f;g~ f!j

Critique intra-fenêtre
Annotez le dessin à l'aide de la palette graphique et insérer
les commentaires correspondant dans le champs de la critique.

Help zone

~-~

Illustration
Graph cal
tool
Pas d' lnterfa ce

Criti ue né ative :

Crili ue ositive :

Text zo es

Button
«Annuler»

)( Annuler

11 ·

1

~ .$.uivant

11

Button
«Suivant»

3.4.4.3 Description of the different components
This window allows the user to make an intra-window critique of the selected window.
The window includes following elements:
•

Graphical Tool: this tool allows the user to draw rectangles on the illustration of the
window, to enlarge this illustration, and so on. The utilization of this graphical tool is
explained in the section 3.4.2.

•

Illustration: the user can see the illustration of the window that he is criticizing.

•

Text zones (positive critique and negative critique): thanks to two Memos, the user
can comment his intra-windows critique. This field is mandatory.

•

Button «Suivant»: this button allows to go to the window "Mots clés".
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•

Button «Annuler»: this button cancels the intra-windows critique and allows the user
to return to the preceding window, that is to say the window" Choix de la critique ".
Information concerning this critique are not then saved.

•

Help zone: this is a small comment about the window and about what user has to do.

3.5. Conclusion of the chapter
In this chapter, we have described how we have undertaken the task of insertion. We
began by searching the needs of the users. Then we analyzed the task in terms of these needs.
Afterwards we were able to propose solutions and to construct our application. The same
sequence will be followed in the next chapter conceming the second main task of the case
base : the case consultation.
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4.1. Introduction
Now that we have analyzed the first task of our base (the case insertion), we will
discuss about the second main task: the case consultation. The user must have the possibility
to find cases in the base and to consult them. In order to do that, he needs powerful research
tool and well designed pages.
We will begin this chapter with the study of the objectives that a user could have when
he wants to consult: what he wants to do, what he needs, and so on.
The second section will be use to make the analysis of the task. We will describe the
task environnement and the different procedures that must be implemented.
To end this chapter, the consultation process will be explained . We will give a
scenario for the consultation case, we will describe the search engine and give some
information about what must be implemented in the future.

4.2. User objectives for a consultation
4.2.1. Introduction
What wants a user when he consults the case base? We suppose that he could want
three things :
•

He wants to search cases that have some properties. To do that, he needs a
search engine .

•

He wants to consult a particular case. In other words, he wants to read and
see all information that the case contains.

• He wants to consult a particular case and to add a critique to this case.

These three points will be explained in the next sections of this chapter.
The users may also want to discuss with each other about the different cases but as for
the case insertion, the dialog space and comments space that must be created don't depend on
our work. To have more information about it, you can consult the Vesale paper provided in
appendi x 1.
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4.2.2. Need of a search engine
To help the user to find cases in the base, it is necessary to implement a search engine.
With that tool , the user will be able to give some information to the engine and will receive a
list of relevant cases present in the base.
The search engine isn' t a simple improvement but rather a real necessity for the base.
If the base is too big, the user will be lost and notable to find the cases he really wants . The
introduction of a search engine helps him to find cases but also to improve his theoretical
knowledge because if he doesn't understand the theory, he wi ll not be able to make good
requests to the engine.
The search engine must have two main qualities. First, it must be powerful enough to
offer a great choice ofrequests to the user. Secondly, it must be simple enough to facilitate the
task of the novice user.

4.2.3. The case consultation
The main part of this task consists in the simple case consultation. When a case has
been introduced in the base, it must be possible for users to consult it. The users must have
access to all the information concerning this case: the video sequence, the different windows,
the critiques, and so on. The presentation of the cases must be clear enough to faci litate the
work of the user. It must also be adaptative to improve its usability.

4.2.4. The critique of a consulted case
A user must be able to criticize someone else ' s case. Thus, during the consultation, a
system must be created to let the users criticize the case. In fact, this system will be a Delphi
application. This application will be approximatively the same as the one created for the case
insertion. We will see later the relations between the two applications.

4.3. Task analysis
Now that we know needs of the users, we can analyze the task in order to find the
better way to realize the consultation. To do that, we will use the Trident method [BODART
and AL 95] to define and analyze the task. We will describe the task and the different
procedures that compose it. After we will analyze the different sub-tasks thanks to the TKS
method [V ANDERDONCKT 97b].
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4.3.1. Description of the case
4.3.1.1 Textual statement of the interactive task
The interactive task " Case consultation in the case base" can be decomposed in three
main sub-tasks: the selection of a case in the base, the consultation of the selected case and
the critique of the selected case. Points that follow describe completely these different subtasks.

a) Selection of a case in the base
When a user wants to use the case base to consult (or to criticize) an existing case, the
first thing he has to do is to find the wanted case. The selection of a case helps thus the user to
realize this task. It contains some procedures that will facilitate the work of the consultant. In
order to complete this selection task, three procedures are necessary: the consultant realizes
the first and the third ones. The second one is automatically generated by the system. The
three supposed procedures are:
•

The user has to explain the kind of case that he is searching. He wants for
example the complete list of the cases in the base (to obtain it, he just has to
click on a button) or he wants a particular kind of cases (to obtain these
cases, he has to use the search engine) . The procedure that controls these
fonctions is called «Research of the relevant cases (recherche des cas
pertinents)».

•

The system has to give to the user the list of the relevant cases found in the
base (or the complete list of the cases if it was the choice of the user). The
procedure that controls this part of the selection is called «list of the cases
(liste des cas)».

•

When the user obtains the list of the relevant cases, he has to choose
between ail cases the one that he wants to consult. The procedure that
contrais this selection is called «choice of the case (choix du cas)».

We will now ex plain in details each of the procedures.
i) First procedure: «Research of the relevant cases (recherche des cas pertinents)»

When a user wants to use the case base to consult different cases, he first has to give
information about the cases that he is looking for. Two possibilities are offered. The first one
gives to the user the entire list of the cases of the base. The user just has to click on a button
called «complete list» to launch the fonction. Another possibility is to use the search engine.
With this tool, a user can for example search a case called «Microsoft Word» or search ail the
cases in the base that contain a groupbox. The search engine tool will be developed in details
in another section of this chapter.
The different information asked to the user in this procedure are the information of the
search engine.
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ii) Second procedure: «List of the cases (liste des cas)».

This procedure is only necessary to give to the user the list of the relevant cases that
the search engine has found or the complete list of the cases in the base. This list of cases is
presented with the name of the case and his creator. The name of the case is a hypertext link
that lets the user access to the case.
iii) Third procedure: «choice of the case (choix du cas»).
Now that the user has the list of the different relevant cases that he needs, he has to
choose the case that he wants to consult. In order to do that, he just has to click on the
hypertext link corresponding to the case he wants to consult. Once the choice is made, the
user has access to the case and the different information concerning it (video sequence,
critiques, windows of the interface, ... ). The first sub - task «selection of the case» is then
finished.

b) Consultation of the selected case
At this moment, the user has access to a determined case. This second sub- task has to
give him the possibility to consult all the information of the case. So, different procedures will
be in charge of these information. Five procedures are necessary to do that:
•

A procedure that lets the user seeing a summary of the case. This procedure
is called «summary of the case (résumé du cas)».

•

A procedure that lets the user seeing the presentation of the case. This
procedure is called «presentation of the case (présentation du cas)».

•

A procedure that lets the user seeing the video sequence. This procedure is
called «video sequence (séquence vidéo)».

•

A procedure that lets the user seeing a list of the cases that correct this one
and the cases that are corrected by this one. This procedure is called
«correction (correction)».

•

A procedure that lets the user seeing the different critiques of the case. This
procedure is called «critiques of the case (critiques du cas)».
We will now exp Iain in details each of the procedures.

i) First procedure: «summary of the case (résumé du cas)».
One of the most interesting things that the user wants to see is a summary of the case
he consults. This procedure wil I furnish to the user a summary of the information presented in
the case: the name of the case, the domain, the number of critiques for each type , the presence
of a video sequence .. . That is the first page that will be presented to the user in order to let
him decide if the case really interests him or not.
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ii) Second procedure: «presentation of the case (présentation du cas)».

If the user thinks that the case is really interesting, he can now have access to ail the
information concerning it. The first thing he receives is a presentation of the case: why was
the case created, which programs have been used, what users are aimed for ... The different
windows of the interface are shown, the explanation of its use, every information that the
persan who inserts the case had furnished is presented here.
iii) Third procedure: «video sequence (séquence vidéo)».

If the persan who has inserted the case had fumished a video sequence, this procedure
is used to let the consultant see this sequence. The consultant accesses to this function by
clicking on a button.

iv) Fourth procedure: «correction (correction)».

It is possible that the presented case is in fact the correction of another case. Or, on the
opposite side, that the presented case has been the abject of a correction. This procedure gives
to the user the list of the cases related to the consulted one by a relation of correction. The
user has access to this fonction by clicking on a button.

v) Fifth procedure: «critiques of the case (critiques du cas)».
The consulted case can already have some critiques (intra-window, inter-window or
global). This procedure gives to the user the possibility to see these critiques.

c) Critique of the consulted case
When a user has selected a case (and maybe consulted it), he may want to criticize it.
As for the case insertion, he will have the choice between an intra-windows critique, an interwindows critique or/and a global critique. When his critique is realized, the user has also to
choose representative keywords. ln fact, this sub-task is the same that the one developed for
the task «case insertion in the base». So, the fifth procedure for this sub-task will be the same.
We remember here the name of these procedures:
•
•
•
•
•

"Orientation of the critique (orientation de la critique)".
"Global critique (critique globale)".
"Inter-window critique (critique inter-fenêtre)".
"Intra-window critique (critique intra-fenêtre )".
"Summary of the critique (résumé de la critique)".

The description of these procedures has been made in the chapter three.
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d) Relative parameters of the task
After examination of this textual statement, we are now able to determine relative
parameters of the task.

•

Knowledge that a user must have: average.
The user must have some knowledge in the dom ai n of interfaces to use the
application and to criticize.

•

Productivity: average/ important.
The task consists of the consultation of case in a case base. The users who will
only look at the different cases will not be very productive but the ones who will
add some critiques to the existing cases will improve the case base.

•

Objective Environment of the task: non-existent.
The system itself is enough to realize the entire task.

•

Reproducibility of the environment: practicable.
The reproducibility of the environment is said practicable because it can be
transposed in the framework of the system.

•

Structure of the task: moderated.
The task has been studied in order to leave the greatest possible freedom degree to
the user: numerous optional fields, free comments, and so on. Despite that, a
certain structure of the task has nevertheless been necessary.

•

Importance of the task: important.
This task allows to enter new critiques in the base and to consult cases what is
essential for the apprenticeship concerning the HCI.

•

Complexity of the task: moderated.

4.3.1.2 Description of the population
The population of the users will be the same as the one studied for the other main task
« case insertion in the base».

4.3.1.3 Description of the environment
•

Type of processing: multi processing
A workstation can be used to realize different tasks or sub-tasks.

•

Capacity of processing (repetition of the task) : moderated.
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4.3.2. Analysis of the sub-tasks
4.3.2.1 Choice of the ana lysis method
The choice of the analysis method is again the TKS method [VANDERDONCKT
97b].

4.3.2.2 Case consultation in the case base
a) Oecomposition in goals and in sub - goals
O. case consultation (consultation d'un cas)
0.1 selection of a case (sélection d'un cas) (s)
0.2 consultation of a selected case (consultation d'un cas sélectionné) (p)
0.3 critique of a selected case (critique d'un cas sélectionné) (p)

b) Diagram of goals and sub - goals
rCons~ltation 1
d'un cas

Sélection
d'un cas

t

1

' Consultation
du cas
f
I, sélectionné
1

Critique du :
cas
1
sélectionné :

1

1

1

Figure 4-1: Dia gram of the case consultation
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4.3.2.3 Selection of a case
a) Oecomposition in goals and in sub - goals
0.1 selection of a case
0 .1. 1 research of the relevant cases ( recherche de cas pertinents) (p)
0. 1.2 list of the cases (listes des cas) (p)
0.1.3 choice of a case (choix du cas) (s)

b) Diagram of the goals and sub - goals
1

1

i Sélection d'un :
1
cas

r

'f -

i recherche de

1

cas pertinents
1

liste des cas
T

•

choix du cas

T

Figure 4-2: Diagram of th e choice of a case

4 .3.2 .4 Consultation of a selected case
a) Oecomposition in goals and in sub - goals
0.2 consultation of a selected case (consultation d' un cas sélectionné)
0.2.4 summary of the case (résumé du cas) (p)
0.2.5 presentation of the case (présentation du cas) (p)
0.2 .6 video sequence (séquence vidéo) (p)
0.2.7 correction (correcti on) (p)
0.2.8 critiques of the case (critiques du cas) (p)
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b) Diagram of the goals and sub - goals
Consultation
d'un cas
sélectionné
T

Résumé du
cas

i

L
1

Présentation [
du cas

]

1
1
1

I

r lJ

Correction

1

1

r

Critiques du
cas

1
1

1

"'

l_
Séquence
vidéo

Figure 4-3: Diagram of the consultation of a selected case

4.3 .2.5 Critique of a selec ted case
a) Decomposition in goals and in sub - goals
0.3 critique of a selected case (critique du cas selectionné)
0.3.1 Orientation of the critique (orientation de la critique) (s)
0.3.2 Choice of global critique (choix critique globale) (p)
0.3.2. 1 Global critique (critique globale) (p)
0.3.2.2 Keywords (mots clés) (p)
0.3.3 Choice of inter-window critique (choix critique inter)(p)
0.3 .3. 1 List ofwindows to criticize (liste fenêtres) (p)
0.3.3 .2 Inter-window critique (critique inter) (p)
0.3 .3.3 Keywords (mots clés) (p)
0.3.4 Choice of intra-window critique (choix critique intra) (p)
0.3.4.1 List of windows to criticize (liste fenêtres) (p)
0.3.4.2 Intra-window critique (critique intra) (p)
0.3 .4.3 Keywords (mots clés) (p)
0.3.5 Summary of the case (résumé du cas) (p)
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b) Diagram of the goals and sub - goals
Critique de
l'interface

i
Orientation de
la critique

•

Choix critique
globale

t
Critique
globale

lMots clés

j

•

Choix critique
inter

L
Liste fenêtres

lCritique inter

1

y_

Choix critique
intra

i
Liste fenêtres

1

I
Critique intra j
1

i

+

Mots clés

Mots clés

1

l

Résumé du
cas

Figure 4-4: diagram of the critique of an interface

4.4. Consultation process
4.4. 1. Introduction
Now that we know exactly the objectives of the users and how to realize them, we can
speak about the consultation process. The pages concerning the consultation and the search
engine have not been implemented. However, we will give some information about this
engine to help the persans who will implement it. After that, the consultation scenario is
proposed. The end of the chapter ex plains the work that has to be done later.
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4.4.2. Search engine
Now that we have analyzed the task of consultation for our case base, it is time to give
some information about the search engine. The results that the search engine must offer to the
user have already been discussed in chapter two (indexation of the case base, 2.3.2.6). In this
section, we will describe how the search engine should work and we will wake a summary of
the results that it should give.

4.4.2.1 Keywords
It is obvious that the search engine must give to the consultant the possibility to use
the keywords to find relevant cases in the base. Let's remember the different keywords that
could index a case (or critique) in the base:
•

the family of criteria will have keywords : Compatibility, consistency, work
load, adaptability, dialog control, representativity, guidance, errors
management.

•

the family of generic AIO will have keywords : for the static AIO (label,
separator, group box, prompt, icons), for the scrolling AIO (scroll arrows,
slider, scroll bar, thermometer, frame) , for the action AIO (menu, menu
item, action bar, pull-down menu, pop-up menu, cascade menu, submenu,
embedded menu), for the control AIO (control AIO of action, control AIO
of information), for the dialog AIO (window, help window, logo window,
textual publishing window, graphie publishing window, dialog box,
expandable dialog box, repetitive dialog box, file open dialog box, panel,
contrai panel), for the feedback AIO (information message, warning
message, help message, action message, progress indicator, pointer)

4.4.2.2 Added words
We have added some other words that could be very helpful for a good research.
These words are:
•
•
•
•
•

The name of the persan who inserts the case
The name of the interface
The do main of the interface
The type of the case (presented, presented and criticized or case of
reference)
The date of the critique.
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4.4.2.3 How will it work?
The search engine will be a form that the user fills in with the information he wants to
find in the different cases. The form will be separated into three parts : the first part will
concern the added words (name of the interface, type of cases ... ), the second part will concern
the family of design criteria and the third part will concern the family of generic AIO.
So, when a user wants to find a case in the base, he just has to fill in the form, the
engine searches in the base and proposes to the user the cases that matches with the
requirements. Of course, he can choose what he wants as keywords, there is no obligation to
fill in all the parts of the search engine. On the opposite side, the user can make very precise
researches. The different parts of the engine and the proposed keywords can be combined to
be as precise as possible.
The results of the search engine will be given on a new web page. In fact , the page will
contain the list of relevant cases. A simple click on a hypertext link will let the user see the
selected case.

4.4.2.4 Example of a resu lt
A student wants to find ail the presented and criticized cases that contain critiques
about the compatibility criterion. So, he must select the reference cases in the listbox
concerning the type of the case and he must also click on the checkbox of the compatibility
criterion.
After the research in the base, the engine will give the following results:
1. Microsoft Excel (Gaëtan Prévot)
Intra-window critique (Rudy Michiels)
Inter-window critique (Olivier Davreux)
Intra-window critique (Patrick Kreps)
2. Example 1 ( Steve Mihy)
Global critique (Olivier Davreux)
So, we can see that the search engine gives the following results:
•
•
•
•

the
the
the
the

name of the case
name of the person who has inserted the case
relevant critiques
name of the persans who made the critique

4.4.3. Scenario of the case consultation
ln this section, we will explain steps that the user has to follow to consult the case
base. We suppose that the user is already on the web pages of the Vesale proj ect.
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4.4.3.1 To access to the case base
Once the user is on the web site, he' s able to access to the case base. In order to do
that, he has to follow links that allow him to acces to the web pages relative to the case base.
The user has to choose between the different possibilities of the base. It will be able therefore:
•
•
•

To consult the case base
To insert a new case in the case base
To leave the case base

Concerning this section, he has to follow the link " To consult the case base".

4.4.3.2 Search engine
The user has now access to a search engine. This engine gives him the possibility to
research at best cases of the base. It has been created in JAVA and is therefore directly
available in the web page. It is presented as a form to fill as we explain it in another section of
this paper.
Once the form is filled , the search engine questions the case base and provides to the
user relevant cases according to his request. Notice that the user can also consult the complete
list of available cases in the base. In order to do that, he has to click on the button " complete
list " (that will provide the list of ail cases of the base) or not to fill fields of the search engine
form .
At this moment, the consultant has the list of cases corresponding to the different
criteria of his request. The list of cases appears therefore in a web page and each case contains
a hypertext link on which the consultant can click to access to the case.

4.4.3.3 Choice of the case undertaken
Once the case is se lected, the user can then consult ail information that the producer
has given: windows of the interface, video sequence, the different critiques already
undertaken, and so on. The user travels between these various information by using hypertext
links.
When his consultation is ended, the user can wish three things:
•

To enclose his consultation of the case base. So, he just has to click on a
button allowing it to return to the welcome page of the case base.

•

To return to the list of cases that the search engine had provided him. To do
that, he has to leave the case in question to have access again to this list.
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•

To criticize the case that he consults. It is with this hypothesis that we will
continue the consultation scenario.

4.4.3.4 Critique of the con sulted case
To have the possibility to criticize the case, the user has to download a Delphi
application. In order to do that, he just has to click on the hypertext li nk of the application.
The Del ph i application is in fact a "purified" vers ion of the application created for the
case insertion (the former is described in details in chapter three). The different windows
corresponding to this application wi ll be:
•

«Renseignements sur l' insérant»: the consultation has not (until now)
obliged the user to identify himself. lt is necessary therefore to make it at
this time to be able to classify his critique. This window is identical to the
one developed for the insertion of the case. The only difference is that the
user has to enter the identifying name of the interface he wants to criticize.

•

From the window «Choice» until the window «Résumé de la critique»:
these windows will be the same that those developed for the insertion of the
case.

Once his critique(s) is (are) undertaken, the user ends by closing the Delphi
application. He can then have access again to the list of case selected by the search engine to
be able to continue his consultation.

4.4.4. What must be done
Ali the precedent sections of this chapter explain the work that we have done for the
consultation of the case. The scenario of the consultation, the analysis of the task, the
proposition concerning the search engine, ail these things have been realized in order to
facilitate the work of the person who will make the implementation. The insertion of the case
has also been realized with this view: the representative keywords, the information concerning
the person and the interface, everything is ready for a good classification and thus good
performances of the search engine.
Now, what must be done is the implementation of the different tools and pages we
have spoke about:

•

The search engine.
As ail the necessary keywords have been anticipated and analyzed, the only
thing to do is to implement the search engine with a JAVA applet.

•

The web pages.
At the time we finished this thesis, the structure of the web pages for the
Vesale project wasn' t well known . So, it was not possible to implement the
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presentation of the case in thee pages once a persan has inserted it. This
work has to must done.

•

The application.
An application must be realized to let a consultant enter his cntiques.
Fortunately, the majority of the windows we have realized for the insertion
can be use again here. The only things that must be added are some
windows to let the consultant presents himself.

•

Provide adaptable scajfolding through levels of detail
As discussed in chapter two, it will be possible to decomposed the
consultation process into several steps to make the consultation more
pedagogical (see 2.3.3.1). Nevertheless, this is not an indispensable
improvement.

4.5. Conclusion of this chapter
In this chapter, we have described how we have undertaken the task of consultation. lt
is obvious that a lot of things have not been realized but al! these things depend on the
implementation and choices that need to be done by the Vesale Project team : structure of the
Web pages, programming language, and so on. On the opposite side, the analysis of the task
and the needs of the users have been studied. That will facilitate the work and choices of the
team.
Now that we have analyzed the two main tasks of our case base, it is time to give some
information about the implementation. That's what we will do in the next chapter.
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5.1. Introduction
In the preceding chapters, we analyzed the two main fonctions of our application, the
insertion and the consultation. It' s time to look our work on the implementation side. Note
that the realization of a very performant application has not been our goal. So, if concept and
realization ofthis application seem to be conclusive, lots of improvements will be necessary.
In this chapter, we will explain the implementation of the case insertion. Case
consultation has not been implemented. Note also that the communication between our
application and the Vesale project has not been implemented. The main function of the
application, from the implementation side, is to collect information about interfaces, windows,
critiques ... , to structure them and to make a pack with all these information. The pack sending
is the aim of our application.
In a first step, we will explain some choices we had to make at the beginning of the
conception of our application and in a second step, we will explain the different data structure
used.
We didn' t insert the code in this section. Nevertheless, the application and its code are
available upon request.

5.2. Important choices
At the beginning of the conception, we had to make important choices:
♦ To use or not to use the Co Web
♦ What programming language to use?

5.2.1. CoWeb or not?
As we have seen in preceding chapters, Co Web is very easy to use and offers a lot of
advantages. But it has also a very big disadvantage for us: it is linked with a programming
language, which is Smalltalk. Smalltalk is very common language in USA but practically
unknown in Europe. So, if we wanted to use all possibilities of Coweb, we would have to
implement in Smalltalk and it was a too big workload.
So, despite its big possibilities, we had to forsake Coweb. Nevertheless, we are
convinced that when the Vesale project will be more developed, Coweb will be a possible tool
to allow powerful communication.
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5.2.2. Programming language
The choice of the programming language that we would used was an important point
during the beginning of the conception. The programming language had to fill several criteria
and mainly two:
♦
♦

lt had to be powerful enough and easy to use to allow the realization of the wanted
application
lt had to be possible to link our application with the Vesale project.

It' s very difficult to find a language that allows both. We had to choose between both:
Java and Delphi. The first one was very easy to link with the Vesale Project. Nevertheless, it
would be more difficult to use because it is younger than Delphi and the possibilities are more
limited and/or less known by us. The second one was powerful, easy to use and well known
by us but more difficult to link with the Vesale project.
After discussions, we decided to privileged the facility of used, conditionally that
second criteria would be possible. So, we chose Delphi and we have tried to see if it was
possible to send and to receive information from the Vesale Database. lt seems to be possible
thanks to "Internet components" of Del phi and more precisely thanks to "HTTP components"
that allows "Get", "Head", "Post" and "Put" methods.
So, when a user of the Vesale project will want to insert a case, he will first have to
load Delphi application. Then, Vesale will send useful information to this application (for
example, information about the user such that the "Données sur l'insérant" window can be
pre-filled). When the insertion will be finished , the application will send a pack with useful
information (between other new inserted information) to Vesale that will insert the new case
or the new critique in the case base.

5.3. Data structure of our application
lmplementation of an application isn' t neuter. We had to make choices and we decided
to present hereunder the data structure of our application. You will find the main data
structure used with a small explanation of the different components. Remarks that structure
choices aren't always optimal but we privileged facility of use to optimal performance.

5.3. 1. Interface
This is the main data structure of our application. That is this record that will be send
to the database after the validation of the insertion by the user.
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interfa = record
generaux : tgeneraux ;
listfen : lpath ;
cglob : tg l ob;
c i nter : l critinter ;
inserant : tinse r;
correction : string [ SO) ;
sv : string[SO) ;
end;

An interface is a record composed with these different fields:
♦ généraux : contains all the information provided in "Présentation de l' interface"
window.
♦ Listfen: pointer list containing windows composing the interface.
♦ cg lob : contains components of global critique.
♦ cinter: pointer list containing the different inter-window critiques
♦ insérant : contains information about the inserant.
♦ Correction : contains, if present, path of the interface corrected by the current.
♦ sv: contains, if present, path of video sequence.
Let's note that the intra-window critique isn't present. The raison is simple: this type
of critique is linked to a window and not to an interface.
Remark also that we limited the strings containing name, path .. . to 50 characters.

5.3.2. General information
Once again, this data structure is a record because that's a set of different components.
tgeneraux = record
nom
string[SO) ;
dom : string[SO) ;
typ : string [ 50] ;
coml
string;
com2
string ;
com3
string ;
end;

This structure aimed to store the different information of the "Présentation de
l'interface" window.
So, it's composed of:
♦ nom : interface name. This name is unique.
♦ dom : Field of the interface
♦ typ : Interface type
♦ coml : Environrnent comments of the interface
♦ com2 : Pedagogical approach comments
♦ com3 : Free comments
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5.3.3. Windows list
For this structure, we have used a pointer list because we don't know how many
windows will compose the different interface.
lpath = " path ;
path = record
namfen : string[SO];
chemfen : string[SO ];
hdef : integer ;
wdef : integer;
critique : baalean;
cintra : lcritintra;
svt : lp ath ;
end;

A window contains this different information:
♦ namfen : window name
♦ chemfen : window path
♦ hdef : height of window illustration. This information will be useful to adapt
the size of illustration in the different application windows.
♦ wdef : width of window illustration.
♦ critique : boolean used to indicate if the current window has received an
intra-window critique. It will help for the categorization of interfaces between
already criticized window and uncriticized window
♦ cintra : list of critiques concerning current window
♦ svt : pointer to next window.

5.3.4. Global critique
Given that there exists only to the maximum one global critique, a record is the most
appropriate structure.
tglab = record
camp : string;
camn : string ;
me
lkey ;
da
string(lO) ;
end;

tglob stores the following information contained in the "Critique globale" window:
♦ camp: positive comments about the interface
♦ camn : negative comments about the interface
♦ me: keywords associated with the global critique
♦ da: date of the realization of the global critique. This date is compute tanks to
the "Mots clés" window.
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5.3.5. lnter-window critique
An inter-window critique is a pointer to a record.
lc ritin ter = Ac r itinter ;
critinter = record
fenl : string[50) ;
coordl : array [1 . . 5) of Tcoord ;
fen2 : string[50) ;
coord2 : array [1 .. 5 ) of Tcoord;
coordc : array [l . . 5) of Tcoord ;
camp
string ;
comn
st r ing ;
me : lkey ;
d a : s tring [ l O);
svt : l c ri tinter ;
end;

An inter-window includes elements hereafter:
♦ f en 1 : path of the first interface selected
♦ coordl : array with the coordinates of the different (maximum 5) rectangles
designed on the first window
♦ fen2 : path of the second window.
♦ coor d 2 : array with the coordinates of the different (maximum 5) rectangles
designed on the second window
♦ coordc : array with the coordinates of the different (maximum 5) crosses
designed on the two windows.
♦ camp : positive comments about the inter-window critique.
♦ comn: negative comments about the inter-window critique.
♦ me: list of the different keywords of the inter-window critique
♦ da: date of the creation of this inter-window critique
♦ svt : pointer to the next inter-window critique

5.3.6. The people who insert
This structure will store the different information contained m the "Données sur
l'insérant" window.
tinser = record
nom : string [ 50) ;
prenom : string[50) ;
email : string[50] ;
qualif : string[50) ;
corn: string ;
end;

In this record, we store the different fields of the "Données sur l'inssérant" window,
that's to say:
♦ n om : the name of the person
♦ prenom: his given name
♦ email : his e-mail adress
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♦
♦

his qualification (Etudiant, professeur titulaire, autre)
corn : some free comments about him

qualif:

5.3. 7. lntra-window critique
This structure will store the different. information contained in the "intra-window"
window.
lcritintra = Acritintra ;
critintra = record
coord
array ( 1 .. 5] of Tcoord;
critp : string ;
critn : string ;
me : lkey ;
da : string[lO] ;
svt : lcritintra;
end;

The different information stored in the intra-window critique are the following one's :
♦ coord: array with the coordinates of the different (maximum 5) rectangles
designed on the window
♦ cri tp: positive comments about the critique
♦ critn: negative comments about the critique
♦ me: list of the different associated keywords
♦ da : date of the intra-window critique
♦ svt: pointer to the next intra-window critique
Note that we don ' t need the references of the window because an intra-window
critique is automatically linked with it.

5.3.8. Keywords
This structure will store the different information contained m the "Mots clés"
window.
key = record
motc : string[SO] ;
svt : l key ;
end;

The keyword structure is very simple, it just stores:
♦ mo t c : the keyword selected
♦ svt : pointer to the next keyword
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5.3.9. Coordinates
Coordinates are the different coordinated of the shapes that user can draw on the
illustration of the windows .
Tcoord = record
depx
integer ;
depy
integer ;
finx
integer;
finy
integer ;
rouge : boolean ;
end;

Here are the different fields:
♦

depx: x coordinate of the first point of the shape

♦

depy:

♦

♦
♦

y coordinate of the first point of the shape
finx: x coordinate of the last point of the shape
fin y: y coordinate of the last point of the shape
rouge: boolean indicating if the shape is red or green

5.4. Conclusion of this chapter
In this chapter, we presented our implementation choices. This implementation will
need improvements and changes after evaluation of the application but basis and choices are
consistent.
In the last chapter of this thesis, we will present a critique of our design interface.
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Chapter 6: Critique of the created interface

6.1. Introduction
In chapter 2, we spoke about the different paradigms of Leclercq and Denis and one of
them was about "Impregnation". We said that the student learns interface design through an
interface and so, this last had to be a good example. That's what we will develop in this
chapter: we will try to demonstrate that our application interface has been well designed.
At this purpose, we will, in a first point, try to define what is "bootstrapping" by
giving a definition and some example illustrating this approach. Secondly, we will try to see if
our application can follow a bootstrapping approach and if it does.
We will finally make a critique of our interface design.

6.2. Bootstrapping approach
6.2.1. Definition
Bootstrapping is a teaching method. "The principles that are taught must be apply
directly in the way of teaching". That's the main concept of this method. That can be in the
way of being, in the presentation of the different things, . ..
In other words, the way of teaching must be an illustration and an application of taught
concepts.
The mandatory condition to apply this method is that teaching must be found in the
field itself.
So, it is based on the impregnation principle (see 2.4.1.1)
Notice that this method is very important because this is the first relationship between
theory and practice. In other words, this is the first real example of theory application to
which student is confronted. This is the "bootstrapping" of the concept.

6.2.2. Example
Let's see two examples to illustrate this concept.
♦

First, during deportment lessons, teacher has to well-behave, to give the example.

♦

Secondly, anti-alcoholic league chairman discoursing on problems caused by
alcohol with a vodka glass in hand is a bad example.
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6.3. Bootstrapping application: critique of a
particular window of our application
6.3.1. Can we use bootstrapping?
We have seen that the mandatory condition to apply bootstrapping is that teaching
must be found in the field itself. In our work, the user has to criticize interfaces through
interfaces. So, the first case in our base can be the application interface itself.
We are now sure that we can use this method. AU we have to prove now is that our
application interface respects the different principles we try to teach. At this purpose, we will
use our application to criticize our interface.

6.3.2. "Insertion" case
To prove the bootstrapping of our application, it would be necessary to criticize all the
windows of our interface together and alone. Nevertheless, it would be a useless and
repetitive process. That's why we will present to you:
•
•
•

The global critique of our interface
One inter-windows critique
One intra-windows critique of the first window: "Données sur l'insérant".

We will also skip the presentation phase because this is not a main point to prove
bootstrapping approach.
So, we will present the different cntiques realized in our application thanks to
screenshots. Nevertheless, these screenshots have two disadvantages:
•
•

They are in French
They are static and thus the entire text can't be displayed

That's why we will provide a summary of the critique after each screenshot.
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6.3.2.1 Global critique

,~ Critique globale

·

Rlil Ei

Critique globale
Faites défiler les différentes fenêtres de l'interface à l'aide êles boutons de
navigation et remplissez les champs Critique avec vos commentaires.

t'\.,

llann4..._ ,-.ur l"ndr_.nt
~

....,.......... ,; ...... , ... , .... ,; ...~.w- ..... ...-..i ......

n..,.•..• .._.l•v ••

Aucune séquence vidéo n'est disponible pour cette interface.

..

~ique négative

fq ~r~ique positive

1
:<},?·

'

Le remplissage de forme utilisé dans
toute l'application est ce qui
correspond le mieux pour la catégorie
d'utilisateur visé.
x

•

x Cohérence glob,:ile entre point. de
vue des bouttons, de la police de

p ~uivant

)( Annuler

Figure 6-1: Global critique
♦

♦
♦
♦

The interaction style chosen (form fill in) correspond to the level of
expertise of the different users.
There is a global consistency between the different windows of our
interface concerning buttons, fonts ...
Chosen font is readable and fluently used.
Windows sequence is intuitive and corresponds to the habits of the user.
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6.3.2.2 lnter-window critique
We chose to compare "Choix des 2 fenêtres à critiquer" and "Choix de la fenêtre à critiquer"

!lliJ Et

~ Critique inter-fenêtre

Critique inter-fenêtre
Annotez conjointement les deux dessins à l'aide de la palette graphique et insérer les commentaires
correspondant dans le champs de la critique.
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Critique positive :

.....

Critique négative :

1 : La tache à réaliser étant la même dans les deux
cas, la présentation de l'interaface se devait d'être la
même (deux liste à gauche et une illustration à droite).
Le critère de cohérence est donc bien respecté.

Figure 6-2: Inter-windows critique

♦

As the task to perform is the same in both cases, the interface presentation
must also be the same. That's exactly what we have in our application: two
lists on the left and an illustration on the right.
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6.3.2.3 lntra-window critique
ll!!!llil Et

: , Critique intra-fenêtre

q

Critique intra-fenêtre
Annotez le dessin à l'aide de la palette graphique et insérer
les commentaires corr~spondant dans le champs de la critique.
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Critique positive :

Critique négative :

1 : Le te:-:te imprimé est bien
isomorphe au texte affiché
(compatibilitél
2 : Les libellés indicatifs des DI C
sont cohérents.
'

1!J .S.uivant

)( Annuler

Figure 6-3: Intra-windows critique
♦

Compatibility
• Printed text is isomorphic to the displayed text.
• Position of the different CIO is compatible with the user expectations
• Data concerning the same task are all on the same window

♦

Consistency
• Labels before CIO are consistent
• The different CIO are consistency placed

♦

Workload
• CIO dimension is correctly chosen
• CIO length is less than 40 characters
• There is a default value for the Li stBox

♦

Dialog control
• User must use tabulation key to reach another field of the form
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♦

Representativity
• Buttons mnemonic is well-chosen

6.4. Conclusion of this chapter
In this chapter, we tried to explain the « bootstrapping » approach. This approach is
fundamental for the Vesale Project. So, our work had to correspond to that. We explained thus
with an example how our application and its interfaces can be used as a self-illustration for a
good interface.
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Conclusion
As we have explained in this thesis, we have realized two things. First of ail, we have
created a web site that explains some different HCI rules and that manages a case base.
Secondly, for the Vesale Project, we have worked on the setting of a case base and we have
implemented an application that let the users insert cases in the base.
lt is obvious that the application and this web site are only prototypes that we propose
to users. People must now test these tools and pedagogues have to evaluate the results in
matter of learning.

As we had the opportunity to compare the computer-assisted methods from the USA
and from Europe, we could say that a lot of progress has to be made in Europe if we speak
about on-line course. In the USA, students seem to be familiar with the concept but in Europe,
it is only the beginning. Now that computers have taken an important place in our today's life,
it is time for the European teaching to adapt itself to the new technologies and to integrate
them in its structures. Concerning our application, it' s important to say that we have chosen
an approach that favors the interactions and collaborations between the different human
actors. To do that, we have followed the principles of case-based teaching. Another approach
like case-based reasoning can be chosen. In this case, the interaction of the actors falls down
and the machine takes a more important place. This approach can also be very interesting and
useful in apprenticeship. lt can constitute an ideal complement to the work we have done.
From a persona! point of view, we can say that the American experience has been
essential for us. It has been very interesting to compare two ways of life and two ways of
thinking. To the rigorous way of working learned in Europe we can now add the open mind
existing in The USA. These benefits is not limited to this thesis but will also help us further in
our professional and persona! life.
The opportunity to participate at a concrete project of the Institute (the Vesale Project 0
brings us a lot of satisfaction. The fact that this work will be employed also after the end of
this thesis has been a real motivation.
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O. INTRODUCTION
Teaching and research related to Human-Machine Interfaces (HMI) have as aim the
theories, the models, the methods and the tools necessary to all the stages of the cycle of life
of a HMI. Consequently, it would be useful to employ the specific knowledge to this field in
the development of software tools of support to a computer-aided teaching? If, moreover, this
teaching is in the field itself, the opportunity is given to use it' s content in auto-illustration of
knowledge and techniques specific to the field of HMI and thus benefiting the learning. This
principle of "bootstrapping" is fundamental to the VESALE project, a multimedia
environment of support to the teaching of the human-machine interfaces, for which the global
design architecture is given below.
This teaching's support concerns four situations of operation :
1. the apprenticeship as part of the live teaching : teacher and students are face to face ;
2. the complementary apprenticeship to the live teaching which essentially stands for the
evaluation of knowledge and review of syllabus contents ;
3. the indirect teaching or distant learning i.e. the self-apprenticeship enriched by the
interactions with the teacher ;
4. the co-operation to the teaching's enrichments. In particularly, the enrichments for
reasoned
cases and for illustrations of multimedia technologies.
From this point of view of general introduction, the project '"(_\'.bS~&, can be represented
according to three views : the global logical architecture of the project, the logical view
related to the professor and the logical view related to student. These views are presented in
the first part of this document.
In the second part, is given a short description of the modules under consideration in the
project.
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1- Global presentation of the modules of project VESALE
The project ï..'1&SG.5.'?&, will comprise the following modules :
• the base of course notes: contains the notes of the Human-Machine Interface (HMI)
course presented in the form of a hypermedia software.
• the base of the reasoned cases: contains critical examples of interface including some
examples of design. This base could be enriched by cases suggested by the students or
other interested persans.
• the base of the illustrations of multimedia technologies : is related to the interaction
abjects and technologies.
• the base of the ergonomie ru/es : is intended to illustrate the use of the ergonomie
criteria and rules in order to build useful and usable interfaces. It will consist of a
subset of ergonomie rules of design of HMI.
• the base of knowledge evaluation: contains exercises, questions and plans of
evaluation of knowledge acquisition by the learner. It must allow a summative and
formative evaluation.
• the base of video sequences : contains video sequences of introduction of certain
parts of the HMI course or sequences to illustrate the handling of certain interactive
abjects.
• the space of dialogue : support the dialogue between the professor and the student on
general questions.
• a space of comments : associated with each particular base, this space makes it
possible for the students to express comments and eventually for the professor to react
to these comments.
The layout of these modules is illustrated in the schema of the global architecture
(figure 1). The functionalities intended for the professor are illustrated in the schema of figure
2 and those intended for the student are illustrated in the schema of figure 3.
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• Global logical architecture
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•

Logical view of the professor
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• Logical view of the learner
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11- Description of the modules
The modules of project 1'1&,g,(r~&, are the followings :
1. Notes of course
The notes of the course will be restructured in units oflearning (to be defined).
These notes will be presented to students in the form of a hypermedia syllabus. It
consists of a number of HTML pages generated starting from the notes of course and other
bases.
A priori, the multimedia syllabus should be structured according to a double structuring :
• by conceptual units and links between them. Example of conceptual units
corresponding to the underlined terms: a HMI is related to an interactive task carried
out by an actor (or actors), according to a dialogue mode and a dialogue style which
implement interactive ab jects ... according to a presentation. These elements of the
HMI are used by physical devices and software means within the framework of a
software architecture.
• by regrouping units (chapter, section ... ).
The syllabus is organized and presented in a dynamic and personalized way according to
the profile of the student and his model of learning.

Content of the base of course notes
• learning units.
• a space of comments (about the course notes) between the professor and the learners or
other interested people.
• refèrences towards illustrations of multimedia technologies, video sequences,
ergonomie rules, questions of evaluation of knowledge and reasoned cases
Functionalities related to the course notes
• creation, deleting, addition and structuring of learning units: using an authoring
language (editor).
• consultation.
• addition of comments.
• management of the multimedia syllabus :
c::,
hypermedia layout of the pages (hypertext and hypermedia links),
c::,
creation of the navigation plans according to the selected progression mode.
2. Base of illustrations of multimedia technologies
Multimedia technologies are done via interaction abjects and the physical devices
associated with them .
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Content of the base
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

types of abstract interactive abjects (A IO) described according to the mode!: french
name, english name, definition, abstract attributes, abstract events, abstract primitives.
types of concrete interactive abjects (CIO) described according to the mode! : name,
concrete attributes, concrete events, concrete primitives, graphical representation,
physical devices of interaction.
instances illustrating the CIO: these instances could be screen copies, representative
photographs, etc.
examples of CIO execution explicitly illustrating by direct manipulation the concepts
of attribute, event and primitive.
applications using the CIO in a well-defined context.
a space of comments : to allow the students and the professor to exchange specific
comments.
references towards the notes of course, other interactive objects, ergonomie rules and
reasoned cases.
possibly reference towards video sequences .

Example: AIO Command button
• AIO
• French name : bouton de commande, bouton poussoir (BTC)
• English name : push button (PBT)
• Definition : control used to trigger an action whose result is described by the label.
Only one button can be activated at the same time
• Abstract attributes: AT_BTC_LIBELLE, AT_BTC_DEFAUT, AT_BTC_FCT
• Abstract events: EVT BTC SELECTIONNE
• Abstract
pnmztzves
PR_BTC_CREATION,
PR_BTC_DEFAUT,
PR- BTC- NORMAL
•

CIO (MS-Windows95 )
• Name : push button
• Concrete attributes : CAPTION, DEFAULT, LEFT, SIGNAL,
HEIGHT .. .
• Concrete events : On Cl ick, OnEnter, OnExit, OnKeyDown ...
• Concrete primitives : CREA TE, DESTROY, CLICK, HIDE, SHOW.
• Graphical representation :

WIDTH,

Button

•

CIO (Motif)
• Name:

•
•

•

application: For example to trigger a process where one must press on the button to
record a command.
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Functionalities specific to the base of illustrations of multimedia technologies
•
•
•

•

•

creation, deleting, addition of new abjects: using an authoring language (this language
can be limited to some updating forms).
consultation : by name of object, by its nature (input, output, acquis ition .. .), by the
author description (student, professor) ...
manipulation of the illustration instances: for better understanding of the use and the
behavior of certain CIO, one will have sorne specific applications that permit to
rnanipulate these instances of these CIO (e.g. an application which allows to rotate it,
to move a 3D CIO). This manipulation can be carried out using some toolkitindependent libraries (such as the library Swing) .
passive observation of a CIO behavior: for certain CIO (complex, nontraditional...)
their use will be shown by visualizing a video sequence stored in the base of video
sequences.
addition of comments (by the professor and/or by learner).

3. Base of ergonomie ru/es
This base is intended to illustrate the use of the criteria and the ergonomie mies in
order to build useful and usable interfaces. It wi ll contain a subset of ergonomie mies for the
design of HMI. Moreover, it wi ll contain references to Web sites relating to existing corpuses
of ergo nomie mies (general or special to particul ar fields).

Content of the base
•
•
•
•

ergonomie ru/es described according to the mode!: type, title, statement, linguistic
level, justification, positive examples, negative examples.
space of comments : allows professor and learners to add their cornrnents related to
this base.
references towards the notes of course, the interactive abjects, other ergonomie mies,
ergonomie corpuses of mies and reasoned cases.
Possibly reference towards video sequences.

Exarnple of an ergonomie mie :
• Type: localization of the OIC, abjects of control.
• Title : localization of the command buttons.
• Statement : the position of the comrnand button by default should be the hi ghest if the
buttons are laid out vertically or on the left if the buttons are laid out horizo ntally.
• Linguistic level : lexical level.
• Justification : minirnization of the articulatory distance.
• Positive examples : screens 1, 2 ..
• Negative examples : screens 3, 4 ..

Specific functionalities to the base of the ergonomie rules
•
•
•

creation, deleting, addition : using an editor of mles.
consultation : by type of mle, by linguistic level, by key words, etc. The possibility
would be given to introduce a query of consultation according to a given syntax.
addition of comments (by the pro/essor and/or by the students).
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4. Base of reasoned cases of interfaces design
This base will contain positive examples of design and negative examples of design of
interfaces that do (not) respect the criteria of design and the taught ergonomie rules.
These examples could be analyzed according to the approach described in the following
diagram of the figure 4.
Content of the base

•
•
•
•

examples of interface described according to a general mode! to be defined.
space of comments : allows the students to add their comments related to this base.
references towards the notes of course, the interactive abjects, the ergonomie rules and
other reasoned cases.
Possibly reference towards video sequences.

Specific functionalities

•
•

•

•

creation, deleting, addition : using a specific editor.
consultation: by the implied CIO, the cases that (don't) comply with a g1ven
ergonomie rule, etc. As for the base of the ergonomie rules, one could give the
possibility of introducing a query of consultation according to a given syntax.
enrichment of the base: it should be possible to allow the enrichment of this base by
any interested persan. However, the addition of cases could be restricted to certain
conditions.
addition of comments.
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5. Base of video sequences
This base will contain sequences of presentations of certain parts of the course and
sequences of illustration of certain CIO or cases.
The base will also contain other information making it possible to manage these video
sequences as well as possible (subject, authors, title, keywords, duration, description ... ).
Content of the base
•
•

generaf data.
references to the files of the video sequences, to the illustrated aspects, etc.

Specific functionalities
•

creation, deleting, addition of general data.
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•

creation, deleting, addition of video sequences.

6. knowledge Evaluator

The evaluation could be done in two manners: summative and formative.
The objective of this evaluation is to give to student the possibil ity of evaluating the
state of his knowledge. The questions can relate to a section, a chapter, a technique, a step, a
concept and its use in ail the course, etc. This functionality should also allow the student to
optimize his preparation for the examination acco rding to specified requirements.
The evaluation is independent of the fact that the student follows or does not follow
the course. The student could evaluate himself at any time. Following a session of evaluation,
he can be advised to re-study certain parts of the course (from the evaluation advised).

Content of the base
•
•
•

exercises of evaluation.
questions of evaluation described according to a mode! to be defined: e.g. by
statement, chapter, concept. ..
plan of evaluation and guidance.

Fu nctionalities specific to the module of evaluation
•
•
•

creation, deleting, addition: using a language author.
consultation.
definition of a plan of evaluation.

7. Space of dialogue
Beside the spaces of comments attached to the various data bases, this space would be
used to support the general dialogue (general remarks, req uest for references, appointment
with the professor, etc.) on the one hand between the professor and the student and on the
other hand, among the students themselves. This space of dialogue can be seen as a mixture of
contextual e-mail, of news, newsgroups (forum) .

Specific functionalities
•
•
•
•

Structuring and management of the groups of students: by the professor and also by
the learners.
Consultation : messages . ..
Sending of messages.
management of the diaries of events

B. Administration of the course
•

by the professor in the class room:
• on- fine support of the course (screen projection, synchronous interaction
between the workstation of the professor and those of the student.
• On-fine exercises with possibility of access by the professor to the work
stations of the students.
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•

•

remote administration by the professor :
• non interactive diffusion.
• Asynchronous interaction with the students (off-line answers).
• synchronous interaction with the students :
⇒ possibility for the student of addressing questions during the lecturing by
the professor (e.g. request for contrai. If this one is granted, expression of
the request with possibility of a direct answer to the applicant on ly or a
multicast answer.
⇒ possibility of video conference wi th sharing of documents on both sides.
Off-line use by learners :
• to learn
• to make exercises
• to be evaluated
• to dialogue (to cooperate) with the professor and with the others students.

9. Browsing of the content of the course

•

•

There would be several ways of examining the content of the course:
by the hypermedia course notes: approach suggested by the professor. The student chooses
his plan of navigation and fo llows this plan starting from the interface of access to the
hypermedia syllabus.
by a data base: another approach would be to directly access from the home page to the
interface of one of the data bases and not throughout the course notes. And then the
learner should be able to access to ail other abjects linked to an abject of the visited data
base. E.g. the re-examination of an ergonomie rule could result in seeing one (some) case
(s) of design where the rule is applied, CIO related to this rule and parts of the syllabus
where this rule is mentioned.
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A2.1. Introduction
A2. 1. 1. Objective
The main objective of the created site is to allow all program creators to develop a
"good" interface. The "good interface" term is however vague enough and to choose criteria
of "good" interface, we based on the Trident project [BODART and AL 95],
[VANDERDONCKT 97a] and on the course received in our fourth year of our master degree
[VANDERDONCKT and AL 95], [VANDERDONCKT 97].
At this purpose, we have developed a base of the site with some cases inside and we
hope that users of this web site will enrich it by their comments, questions and of course by
their interfaces.

A2.1.2. Targeted users
We rapidly remark that program conceptor can have very different knowledge in HCI
and nevertheless both are confront with interface design.
This is why we decided to create two "levels" in this site, namely "novice level" and "expert
level".

A2.1.3. Means of realization
We chose to realize this site in a particular environment named "Co Web" that appears,
in reality, to be a very simple author language for the realization of WebPages. Although it is
simple, it allows the realization of sophisticated WebPages because it accepts all HTML code,
Java ...
The most important factor of the Co Web is, as we have told it above, its simplicity to
create WebPages. Thanks toit, everyone can create some pages and/or modify some existent
pages. Everybody will be able therefore to add without problem cases, comments or
questions.

A2. 1.4. Address
To access to our web site, You just have to go to this URL:
http ://pbl.cc. gatech.edu/interfaces/1.html

If you want to try the Co Web and to test it, go the above address and go to the "sandbox".
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A2.2. Coweb site contents
We will now describe the different pages composing our Co Web site.

A2.2.1. FrontPage
A2.2.1.1 Goal
It is the homepage of our site. His goal is to explain briefly to the visitor what is the
site and to allow him to enter in the apprenticeship side of our site.

A2.2.1.2 Contents
Beside logos illustrating the collaboration between FUNDP and GA TECH, a small
introduction welcomes the visitor.
We propose then a choice list that will allow the user to know more about this site:
♦

About our project: this page will present our project, the Vesale project of The
Computer Science Institute of Namur as well as the CoWeb of the College of
Computing of Georgia Tech.

♦

Ergonomie rules: brief presentation of rules on which this site is based. From there,
user can enter the tutorial if he wants more information about one particular rule.

♦

About us: brief presentation (to be continued) of this site creators.

♦

Formatting rules: basic rules about the use of Co Web, how to add things, ...

♦

Question page: Sort of discussion forum where everyone can put questions, can reply
to questions, can add remarks, ...
This point will be more analyzed later.

The visitor can then decide to enter to our site by clicking on "Enter here". At the
bottom of the page, an envelope allows the user to send us an Email and a link to the "Recent
changes" allows to see what are the recent changes realized on the different pages of this site.
Thanks to this link, it is possible to know if new cases have been added, if replies to questions
have been brought,...
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A2.2.2. Type of user
A2.2.2.1 Goal
The goal of this page is to allow the user to choose between the novice way or the
professional way.

A2.2.2.2 Contents
Address: http://pbl.cc.gatech.edu/interfaces/8.html
After a brief introduction, we explain to the user what is for us a novice and a
professional as well as the different things that he will find according to his choice.
During our internship, we have only worked on the novice aspect of the site because we
were in a very interesting environment for this part. Consequently, although it is accessible,
"professional way " does not contain great things.

A2.2.3. Novice way
A2.2.3.1 Goal
The goal of this page is to propose to novice several tools to learn the HCI concepts
following its waits and its preferences.

A2.2.4. Contents
Address: http://pbl .cc.gatech.edu/interfaces/50.html
After a brief introduction, three choices are proposed to the novice:
♦

The tutorial: we expose principles of the HCI in a theoretical way. This point is
more detailed in the following sections.

♦

The case base: we expose good and bad examples of interfaces to novice so that he
could learn from work of others

♦

The history of a case: we propose here different reports written by students during
the conception of interfaces.

In reality, at the beginning, the case base was the only foreseen component. We were
rapidly aware that we used in HCI a particular jargon that it would be necessary to explain to
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novice. Therefore, we began to construct a small glossary explaining the different used terms.
When we saw the number of terms to explain, we decided that it would be a good idea to
present these terms in a tutorial and to propose it to the novice who desires to know
theoretical things before seeing the illustration. When an HCI term is used in examples, we
tried to propose to the user a link to the tutorial part.
The history of a case part has appeared after having consulted HCI courses given at
Georgia Tech. The way to present things is not the same than in Europe and we have
dedicated a part of this site to the works realized by Georgia Tech students. We find that this
dual version of presentation can be very interesting for American or for European students.

A2.2.5. Tutorial
A2.2.5.1 Goal
The goal of the tutorial is to present the different concepts of HCI

A2.2.5.2 Contents
Avery important thing is that we have tried to realize the tutorial in a scalable way. So
the information is presented in different steps from the most general to the most particular and
that' s the student who decides where he wants to stop his exploration.
The tutorial is divided into four subject explained in the four following points ..

a) Tutorial concerning criteria of design
After a brief explanation of the concept of design criteria, the 8 design criteria taught
in the University of Namur are presented. They are:
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦

♦
♦
♦

Compatibility
Consistency
Charge of work
Adaptativity
Guidance
Control of dialogue
Representativity
Control of errors

Conceming these 8 criteria, we present in a first time a brief definition. The novice can
then continue his exploration and see a more complete definition, the objectives of the design
criteria as well as their possible decomposition. If he wants more details again, he can access
to sub-rules. We have tried to illustrate mies by textual examples and by links to the case
base.
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b) Tutorial concerning items
After a short explanation of concepts of CIO and AIO, we present the different
groups of AIO, and for each a short explanation. The 6 groups are:
♦
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦

Static AIO
Scrolling AIO
Action AIO
Control AIO
Dialog AIO
Feedback AIO

Once again, if the user desires to explore more, he can click on each AIO group to
have a more complete definition as well as a graphie representation.

c) Tutorial concerning ergonomie criteria
We present here different ergonomies criteria useful during the choice of the
interaction style. They are:
♦
♦
♦

Domain of the application
Description of the user
Environment of the application

We present then different interaction style with the possibility to see an illustration of
the interaction styles from the case base.

d) Tutorial concerning conception criteria
We have summarized in this point the main conception criteria that are studied at
Georgia Tech. We find among them:
♦
♦
♦

♦
♦

♦

♦
♦

♦

prototype methods
design methods
evaluation methods
computer knowledge
field knowledge
input
output
device
field
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A2.2.6. Case base
A2.2.6.1 Goal
The goal of the case base is to present to user a lot of interfaces in which he will find
negative and positive points and some justifications of proposed critiques.

If the user desires, he can target his search thanks to a search engine.

A2.2.6.2 Content
Address: http://pbl.cc.gatech.edu/interfaces/75.html

a) Case List
After a brief introduction, we propose to the user a list of all cases of the site. To allow
the user to obtain some information about each case, a certain classification has been realized.
Cases are presented in the form of a table containing the following parameters:
♦
♦
♦

♦

the name of the case (this field remains void in the case of an sub-case)
the name of the sub-case (this field is filled by " 1 " in the case of a case)
the field of application
the type of targeted user

As mentioned above, we made the distinction between a case and a sub-case. The first
one is less precise and proposes a more general interface of the application. It is then
decomposed in sub-cases that present particular parts of the interface. For example, one of our
cases is "Winword 97" and presents interface with different windows and opened menus. The
user can click on each window or menu to have a detailed description.

b) The search engine
Beside this list, the user can access to a search engine that presents a subset of cases in
agreement with what the user desires to see. This search engine is implemented in Java and
functions on a subset of the base.
More precisely, when the user access to the search engine, he can see a form composed in 3
parts:
♦ Description of the application field: we propose to the user several possibilities
thanks to a scrolling list.
This is not a mandatory field. If the user want, he can't select any item from the
list so that this field will be occult du.ring the search.
♦

Description of the user: We are in "novice way", so the user isn 't very familiar
with all nuances of the profile of the future user. This is why we have defined two
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typical users, the novice and the expert, so that the experience of the task, the
system, the motivation and the mastery of complex interaction means are
predefined.
If the novice wants to define the 4 criteria, he must just choose "Other" in the type
of user and the 4 fields corresponding to the type of user become accessible.
Once again, this is nota mandatory field . If the user want, he can' t select any item
from the list so that this field will be occult during the search
♦

Description of the environment: here, the novice will have to select the type of
processing (mono or multi) and the data-processing capacity.
Once more, this is not a mandatory field. If the user want, he can select no item
from the list so that this field will be occult during the search

The user can then submit his research demand or reinitialize all fields . Search engine
will be then proposed result of the search to him. The result includes the name of the case and
the percentage of correspondence between this case and the user initial demand. A minimal
acceptance percentage will have to be fixed. User must then select the case to be able to
access to it.

c) Illustration of the search engine
Here is hereafter a screenshot of the Java applet of the search engine.
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Figure A2-1: Search engine of the case base
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A2.2.6.3 Case structure
Cases are structured of different manner following that it concems a case or one subcase.

a) Cases
A brief presentation of the case is given in introduction so that the context can be
presented. Then, a screenshot of its interface is given. Each element of the interface is
accessible by simple click (what brings in the corresponding sub-case) and for persons
preferring to see the list of associated sub-cases, this list is presented in the page bottom.

b) Sub-cases
Sub-cases are presented in a more structured form. We can find:
♦ Screenshot of the interface of the sub-case
♦ Summary presenting parameters linked to this interface (cf. Criteria of the
search engine)
♦ Presentation of used AIO
♦ Justification of interaction style choice
♦ Negative and positive points of the interface.

A2.2. 7. History of a case
A2.2.7.1 Goal
This part of the site has been realized after discussions with Professor Guzdial. Its goal
is to present to the user a totality of interfaces analyzed. The case base will serve as reference
to American students to consult the work of their predecessors and to help them to construct
their own interfaces.

A2.2.7.2 Content
Address: http://pbl.cc.gatech.edu/interfaces/77.html
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A2.2.7.3 Case list
After a brief introduction, the list of all currently implemented cases is proposed to the
user. For each case, these information are provided to the user:
♦
♦
♦
♦

Name of the case
Positive points in the idea of this case
Negative points in the idea of this case
Grade obtained

Cases present in the base are cases that have been created by students of preceding
year. The analysis in negative and positive points of each case has been realized by the
incurnbent professer.

a) The search engine
As for the case base part of this site, the user can access to the different cases thanks to
a search engine. This search engine has been implemented in Java and allows to select some
case that concerns directly the user. This search engine uses design criteria used in HCI
courses at Georgia Tech) to sort cases. A description of these criteria is available in the
Tutorial part of the site.
Search engine does not allow to combine several design criteria. Thus, when the user
access te" the engine, he sees a list of criteria and he has to choose which one concerns him
particularly. Once this choice is made, he can target his search more precisely according to the
design criteria chosen.
The search results are also presented in the form of a list that summarize the different
cases corresponding to user choice. He just has to click on one of these cases to access toit.

b) The structure of cases
When a case has been selected, a summary of what we can find m this case 1s
displayed. This sumrnary includes next points:
♦

sumrnary of the case: this part is in fact a summary from positive and negatives
points

♦

comments: this part includes different comments that incumbent professer has
emitted during the correction of the work

♦

classification of the case: this part provides a classification of the case in function
of the different design criteria

Then, a link allows to return in the case.
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A2.2.7.4 Illustration of the search engine
Here is one screenshot of the Java applet realizing the search engine.
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Figure A2-2: Search engine of the history of a case

A2.3. CoWeb features
A2.3.1. Question Page
A2.3.1.1 Goal
This page is independent of the site and serves as a discussion forum between students
and also between students and professors.

A2.3.1.2 Functioning
This page is accessible from any other page of the site and opens itself in a new
window. So, it' s possible to consulta case and to add question in the same time.
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To add a question, a reply or a comment, it is very simple: You just need to edit the
page.
Users have also the possibility to send us e-mail by clicking on an envelope. A
professor can make exactly the same to allow students to ask him questions personally.
Nevertheless, this system would break the goal of this forum of discussion.

A2.3.2. General structure of a Co Web page
Here is a screenshot of a Co Web page in normal mode.
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Figure A2-3: General structure of a Co Web page

In heading, one finds three links:
♦ "Edit this page " that allows to edit the page
♦ "Back to the Top" that allows to retum to the main page of the site
♦ "Question page" that opens the question page in a new window
In the bottom of the page, We find four links
♦ "Question page" that opens the question page in a new window.
♦ "Edit this page" that allows to edit the page
♦ "Search for Reference to this page " allows to display all pages making reference
to the current page.
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♦

"Display this page and all its references " allows to display all pages to which the
current page refers
as well as a search engine allowing to research the text in all pages of the site.

Here is the same page in the edit mode
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Figure A2-4: Co Web page in edit mode

You just have to enter your text in the edit zone. This page allows equally to find the
last three versions of the page and allows also to see formatting mies.
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A3.1 The entity relationship approach
In this append ix, we will provide the complete ER schema. Before presenting the
schema, we make a small summary about legend used.

This drawing is a relationship
between two entities. It must
have a name and can have some
attributes

Rel. Name
-

~

Rel.
attributes
-

~

-

-

-

--

Entity name
--

-

--~

This drawing is an Entity. It must
have a name and can have some
attributes

Entity
attributes
1
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Appendix 4: Conversation conception

A4.1. Introduction
Remind that our chaining graph of fonction have two UP: UPl of interface
presentation and UP2 of interface critique.
The analysis of the conversation of the application that we present here can be
decomposed in three levels:
•
•
•

Inter-UP level
Inter-FL level (or intra-UP level)
Intra-FL level

A4.2. lnter-UP level Conversation
A4.2.1. Objects used
OC-UPl /* Presentation of the interface*/
OC-UP2 /* Critique of the interface*/

A4.2.2. Events received
Ev-début-applic
Cliquer-suivant
Cliquer-précédent
Cliquer-quitter
Cliquer-terminer
Cliquer-terminer

from Ei
from OC-UPl
from OC-UP2
from OC-UPl
from OC-UP2
from OC-UPl

Rem : Ei is an initial event that starts the application.
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A4.2.2.1 Schema
Ev-début-applic

ŒY
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,./
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//
Ev-cliquer-quit

Ev-cliquer-terminer

~'

/

/

Ev-cliquer-terminer

Figure A4-1: Inter UP conversation

A4.2.2.2 Pseudo-code

a) Initial State
If Ev-début-applic
Begin
Activate Script présentation de l'interface
State = Présentation
End

b) Transitions States
If State = Présentation and Cliquer-quitter
Begin
Deactivate Script présentation de l'interface
State = Application finie
End

If State = Présentation and Cliquer-terminer
Begin
Deactivate Script présentation de l'interface
State = Application finie
End

If State = Présentation and Cliquer-suivant
Begin
Deactivate Script présentation de l'interface
Activate Script critique de l'interface
State = Critique
End
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If State = Critique and Cliquer-précédent

Begin
Deactivate Script critique de l'interface
Activate Script présentation de l'interface
State = Présentation
End

If State = Critique and Cliquer-terminer
Begin
Deactivate Script critique de l'interface
State = Application finie
End

A4.3. lnter-FL level Conversation
At the end of this point, we will give the schemas of the inter-FL conversation from our two
UP (with legend).
We analyze in details the conversation between the two windows :
•
•

Fl : Données sur l'insérant
F2 : Présentation de l'interface

A4.3. 1. Objets used
OC-Fl /* Données sur l'insérant*/
OC-F2 /* Présentation de l'interface*/

A4.3.2. Received events
Ev-début-applic
Cliquer-suivant
Cliquer-précédent

from Ei
from OC-Fl
from OC-F2

A4.3.3. Generated Events
Cliquer-suivant
Cliquer-précédent

to OC-F2
to OC-Fl
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A4.3.3.1 Pseudo-code

a) Initial State
If Ev-début-applic
Begin
Activate Script données sur l'insérant
State = Insérant
End

b) Transitions states
If State = Insérant and Cliquer-suivant
Begin
Deactivate Script données sur l'insérant
Activate Script présentation de l'interface
State = Présentation
End

If State = Présentation and Cliquer-précédent
Begin
Deactivate Script présentation de l'interface
Activate Script données sur l'insérant
State = Insérant
End

A4.3.3.2 Schemas of the conversations of the two UP
a) General legend elements

□

Opening of a window

Closing of a window

Remark that the window concerning by the opening or by the closing is the closest
window to the shape. For example:

Closing of F 1

F1

Closing of F2

F2
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b) Legend of the schema of the UP1 "Présentation de l'interface"
F 1 : Données sur l'insérant
F2 : Présentation de l'interface
F3 : Correction
F4: Chemin de la séquence vidéo
F5 : Fenêtres composant l'interface
F6 : Résumé de la présentation
1 : Ev-cliquer-quitter
2 : Ev-cliquer-suivant
3 : Ev-cliquer-précédent
4 : Ev-cliquer-treminer
5 : Ev-cliquer-suivant and Séq-vidéo = oui and Correction = oui
6 : Ev-cliquer-précédent and Séq-vidéo = oui and Correction = oui
7 : Ev-cliquer-suivant and Séq-vidéo = non and Correction = oui
8 : Ev-cliquer-précédent and Séq-vidéo = non and Correction = oui
9 : Ev-cliquer-suivant and Séq-vidéo = oui and Correction = non
10 : Ev-cliquer-précédent and Séq-vidéo = oui and Correction = non
11 : Ev-cliquer-suivant and Séq-vidéo = non and Correction = non
12: Ev-cliquer-précédent and Séq-vidéo = non and Correction= non
13 : Ev-critique
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(

10

3

Ei

1

12

3

4

13

-- -. UP2

Figure A4-2: UPl conversation
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c) Legend of the schema of the UP2 "Critique de l'interface"
F7 : Choix de la critique
F8 : Critique globale
F9 : Choix des deux fenêtres à critiquer
Fl O : Critique inter-fenêtre
F 11 : Choix de la fenêtre à critiquer
Fl2 : Critique intra-fenêtre
Fl 3 : Mots clés
Fl4 : Résumé de la critique
1 : Ev-cliquer-précédent
2 : Ev-cliquer-suivant
3 : Ev-cliquer-critique-globale
4 : Ev-cliquer-critique-inter
5 : Ev-cliquer-critique-intra
6 : Ev-cliquer-OK
7 : Ev-cliquer-Annuler
8 : Ev-cliquer-nouvelle
9 : Ev-cliquer-terminer
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7

Ei

2 /

\
7

9

./.----- ~

-~ .

Ef

)

\ ..______/

Figure A4-3: UP 2 conversation
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A4.4. lntra-FL level Conversation
We describe here the interactions in the F2 window « Présentation de l' interface ».

A4.4. 1. Objets used
Icône
Labels
EditBox
ListBox-type-util
Boîte à onglet
Bt-précédent
Bt-suivant

A4.4.2. Used by
OC-UPl

A4.4.3. Received events
Ev-select-listbox-type-util
Ev-select-listbox-type-cas
Ev-select-listbox-séq-vidéo
Ev-select-listbox-correction
Ev-select-btprécédent
Ev-select-btsuivant
Ev-select-boîte-environnement
Ev-select-boîte-démarche
Ev-select-boîte-libres

A4.4.4. Generated events
Ev-listbox-type-util
Ev-listbox-type-cas
Ev-listbox-séq-vidéo
Ev-listbox-correction
Ev-btsuivant
Ev-btprécédent
Ev-boîte-environnement
Ev-boîte-démarche
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Ev-boîte-libres

A4.4.4.1 Pseudo-code

a) Initial State
Begin
Show Fenêtre F2
All the buttons are active
Listbox initialized
State = *
End

b) Transitions States
If State = * and Ev-select-listbox-type-util
Begin
Generate Ev-listbox-type-util
End

If State = * and Ev-select-listbox-type-cas
Begin
Generate Ev-listbox-type-cas
End

If State = * and Ev-select-listbox-séq-vidéo
Begin
Generate Ev-listbox-séq-vidéo
End

If State = * and Ev-select-listbox-correction
Begin
Generate Ev-listbox-correction
End

If State = * and Ev-select-btprécédent
Begin
Generate Ev-btprécédent
End

If State = * and Ev-btsuivant
Begin
Generate Ev-btsuivant
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End

If State = * and Ev-select-boîte-environnement
Begin
Generate Ev-boîte-environnement
End

If State = * and Ev-select-boîte-démarche
Begin
Generate Ev-boîte-démarche
End

If State = * and Ev-select-boîte-libres
Begin
Generate Ev-boîte-libres
End
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A5.1. Detailed example
A5.1.1. Context of the example
Different uses of our case base can be made. It will be useless to illustrate each one.
So, we decided to take the most complex or rather the most complete and to illustrate it by
providing screenshots of the different stages of the case insertion. Let's begin with the
context.
Patrick Kreps is student in last year of his Master degree in Computer Science in the
"Facultés Universitaires Notre-Dame de la Paix" in Namur. He is very interested in HCI and
he heard that, complementary to the HCI course, it exists a case base that can help students to
practice interface critiques. So, he decides to use it by inserting a new case, by criticizing it
and by asking to others to see and to comment his work.
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A5.1.2. Example
A5.1.2.1 Patrick identification
The first window that Patrick can see is the identification window. He has just to fill in
the different fields and can go on by clicking on "Suivant".

l!!lfil a

, . Données SUI l'insérant

q

Données sur l'insérant
Complétez les différents champs ci-dessous et appuyez sur
Suivant une fois terminé.

Nom :

IKreps

Prénom :

!Patrick

Adresse E-mail :

1pkreps@info.fundp.ac.be

Qualification:

jEtudiant

3

Commentaires supplémentaires:
Je suis étudiant en troisième maîtrise

Il.Quitter

Figure AS-1: Patrick identification
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AS.1 .2 .2 Interface presenta tion
Now that we know who he is, we need to know some more about the interface he
plans to add. He fills in the different fields and he decides also to add some free comments
concerning the environment of the interface.

l!!llil 13

$t> Présentation de l'interface

q

Présentation de l'interface
Complétez les différents champs concernant l'interface globale
ainsi que différents commentaires libres.

Nom de l'interface :

jABC

Domaine de l'interface :

JDessin

Type d'utilisateur visé :
Type de cas:

JCas présenté et critiqué

..:J

3

Séquence vidéo de l'interface:

l□ui

Correction d'un cas existant :

IŒBiJ

Commentaires :
Environnement

IDémarche pédagogique j Libres J

Décrivez l'environnement du cas

Ce programme permet de dessiner des schémas tels
que des diagrammes de flux.

~ .Erécédent 1

Il};> .S,uivant

1

Figure AS-2: Interface presentation
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AS.1.2.3 Path of the video sequence
The interface that Patrick wants to add includes a video sequence. To be ab le to
transfer it from Patrick's disk to Vesale database, he must indicate where we can fo und it.

l!!ll!J 13

,.. Chemin de la séquence vidéo

Chemin de la séquence vidéo
Indiquez ci-dessous le chemin où l'on peut trouver la séquence
vidéo présentant l'enchainement des fenêtres de l'interface.
Terminez par Suivant pour valider ou par Précédent pour
revenir à la présentation globale.

Chemin de la séquence vidéo :

jABCutili.mo~

<'€'.:li ]:récédent

1

IC? ~uivant

Figure AS-3: Path of video sequence
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AS.1.2.4 Windows campos i ng interface
Patrick must now "composed" bis interface with the different windows. At this
purpose, he disposes of the following window. He must indicate the name of the window and
the path of its screenshot. He can then validate this window by clicking on the "Ajouter"
button .

fl(i] Ei

~ Fenêtres composant l'interface

Fenêtres composant l'interface
Indiquez les différentes caractéristiques de la fenêtre à insérer, appuyez sur
Ajouter pour l'ajouter à la liste ou sur Annuler pour l'abandonner.
Pour supprimer une fenêtre de l'interface, sélectionnez la dans la liste et appuyez
sur Supprimer.
Nouvelle fenêtre à insére~ - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - Nom identifiant la fenêtre:

jAB C principal~

Chemin de la fenêtre :

~ 8jouter

)( Annuler 1

]

Liste des fenêtres déjà introduites, - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~
Chemin de la fenêtre

fi' $upprimer l
~ .Erécédent J

IJ:3' ~uivant 1

Figure AS-4: Windows composing interface (1)
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Here is the result after validation of the window

!.J,. Fenêtres composant l'interface

q

l!!llil f3

Fenêtres composant l'interface
Indiquez les différentes caractéristiques de la fenêtre à insérer, appuyez sur
Ajouter pour l'ajouter à la liste ou sur Annuler pour l'abandonner.
Pour supprimer une fenêtre de l'interface, sélectionnez la dans la liste et appuyez
sur Supprimer.

Nouvelle fenêtre à insérer--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Nom identifiant la fenêtre:

_J

Chemin de la fenêtre :

~ &,jouter

Chemin de la fenêtre
C:\Mémoire\Exemple interfaces\A

'-t:IJ ,Erécédent 1

Il)> ~uivant

Figure AS-5: Windows composing interface (2)
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Three windows compose Patrick interface. So, he has to repeat the process three times.
Here is the final result

l!llil f3

~ Fenêtres composant l'interface

q

Fenêtres composant l'interface
Indiquez les différentes caractéristiques de la fenêtre à insérer, appuyez sur
Ajouter pour l'ajouter à la liste ou sur Annuler pour l'abandonner.
Pour supprimer une fenêtre de l'interface, sélectionnez la dans la liste et appuyez
sw Supprimer.

Nouvelle fenêtre à insére..---,,------------,-,----_.,,..--,
Nom identifiant la fenêtre:

d

Chemin de la fenêtre :

Chemin de la fenêtre
C:\Mémoire\Exemple interfaces¼
C:\Mémoire\Exemple interfaces\p ·,
C:\Mémoire\Exemple interfaces\t>t

Format de page
0 utils maitres

~ .Erécédent 1

~ -2,uivant

j

Figure AS-6: Windows composing interface (3)
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AS.1.2.5 Choice of the critique (1)
The next window appearing is the window allowing Patrick to make his different
critiques. He can make a global, inter or inta-windows critique. Patrick wants first to make a
global critique. He clicks then on the "Critique globale" button.

$J. Choix de la critique

q

l!!llil 13

Choix de la critique
Choisissez un des trois type de critique ou appuyer
sur Terminer si vous désirez cloturer la critique.

Critiques·-..,.-----,---,--'---~~--~~-----.
Nombre déjà réalisées
Critique globale

0

Critique inter-fenêtre

0

Critique intr a-fenêtre

0

~ f:récédent 1
Figure AS-7: Choice of the critique
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A5.1.2.6 Global critique
He can see the first window of his interface and can click on both arrows to see other
windows. He decides first to make a comment about the interface as compared to task
environment. He finds that it is not very good. He clicks then on right arrow to see the next
window.

l!llil 13

, . Critique globale

q

Critique globale
Faites défiler les différentes fenêtres de l'interface à l'aide des boutons de
navigation et remplissez les champs Critique avec vos commentaires.

~ J • L.< ~rx .• U•:

;.u.J~

.d::IlJ~
l::d..d
=---,...--.,....--...,._-,
-. . u , .. .
,f. ..
' -~<
r.:-1:- - ,l. .. - I"'
l<.11•
~

_.!] ~ :.~'/ :.'.· 1

Ill ••

. •, ( "

1,

• • •• ,

IIIJ , •. 1/. • • li 1 . •

Ill~ . •

L;ff,

"'

"1.. ,_ ···•

~ .:

"'' f:i! ·~

l.

-ri=

IËt~IOI l;,,J

Une séquence vidéo est disponible pour cette interface.
Critique positive

Visionner

Critique négative
· Cette interface est sensée être
utilisée par des novices mais la
signification de certaines icônes n'est
pas très claire.

)( Annuler

j

lû> ~uivant

1

Figure AS-8: Global critique (1)
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He makes here a positive cnt1que because he fo und that fonts used are good. He
doesn' t see anything to add at this time and he clicks on " Sui vant".

Rlil 13

, . Critique globale

q

Critique globale
Faites défiler les différentes fenêtres de l'interface à l'aide des boutons de
navigation et remplissez les champs Critique avec vos commentaires.

_ !ëii•l N•n•
_

t'd"" llw111t,,.,~

1.. HQ,

n.:11r.
t' dU" 1t

:---== = = = -~

Te:dl_: 1

j l'l11v .. ,.,
_/ ll0/0/'J')

. .• F,i.
1

_ liJlo,, l,:,00

;JWJ Aaig.

1 !l!'l!l

t,,ù~. 2U /luuœl. 19:ll:t

t!,alll"
r,
1 Updatt' Dole- ~ncl Tlmc-

IIK

ru1 reqeOnlp

C111ccl

. _, •11 P,,aM

Une séquence vidéo est disponible pour cette interface.

Visionner

Critique négative

Critique positive

· Cette interface est sensée être
utilisée par des novices mais la
signification de certaines icônes n'est
pas très claire.

· La police des caractères entre les
différentes fenêtre est cohérente!

.)( Annuler

1

Figure AS-9: Global critique (2)
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Windows with keywords conceming global cntique appears then. In one of his
comment, Patrick speaks about consistency (cohérence). This keyword is then preselected. He
doesn ' t see any other keyword corresponding to his critique and he validates then his global
critique.

l!llil f3

,.. Mots clés

q

Critique globale : les mots clés
Choisissez les différents mots clés caractérisant votre critique en complétant
ou en corrigeant la sélection ci-dessous.

Date de la critique:

j20/08/99

Critères de desig..,..-- - - - - - - - ~ - - - - , . - - - - , - - - - - - ,

r

Compatibilité

P' lcohérenc~

r

Charge de travail

r

Adaptabilité

l

r

Contrôle du dialogue

r

Représentativité
Guidage

I

Statiques Défilement J Action Contrôle J Dialogue j Feed·back j

r

Libellés
Séparateur

r

r
r

Invitation à saisir
Icône

Boîte de regroupement

✓ OK 1

)( Annuler J

Figure AS- 10: Global critique, keywords
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A5.1.2. 7 Critique choice (2)
Patrick cornes again to the critique choice window. He can see that his global critique
has been validated. He wants now to make an inter-windows critique and click then on
corresponding button.

l!lliJ f3

:,: Choix de la critique

q

Choix de la critique
Choisissez un des trois type de critique ou appuyer
sur Terminer si vous désirez cloturer la critique.
Critiques_ _ _ _.......__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,_......,
Nombre déjà réalisées

1r...................... Critique_ globale .................... JI
0
0

~ Erécédent 1

P, ~uivant J

Figure AS-11: Critique choice (2)
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AS.1.2.8 lnter-windows critique
He has first to choose the two windows he wants to compare. He decides to compare
"Format de page" with "Outils maitres". Note that each time he selects an item in one of the
two lists, he can see its illustration. In this case, the last chosen item is "Outils maitres"

l!!!llil l3

~ Choix des deux fenêtres à c1itique1

q

Choix des deux fenêtres à critiquer
Choisissez les deux fenêtres à critiquer dans les deux listes ci-dessous.
Vous pouvez voir un aperçu de l'interface de la fenêtre 1.
Une fois le choix terminé, appuyez sur OK

Fenêtre 1

Outils maitres
_!th•t·N,.1111 .
_

'""°'

Fenêtre 2
ABC principale
Format de a e

"'""È

Oolr.

H.uml,~,,.

t'11i,a

=---

Pau~ tt

~·• l'foV.il"
., 2CIIQl•J'.J
_t F1i.

1

_ S.i'llfflle>tlll
i

L1>g1> ...

_ '!.ho- l,mel2:.!:l:ll

Updati:- Dot.:- ond Tlmc

<t)J .Erécédent

"1 Aal!J. 1 !l~fl

,. tmJ~.

:tu /lu1,1 ... l. 111:1::t

1

1

,\Il P.,gi,•

~ .S,uivant 1

1

Figure AS-12 : Inter-windows critique, the choice
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He cornes to the inter-windows critique where he can see the two chosen windows and
the graphical tool. He would like to mark interfaces but it' s not easy because illustrations are
small. He decides then to use zoom fonction for "Format de page".

1!!11!1 f3

j:t Critique inter-fenêtre

q

Critique inter-fenêtre
Annotez conjointement les deux dessins à l'aide de la palette graphique et insérer les commentaires
correspondant dans le champs de la critique.

gj _gJ
,,......; ...

Critique négative :

Critique positive :

.)(
1

Annuler

1

• 11'.7,S_uivant

1

Figure AS-13: Inter-windows critique (1)
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He can then see illustration in real size and can draw his first rectangle. Because he
wants to make a negative critique, he uses red rectangle.

··--

-

0 rientation

Paper füze

IA•

:JI

21 x 29,7 cm

:w'.idth:

~

Margin! .
!,_eft:
I.op:

~
~

fl.ight:
.ll.ottom:

~
~

~

~ f.ortrait

Match Printer

_gJ

._, Ljtnd~cape

r.u•w•

.) !nches

-

_gj

'

Çentimeters
-

OK

1

!Cancel
··-·-· li -

1

Figure AS-14: Inter-windows critique, zoom
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He makes the same for the second window and can add his critique. He has nothing
more to add and click on "Suivant" .

.'1 Critique inter-fenêtre

q

l!!llil 13

Critique inter-fenêtre
Annotez conjointement les deux dessins à l'aide de la palette graphique et insérer les commentaires
correspondant dans le champs de la critique.

Critique négative :

Critique positive :
1 : Les boutons sont placés .;u même endroit. dans les
deux fenêtres.!

II)> _âuivant

)( Annuler

Figure AS-15: Inter-windows critique (2)
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He arrives on keyword window where "fenêtre" is preselected. He agrees with it and
doesn' t want to insert a new inter-window critique. He validates then critique one by clicking
on "OK".

ll!!llilf3

~ Mots clés

Critique inter-fenêtre : les mots clés
Choisissez les différents mots clés caractérisant votre critique en complétant
ou en corrigeant la sélection ci-dessous.

Date de la critique:

120/08/99

Critères de design- - - - - - - - - - , - - - - . . , . - - - - - - .

r
r
r
r

Charge de travail

r
r
r

.~daptabilité

r

Compatibilité
Cohérence

Contrôle du dialogue
Représentativité
Guidage
Gestion des erreurs

Familles d'OIA----~-------~---~~.,,__-~~-----,'....,

J

I

I

I

Statiques Défilement Action Contrôle Dialogue Feed-back

r

Fenêtre d'édition textuelle

r
r
r
r

r

Fenêtre d'édition graphique

r

r

Boîte de dialogue

r: Panneau de contrôle

p

r
r

Fenêtre
Fenêtre d'aide
Fenêtre logo

)( Annuler

l

Boîte de dialogue e:-:tensible
Boîte de dialogue répétitive
Boîte de dialogue à onglets
Boîte de dialogues standardisée
Panneau

~ Nouvelle

1 1c::. .✓ . 0K:::::JI

Figure AS-16: Inter-windows critique, keywords
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A5.1.2.9 Critique choice (3)
Patrick wants now to add intra-windows critiques and click then on the "Critique intrafenêtre" button

l!!llil 13

~ Choix de la critique

q

Choix de la critique
Choisissez un des trois type de critique ou appuyer
sur Terminer si vous désirez cloturer la critique.

Critiques,- -========-e;;,:,;:;-----;;-- - - - ,
Nombre déjà réalisées
Critique globale

i.................. Critique ·inter-fenêtre................71
.................................................,.. , .....,.........................

1

~

Critique intra-fenêtre

0

~ Précédent j

~ ~uivant j

Figure AS-17: Critique choice (3)
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A5.1.2.10 lntra-window critique
As for then inter-window critique, Patrick has to select the window he wants to
criticize. He chooses the main window of application.

jJ. Choix de la fenêtre

l!llil E3

à critique,

Choix de la fenêtre à critiquer
Choisissez une fenêtre à critiquer dans une des deux listes
ci-dessous et appuyer sur OK quand vous avez trouvé la bonne fenêtre.

Fenêtres déjà critiquées

-,!Clii
.JJtJ,l(l

.. 1/. ..

_j ~ ~:~·~::.'.. , - ·u
rt.[,_ •
"J

..

l 'J

:::

.

~;.:
l<P -

à'~
Fenêtres sans critique
Format de page
Outils maitres
.!..

~

~ f:récédent 1

P, -9.uivant

1

Figure AS-18: Intra-windows critique, the choice (1)
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He inserts a positive and a negative critique and click on "Suivant" buttton.

l!!llil Ei

:-~ Critique intra-fenêtre

Critique infra-fenêtre
Annotez le dessin à l'aide de la palette graphique et insérer
les commentaires correspondant dans le champs de la critique.

j
.1

Critique positive :

Critique négative :

2 : la boîte à outils est bien
conçue

1 : ce te;:te à l'ouverture gène
l'utilisateur.

P, ~uivant

)( Annuler

Figure AS-19: Intra-windows critique (1)
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In this case, no keywords have been preselected and Patrick decides that it' s a good
choice. He has other window to criticize and click then on "Nouvelle".

~ Mols clés

Rlil 13
Critique intra-fenêtre : les mots clés
Choisissez les différents mots clés caractérisant votre critique en complétant
ou en corrigeant la sélection ci-dessous.

Date de la critique :

j20/08/99

Critères de desig...----~---=-----~-~-------------,.,.,,

r Compatibilité
r Cohérence
r Charge de travail
r t>.daptabilité

r Contrôle du dialogue
r Représentativité
riGuidag~

r

Gestion des erreurs

Familles d'OIA- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

I

l

I

I

I

Statiques Défilement Action Contrôle Dialogue Feed-back]

r
r
r

r
r

Libellés
Séparateur

Invitation à saisir
Icône

Boîte de regroupement

)( Annuler

_j

~ Nouvelle

1 1

✓ OK

Figure AS-20: Intra-windows critique, keywords (1)
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He has to choice again the windows he wants to criticize.

l!llil El

~ Choix de la fenêtre à critiquer

Choix de la fenêtre à critiquer
Choisissez une fenêtre à critiquer dans une des deux listes
ci-dessous et appuyer sur OK quand vous avez trouvé la bonne fenêtre.

Fenêtres déjà critiquées

~"1

Ir:

.:.:.._J

H 01qhl:

l-~·
bf]

3

;Il,. /!-1_ / ,~ ,

~

1-

l~•ll·h1~~~-, 1
t-'at1r~•

J L.laind1c-

Fenêtres sans critique

..

ABC principale
•.11 ■ 11nçi

■

Outils maitres

~

M.ol'<!Î'lt

L11n

1 .....

!_J
~

!!_~hl
e_u1111, ■ .

!_J
~

.., Jnch~•
.~ I'.,,nti■ot,,.

11::? ~uivant

<,t.1J Erécédent J

1

Figure AS-21: Intra-windows critique, the choice (2)
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He criticizes it and click on the "sui vant" button

l!!llil Et

~ Critique intra-fenêlre

Critique intra-fenêtre
Annotez le dessin à l'aide de la palette graphique et insérer
les commentaires correspondant dans le champs de la critique.

_gJ
~
,,

l . !').ï ••

~-.

··.,
.,.
-, -

ln>e

,........."

1 V\f.i

iSJ •J L,, ,,.,

d

-

"""•'

. ......

'

"'" '

.,1 Ln111,u

: A.,

,,1 , .......... ..

Critique positive :

~
1

!Nu l

1

1;!]
~
~

Critique négative :
1 : il n'y a que cet item qui
possède une raccourci clavier

)( Annuler

l(y' ~uivant

Figure AS-22: Intra-windows critique (3)
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-------------~-No keywords have been preselected but in this case, Patrick wants to add one. He
clicks then on "cohérence". He validates his critique by clicking on the "OK" button.

l!llil 13

;!à Mols clés

q

Critique intra-fenêtre : les mots clés
Choisissez les différents mots clés caractérisant votre critique en complétant
ou en corrigeant la sélection ci-dessous.

Date de la critique :

J

120/08/99

Critères de desig• .........- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

r

17 iCohérenc~

r
r

r

r

Compatibilité

Charge de travail

r

r

Adaptabilité

ii

Contrôle du dialogue

11

!I

Représentativité

1
'

Guidage
Gestion des erreurs

Familles d'OIA- - - - - - - - - ~ - - = - - - - - - - - - .

I

Statiques Défilement 1 .6.ction I Contrôle I Dialogue I Feed-back J

r
r
r

Libellés

r

Invitation à saisir

Séparateur

r

Icône

Il

11

Il

"
"

Boîte de regroupement

1

....__-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_--__-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-...-_...._~
)( Annuler 1

.~

Nouvelle 1 1

✓ OK

Figure AS-23: Intra-windows critique, keywords (2)
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A5.1.2.11 Critique choice (4)
He cornes back to the critique choice window but he doesn't want to insert more
critique and he decides then to continue.

Rlil Ei

~ Choix de la critique

q

Choix de la critique
Choisissez un des trois type de critique ou appuyer
sur Terminer si vous désirez cloturer la critique.

Critiques·- -=--=-=:-:-:--=-=-=-=--=-------,
Nombre déjà réalisées
Critique globale
Critique inter-fenêtre

!. ..................cr·11·1que ··1ntra·.fene· tre·····... ······ ... i,I
1_·;..................................................................................,_

~ Erécédent 1

2

~ ~uivant

1

Figure AS-24: Critique choice (4)
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AS.1.2.12 Summary
He can now see a summary of the inse11ed interface.

l!!lliJ f3

j2. Résumé de la critique

q

Résumé de la critique
Vous trouverez ci-dessous le résumé de l'interface et de ses différentes critiques.
Pour valider le cas, cliquez sur Terrniner et pour le modifier, cliquez sur Précédent

Nom de l'interface

.6.BC

Nombre de fenêtres composant l'interface

3

Général

j 1nsérant I Liste des fenêtres j Critique intra•fenêtre I Critique inter-fenêtre ]

Voici les données globales de l'interface
Domaine de l'interface

Dessin

Type d'utilisateur visé

Novice

Type de cas

Cas présenté et critiqué

Séquence vidéo de l'interface

Oui

Nombre de critiques intra-fenêtre

2

Nombre de critiques inter-fenêtre
Oui

Critique globale

'ûl _Erécédent j

.., .......Ierminer
,.,11.
. . . . .... . . . ..:I

1r··

Figure AS-25: Summary (1)
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He agrees with it and concludes his insertion

!llil 13

~ Résumé de la critique

q

Résumé de la critique
Vous trouverez ci-dessous le résumé de l'interface et de ses différentes critiques.
Pour valider le cas. cliquez sur Terminer et pour le modifier. cliquez sur Précédent

Nom de l'interface

ABC

Nombre de fenêtres composant l'interface

3

Général

j Insérant I Liste des fenêtres

Critique intra-fenêtre

Les fenêtres suivantes ont été critiquées
Nom de la fenêtre
Format de page

Les fenêtres suivantes n'ont pas reçu de critiques
Nom de la fenêtre

~ Erécédent 1
Figure AS-26: Summary (2)
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Appendix 6: Presentation of windows composing the interface

A6.1. 1ntrod uction
In chapter 4, we described the « Critique intra-fenêtre » in details. We will k.now
present the other windows of the interface but with fewer details. We will provide a
screenshot of them and a description of the different components.

A6.2. Windows description
A6.2.1-Window «Renseignements sur l'insérant»
(Information about people who insert the case)

A6.2.1.1 Screenshot

Nom:
Prénom:

Commentaires·sup(:!lémentaires:
'

Figure A6-1: Information concerning inserant
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A6.2.1.2 Components description
This window helps to collect information about the people who insert a case. One asks
following information:
•

First name: thanks to an EditBox. This field is mandatory.

•

Last name: thanks to an EditBox. Again, this field is mandatory.

•

Address Email: thanks to an EditBox, the user provides an email. This field 1s
optional.

•

Qualification: thanks to a ComboBox, the user provides its qualification. He has the
choice between Student, incumbent Professor or Other (expert or novice). This field is
important because it informs us on the knowledge of the person who inserts the case
conceming Human-Computer Interaction. It is therefore mandatory.

•

Comments: thanks to a Memo, the user provides all the other information that he
wants conceming him. This field is optional.

The window includes finally two buttons:
•

Button «Quitter» (Leave): this button leaves the application.

•

Button «Suivant» (Following): this button allows to go to the next window in the
application that is to say the window "Présentation de l'interface".
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A6.2.2. Window «Présentation de l'interface»

(interface

presentation)

A6.2.2.1 Screenshot
,,_

v~•v~~--

I,'?-- Présentation de l'interface

q

!Slil Et

Présentation de l'interface
Complétez les différents champs concernant l'interface globale
ainsi que diférents commentaires libres.

Nom de l'interface:
Domaine de l'interface :
Type d'utilisateur visé '.
Type de cas:
Séquence vidéo de l'interface:
Correction d'un cas existant :
Commentaires :

Décrivez l'environnement du cas

'\

<Q fré,çédent

Figure A6-2: Interface presentation

A6.2.2.2 Components description
This window allows the user to provide the different useful information about the
interface. Asked information are the following:
•

Interface name: thanks to an EditBox, the user provides the name that he wants to give
to his interface. This field is mandatory.
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•

Interface domain: thanks to an EditBox, the user provides the field of activity aimed
by the interface. This field is mandatory.

•

Type of user aimed: thanks to a ComboBox, the user provides the type of user aimed
by the interface. He has the choice between «Novice», «Intermédaire» and
«Professionnel». The default value is «Novice».

•

Type of case: thanks to a ComboBox, the user provides the type of case that he is
going to present. He has the choice between «Presented Case» (he will not have the
possibility to criticize), «Criticized and Presented Case» (he will have automatically
the possibility to provide a cri tic of its choice) or again «Reference case» provided that
he is the holder of the course. The default value is «Presented Case».

•

Video Seguence of the interface: thanks to a ComboBox, the user informs us about the
existence of a video sequence that completes its interface. If a video sequence exists,
the user will have then to provide the path to find this sequence (to see window "
Chemin de la séquence vidéo "). The default value is that there is no video sequence.

•

Correction of an existent interface: thanks to a ComboBox, the user indicates us if the
case that he inserts is the correction of an existing case already present in the database.
If it is the case, the user has to indicate (seeing window " Renseignement
supplémentaires concernant l'interface ") of which interface the interface he
introduces is the correction and he is able, in a free comment to tell us why. The
default value is no.

•

Comments: thanks to a mitre box, the user has the possibility to add comments about
the interface. Thus, he can add comments concerning the environment of the case, the
pedagogical step used or others free comments. These fields are optional.

The window includes finally two buttons:
•

Button «Précédent» (preceding): this button serves to return to the window " Données
sur l'insérant ".

•

Button «Suivant» : this button allows to go to the next window of the application that
is, the window "Renseignements complémentaires concernant l'interface" if the
inserted interface is a correction, the window "Chemin de la séquence vidéo" if the
user provides a video sequence linked to his interface and that this last one is not a
correction, or the window" Fenêtres composant l'interface".
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A6.2.3. Window «Renseignements complémentaires
concernant l'interface» (complementary Information about the
interface)

A6.2.3.1 Screenshot
Rfil El

,~ Rens~ig~ements complémentaires sur l'interface

Renseignements complémentaires sur l'interface
sérez en est la con
s la zone de éomm

Figure A6-3: More information about the interface

A6.2.3.2 Components description
This window allows the user to indicate which window is corrected by the current and
to tell why. Asked information are the following:
•

This interface is the correction of the next interface: thanks to a ComboBox, the user
chooses in the list of already introduced interfaces which one is corrected by current.
This field is mandatory.

•

Comments: thanks to a memo, the user can explain in what the interface that he
introduces is the correction of another interface. This field is optional.

The window understands finally two buttons:
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•

Button «Précédent» : this button serves to retum to the window " Présentation de
l'interface ".

•

Button «Suivant»: this button allows to go to the next window of the application that
is to say the window " Chemin de la séquence vidéo" if it exists or to the window "
Fenêtres composant l'interface" in the opposite case.

A6.2.4. Window «Chemin de la séquence vidéo»

(Pathof

the video sequence)

A6.2.4.1 Screenshot
R~ f3

~ Chemin de la séquence vidéo

Chemià de la séquence iraéo ,
Indiquez cl-dessous le chemin où l'on peut trouver la séquence
vidéo présentant l'enchainement des fenêtres de l'intetface;
. Terminez par Suivant pour valider où p~ P~~êêdent pour ·
revenir à la présentation globale.

Figure A6-4: path of the video sequence

A6.2.4.2 Components description
This window allows the user to specify the path of the video sequence that it puts at
the disposai users with its interface. Asked information are following:
•

Path of the video seguence: thanks to an EditBox, the user provides the path
allowing to find the video sequence. User has allowing it to check dises to find this
path. This field is mandatory.

The window understands finally two buttons:
•

Button «Précédent»: this button serves to retum to the window "Présentation de
l'interface" or "Informations complémentaires concernant l'interface" according to the
path followed.
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•

Button «Suivant»: this button allows go to the next window of the application that is
to say the window «Fenêtres composant l'interface».

A6.2.5. Window «Fenêtres composant l'interface»
(Windows composing the interface)

A6.2.5.1 Screenshot

de la fenêtre à insérer, ap
uler pour l'abandonner.
• sélectionnez la dans lël li

sur
appuyez
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Figure A6-5: windows composing the interface
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A6.2.5.2 Components description
This window allows the user to provide the path by which we can access to the
different windows of the interface proposed to the other users and to have an overview the
different windows that it has introduced for its interface. Request information are:
•

Name of the window: for each window of the proposed interface, the user has to
choose a name. An EditBox is aimed to receive the name of the window. This field
is mandatory.

•

Path of the window: for each window of the proposed interface, the user has to
provide the path that allows to access to this window. An EditBox is aimed to
collect this path. The user can browse his dises thanks to a button. This field is
mandatory.

These two elements are gathered in a GroupBox named: "Nouvelle fenêtre à insérer» (New
window to insert) with
•

Butten «Ajouter» (Add) allowing the validation of the new window for the
insertion

•

Butten «Annuler» (Cancel) deleting the contents of both fields.

The window also includes other elements gathered in a GroupBox named "Liste des fenêtres
déjà introduites» (List of already introduced window) :
•

Tableau récapitulatif (Summary Table): this table on two colurnns and n lines
summarizes the name of windows as well as the path allowing to access them. No
modification is possible to this place. If the user wishes to make changes, he has to
delete the entry and to reinsert it.

•

Button «Suppression» (Suppress) that allows to suppress a selected window.

Finally, we can find the following elements:
•

Button «Précédent»: this button allows user to retum to the former window
according to the source.

•

Butten «Suivant»: this button allows to go to the next window of the application
that is to. say the window «Résumé du cas présenté» (Summary of the Presented
case) if the interface was a «Presented case» and to the window " Choix de la
critique " otherwise.
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A6.2.6. Window «Résumé du cas présenté»

(Summaryof

the presented case)

A6.2.6.1 Screenshot
.,

R~ EJ

Résumé du cas présenté

q

Résumé du cas présenté
Voici un résumé du cas présenté.
Appl!Yez sur te1miner pour termin~r la présentation du cas.

Nom de l'interface
Domaine de l'interface
Nombre de fenêtres

0

Liste des fenêtres intcoduites

- ----------..fLierminer 1

Figure A6-6: Summary of the case

A6.2.6.2 Components description
This window presents a summary of the case the user has inserted. So, there are no
fields to fill.
The window contains next elements:
•

Interface name: Label with the name of the interface

•

Domain of the interface: Label with the domain of the interface

•

Number of windows introduced: Label with the number of windows composing the
interface

•

List of windows introduced: StringGrid with the name of the different windows
introduced.
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A6.2. 7. Window «Choix de la critique»

(critique choice)

A6.2.7.1 Screenshot

I.~ Choix de la critique

q

-

f!!I~ Ei

Choix de la critique
Choisissez un des trois type de critique ou appuyer
sur Terminer si vous désirez cloturer la critique.

Nombre déjà réalisées

0
0

0

t....... .............. ......1

1

1.. p,.S,uivantj

Figure A6-7: Critique choice

A6.2.7.2 Components description
This window allows the user to begin the interface critique. he will have the choice
between a global critique, inter- and/or intra-windows critique.
The window includes next elements:
•

Button «Critique globale» (Global critique): this button allows the user to begin a
global interface critique. Then he goes to the window "Critique globale".

•

Button «Critique inter-fenêtre» (inter-window critique): this button allows the user
to begin a inter-window interface critique. Then he goes to the window "Choix des
deux fenêtres à critiquer".

•

Button «Critique intra-fenêtre» (intra-windows critique): this button allows the
user to begin a intra-window interface critique. Then he goes to the window
"Choix de la fenêtre à critiquer".

Notice that a table indicates to the user the number of critiques of each kind already realized.
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•

Butten «Précédent»: this button allows to retum to the window "Fenêtres
composant l'interface" .

•

Butten «Suivant»: this button allows to go to the window "résumé de la critique".

A6.2.8. Window «Critique globale»

(global critique)

A6.2.8.1 Screenshot
~lil EJ

,.. Critique globale

q

Critique globale
Faites défiler les différentes fenêtres de l'interface à l'aide des boutons de
navigation et remplissez les champs Critique avec VO$ commentaires.

: ,r1,..- [·"'' ' ,j...,,t.T,r t.-,.,
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r~- ;

••• •••••••• ••••••• ••••• ••• ••• ••• •••••• ••••••••••••••• H OOO.,

J0,1>kd.~1t11Zp,Nr

;;, ·: ~1u:s:ii:.:.•w:11C.x

;

li

:

!l

,;.. ~:;:.~-~.-.~-1.·.
, ........................... ·· ...........................·

Une séquence vidéo e$l dispohible pour cette interface.

Critique négativé

Cr~ique pos~ive

J7 ~uivant

Figure A6-8: Global critique
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A6.2.8.2 Components description
This window allows the user to make a global interface critique that he has proposed
and includes next elements:
•

Scrolling tools: this tool allows the user to see the different windows composing the
interface. This manner, it is easier to make a global critique since one can have
constantly each window under eyes.

•

Video Seguence: Label indicating the existence of a video sequence. In the
affirmative, a button allows to see the video sequence in a separate window.

•

Text zones "Positive critique" and "Negative critique": thanks to two Memos, the user
is able to criticize the interface. This field is mandatory.

•

Button «Suivant»: this button allows to go to the window " keywords ".

•

Button «Annuler» (cancel): this button allows to return to the window " Choix de la
critique ". Information contained in the window « global Critique « are not then saved.
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A6.2.9. Window «Choix des deux fenêtres à
Critiquer» (Choice of the two windows to criticize)
A6.2.9 .1 Screenshot

;;, ·; q-.,n:J:it.:.·l'~")C-

H ~~k
.HJ> .. <t.:.,uœp,o.,r

l
;

fi

.; . ~:;:.;:.:·•·· ·il

Figure A6-9: Choice of the two windows to criticize

A6.2.9.2 Components description
This window allows the user to select the two windows that he will compare to make
his inter-windows critique.
The window includes next elements:
•

List of windows I: this list includes all windows of the interface. The user selects in
this list the first of the two windows that he wants to compare in his inter-windows
critique.
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•

List of windows II: this list is identical to the precedent. The user selects in this
second list the second of the two windows that he wants to compare in his
critique.

•

Illustration: When the user selects a window in one of the two lists, an illustration
of this interface appears.

Remark: when a window has been selected in one of the two lists, the window with the same
name in the other list can no longer be selected. lndeed, two distinct windows are necessary to
make an inter-windows critique. This is why, if the user chooses in the two lists the same
window, a message of error appears in the bottom of the window and the user can not
continue hi~ his critique (the button «Suivant» is unusabled).
•

Button «Suivant»: this button allows to continue the inter-windows critique and to
go to the next window of the application, the window "Critique inter-fenêtre".

•

Button «Précédent»: this button allows the user to return to the preceding window,
that is to say the window " Choix de la critique ".
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A6.2.10. Window «Critique inter-fenêtres»

(Inter-Windows

critique)

A6.2.10.1 Screenshot
Ji1'00 EJ

~ Critique inter-fenêtre

Critique inter-fenêtre
Annotez conjointement les deux dessins à l'aide de la palette graphique et insérer les commentairet
correspondant dans le champs de la critique.

Critique positive :

Critique négative :

Figure A6-10: Inter-windows critique

A6.2.10.2 Components description
This window allows the user to make a inter-windows critique of the two selected
windows that he has selected.
The window contains next elements:
•

Graphical Tool: this tool allows the user to draw rectangles on illustrations, enlarging
these illustrations, and so on. The utilization of this graphical tool is explained in a
section of this report.
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•

Illustrations: the user can see an illustration of the two windows that he is comparing.

•

Text zones (positive Critique and negative Critique): thanks to two Memos, the user
can comment his inter-windows critique. This field is mandatory.

•

Button «Suivant»: this button allows to go to the window "Mots clés" .

•

Button «Annuler»: this button cancels "the inter-windows critique and allows the user
to return to the preceding window, that is to say the window " Choix de la critique ".
Information concerning this critique are not then saved.

A6.2.11. Window «Choix de la fenêtre à critiquer»
(Choice of the window to criticize)

A6.2.11.1 Screenshot

1~ Choix de la fenêtre à critiquer

q

-

Choix d~ la fenêtre à critiquer
Choisissez une fenêtre à critiquer dans une des deui-: listes
ci-dessous et appuyer sur OK quand vous avez trouvé la bonne fenêtre.

Fenêtres déjà critiquées

Fenêtres sans critique
pd
. . . .

.

WinWord

~ ~uivant

<Q frécédent

1

Figure A6-11: Choice of the window to criticize
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A6.2.11.2 Components description
This window allows the user to select the window he will criticize and includes next
elements:
•

List of already criticized windows: this list includes all windows of the interface
already criticized. The user can even so select one of these windows to make some
new criticizes.

•

List of windows without critique: this list contains all the windows of the interface that
have not been criticized. The user can select one of these windows to make some
critique.

•

Illustration: When the user selects a window in one of the two described lists, an
illustration of this interface appears.

•

Burton «Suivant»: this button allows to continue the intra-windows critique and to go
to the next window of the application, the window «Critique intra-fenêtre».

•

Button «Précédent»: this button cancels the intra-windows critique and allows the user
to return to the preceding window, that is to say the window " Choix de la critique ".

A6.2.12. Window «Critique infra-fenêtre»
critique)
This window is criticized in Chapter 4.
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A6.2.13. Window «Mots clés»

(Keywords)

A6.2.13.1 Screenshot
~ Mots clés

8'00 EJ
Critique ï'ntra-fenêtre : les mots clés ',
Choi~issez les différents mots clés caractérisant votre critique en complétant
ou en corrigeanda sélection ci-dessous,

Date de la critique:

r Contrôle du dialogue
., Cohérence

Représentativité

Charge de travail

Guidage

J

Action ( Contrôle Dialogu

r

17

Menu
Item de menu
Barredemer;iu

-, iMenu déroulânj

Menu en sur-affichage
Menu en cascade

r Sous-menu
r Menu imbriqué
Il

✓□K

J( Ann~ 1

1

Figure A6-12: Keywords

A6.2.13.2 Components description
This window allows the user to choose keywords that define his cnt1que. These
keywords are therefore linked to the critique rather than to the interface or to the window.
The window contains next elements:
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•

Date of the day: thanks to an EditBox, user provides the date of the day. Thanks to this
field, it will be possible to a user to make a search according to a date of insertion.
Note also that this field is filled automatically without the assistance of user (the
former has nevertheless the possibility to modify the value of the field).

•

List of design criteria: thanks to CheckBoxes, the user can choose the different design
criteria that characterize his critique. These criteria are gathered in a GroupBox.

•

Family of AIO : thanks to a PageControl, the user can select different AIO among 6
families of AIO.

•

Button «Annuler» : this button allows to return to the window corresponding to the
critique made.

•

Button «Nouveau» : this button allows to validate the critique and its keywords and
introducing a new one. lt opens again the window "Choix de la fenêtre à critiquer" if
keywords are associated with an intra-windows critique and "Choix des deux fenêtres
à critiquer" if it is to an inter-windows critique. In case of a global critique, this button
is unusable because it can exist only one global critique for a specific interface
critique.

•

Button «OK»: this button validates the critique and its keywords and returns to the
« Choix de la critique » window .
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A6.2.14. Window «Résumé»

(Summary)

A6.2.14.1 Screenshot
&;!l[il El

~ Résumé de la critique

Résumé de la critique
Vous tro1-1v.erez ci-dessous le résumé de l'interface et de ses différentes critiques.
Pour v ~ le CM, ctiq~ez sur Terminer el ~ur le modifier, cliquez sur Précédent
•,f"om d1Jril\'fface

Microsoft

· Nombre de fenêtres compcnant l'interface

2

Bureautique

·Domaine de l'interface
Type d'utifisateur visé

Novice

Type de cas

Cas présenté et critiqué

Séquence vidéo de l'interface

Oui

Nombre de êritiques intra-fenêtre

1

Nombre de cr~iques inter-fenêtre

1

' Critique globale

Non

..fl.Ierminer

1

Figure A6-13: Summary

A6.2.14.2 Components description
This window provides the user a summary of the interface and includes next elements:
•

Interface name: Label with the name of the interface.

•

Number of windows composing the interface: Label indicating the number of
windows composing the interface.

•

Surnmary of the interface: PageControl of composed next pages :
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•

•
•
•
•

General: domain of the interface, aimed user type, type of case, video sequence of
the interface, number of intra-windows critiques, number of inter-windows
critiques and global critique.
User_who_inserts: name, Given name, email address and qualification
List _of windows: list of windows composing the interface
Intra-windows _critique: list of windows having received a critique and list of
windows that have not.
J_1_1_tçx:-.w_i_1_1_çl9.w~__q::Wq.lJ._~: list of windows criticized.

•

Button «Précédent» : this button allows to return to the « Choix de la critique»
window

•

Burton «Terminer»: this button allows to end the application and validating the
interface.
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